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I. UNITED STATES FOREIGN M-Ai fARY SALES
A. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Since the arrival of the industrial revolution, armament sales were an
integral part of world trade. Arms merchants such as Alfred Krupp of Prussia
and Lord Armstrong of England survived in their early years only because of
foreign purchases [Ref. 11. While most modem weapons manufacturers
are less dependent upon foreign sales for their survival, Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) are a lucrative trade. From a few billion dollars in the early 1960s, the
value of weapons deliveries culminated at more than $38 billion in 1982 and 1983
[Ref. 21. In the early 1900s, the US. Government was not extensively
involved in FMS as an instrument of foreign policy. Yet, American companies
profited from foreign sales of munitions and military equipment. Du Pont sold
gunpowder to Spain and Latin American nations battling for their independence
and to both Russia and Britain in the Crimean War.
Armafi sales became moe of an instrument of foreign policy with the
commencement of World War IL By late 1939, the Lockheed aircraft company
was delivering bombers to the British Royal Air Force under the largest order yet
given an American aviation firm [Ref. 3]. In 1940, President Roosevelt sent
50 desters to Britain. The Lend-Leae Act of 1941 created a channel for the
American governmmt to funnel military aid to its allim ief. 41.
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The cold war increased the government's coordination of weapons exports.
Faced with an increaingly antagonistic relationship between the world's new
"superpowers," President Truman believed that "collective security" would defend
the Free World. On March 1Z 1947, Truman dedicated the United States to the
military and economic assistance of threatened nations around the globe [Ref. 4:
pp. 714-7161.
Until the late 1950s, security assistance efforts enjoyed widespread support
and generated lttle controversy. Still, President Eisenhower was suspect of the
"Military Industrial Complex" and support for aid was reduced under his
administration [Ref. & pp. 738-7441. Further, critics of the grant aid military
progam labeled it a "giveaway" that the US. could not afford. Thus, Congress
cut the progrm and shifted some grant military aid to loans.
By the early 1960s, the political map was more stable. The Berlin Wall and
the Cuban missile crisis passed without military conft In the United States, a
rising unfavorable balance of trade appeared. President Kennedy reduced grant
military aid even further, placing greater emphasis on economic assistance.
Kennedy wanted Western Europe to buy more US. arms and stated that "the
governmt must plY a more vigorous part in helping to enlarge foreign markets
for American goods and serIces." The government should "urge the purchase
of new weapons and weapon systems by those of our allies who are financially
capable of doing so, [Ref. 3: p. 201."
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About 1965, President Johnson increased foreign armament sales due to the
conflict in South East Asia and insurgency movements in Latin America [Ref. 4:
pp. 772-776]. This escalation of arms sales initially caused little reaction and some
have stipulated that the involvement of governments helped to muffle any public
concern. However, the decade would not end without widespread questioning
of American arms export practices.
In 1969, President Nixon noted that the US. should maintain treaty
commitments and a willingness to provide security assistance. Yet, the US.
should "look to the nation directly threatened to assume the primary
responsibility ... for its defense [Ref. 3: p. 211". To reduce the US. presence
abroad and shift more of the responsibility for defense of other nations onto those
countries themselves, the Nixon Doctrine increased privileges and credits for arms
sales.
In mid 1977, President Carter announced new guidelines for US. arms
exports in Presidential Directive, PD-13. Carter said "the virtually unrestrained
spread of conventional weaponry threatens stability in every region of the world."
The administration would view arms transfers as "an exceptional foreign policy
implement to be used only in instances where it can be dearly demonstrated that
the transfer contributm to our national security interests [Ref. 3: p. 24]".
In the 19S(s, President Reagan's approach to arms trade was nearly the
complete opposite. To more easily use arms transfers as a policy tool, Reagan
dropped the annual ceiling on arms sale levels, rescinded restrictions on US.
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embassies and military missions abroad concerning foreign arms sales, and
created a Special Defense Acquisition Fund (SDAF). The Department of Defense
(DOD) uses this fund to purchase large quantities of military equipment, at a
more economical rate, in anticipation of future arms sale agreements [Ref. 3: p.
291.
B. STATUTE AND CONSTrTUTIONAL CONTROL OF FMS
Among the first major statutes to control foreign military sales was the
restrictive Neutrality Act of 1935, designed to keep the U.S. out of European
conflicts. This law was a failure and Congress repealed it in 1939 [Ref. 4: pp. 661-
6661. The FMS program as we know it had its origin in the Lend-Lease Act of
1941. As the GAO noted then, " . . . the U& government converted arms
transfers from prd ivate to redonn public channels [. 3:
p. 181". However, Lend-Lease did not extend into the post-war era.
The post-war funded transfer of arms began in 1947 when Congress granted
$400 million in economic and military aid for Greece and Turkey. As the cold
war grew, Conrnm plad the grants and sales of military equipment into the
Mutual Defense Assptance Act of 1949 [Ref. 4: pp. 714-7181. This authorized FMS
cash and credit programs until Congress passed the Foreign Military Sales Act
The Foreign Mitary Saks Act of 1966 established separate authority for
foreign military sales and made some procedural reforms. The act distinguished
between sales and grants, removed cash and credit arm sales from the Military
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Assistance Program (MAP), gave the FMS program separate legislative authority,
and expressed some of Congress's growing concerns about arms exports [Ref. 3:
p. 211.
In 1976, the International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act
(AECA) established comprehensive control of exports and imports of military
weapons. The AECA instructed the President to tell Congress what items he
desired to control and set two channels for arms sales, direct commercial sales
and FMS [Ref. 3: p. 29].
The 1981 Foreign Aid Authorization bill repealed the 1976 AECA direct
commercial sales cap, reduced Legislative Branch oversight of arms sales, and
loosened the reporting requirements for sales to NATO and other allied nations.
The bill also reduced the requiremet for advance notice to Congress for arms
sales from 30 to 15 days and revised the dollar amount of the notification
threshold [Ref. 3: p. 291.
As designed, the Constitution of the United States controls the budget
process. The Department of State, Office of Management and Budget (0MB),
DOD, and the Natonal Security Council (NSC) review the FMS budget before its
submission to the resident for inclusion in the annual budget request to
Congress [EeL 3: p. 45J.
The Senate Foreign Relations and House Foreign Affairs Committee are
responsible for authorizing and appropriating funds for the security amistance
programs. With the p ina approval of these committe, the budget
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committee in each chamber can pass a first budget resolution, setting
congressional targets for subsequent authorizations and appriat . As with
any budget process, the authorizing committees then scrutinize the foreign aid bill
and key on countries receiving the largest portion or requesting significantly
different aid from the previous year. Congress completes action on the budget
when the Appropriations Committees and then both houses vote to provide funds
[Ref. 3: p. 451.
Congress oivides the security assistance budget into five major elments
[Ref. 3: p. 211. Foreign Military Sales Credits (FMSCR) is the largest Security
Assistance Program (SAP) element and has the most impact on total arms exports.
This program finances weapons acquisitions of foreign govements unable to
pay in full at the time of agreement or who deserve financial assistance for
another reasom
Other program are: The Military Assisance Program (MA P), which
provides Srmnts to foreign goverments to use to obtain military equipment and
services; the Economic Support Fund (ESF), which aids in flnandng other than
military projects; the International Military Educational and Training (RAFT),
which provides gmrab to pay U.S fare to train foreign military personnel; and
the Peaekep.n Operations (PKO), which is the smallest of the five prorm
and provides funds to support designated pec-,keping operations.
Marginal funding leves, specifically designated country funding levels, and
an irease for funds provided as grants, vice loans, characterize recent FM
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policy decisions. Traditionaly, FMSCR monies have fallen into two pots.
Earmarked funds set minimum required funding levels for specific countries
receiving FMSCR financing. Discretionary funds are those the PrecIdent may use
as he sees fit Increasingly, Congress exerts significant influence over the
disbursement of FMSCR funds and earmarks the FMSCR funds, leaving little
discretionary funds available [Ref. 51. The 1989 Foreign Operations Export
Financing and Related Programs Appropriations Act set floors for aid to Israel
and Egypt, ceilings on aid to Pakistan, and barred aid to Contra forces in
Nicaragua [Ref. 6]. In 1969, Congress earmarked 99.75 percent of the
entire FMS appropriation for seven countries and ended several unprotected
programs.
In 1989, the FMSCR program became the Foreign Military Financing
Program (FMP) and Congress identified funds as either grants, or loans
[Ref. 71. n 1990, FMFP becane Foreign Military Sales Financing (FMSF).
President Bush requested $5.027 billion in FMSF financin& all in grants [Ref. 6:
p. 28]. Promoting peace in the Middle East and maintaining democracy in
Cmntral America and the Philippines are the purposes for most of the program.
Cash sales of mlltarj equipment made either through the FMS cash program or
through commercial channels are not part of the federal budget. However, they
remain a significant part of FMS [Re. 5. p. 191.
Decisions of the Suprune Court also influence US. arms export policy. In
1963, the Court ruled the legislative veto power of the Foreign Military Sales Act
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was unconstitutional and unenforceable. The act allowed Congress to block an
arms sale by a straight forward maority vote in each house. It was not subct
to the President's review nor veto [Ref. 3: p. 471. Now, under an amended act,
Congressional rejection of an arms sale requires the passage of a joint resolution,
signed by the President Overriding an Executive Branch veto requires two-thirds
of the votes in both the House and Senate. The Executive Branch needs only
one-third of the votes plus one in either of the houses to sustain its veto.
C. JUSTIFICATION OF FOREIGN MILITARY SALES
Until the early 1900s, most Americans saw arms sales as a commercul
activity no different from any other form of commerce. This view lost favor
among the general population in the post-Vieftam era. Nonetheless, President
Reagan resurrected this view when he directed that "U S. government
representatives overseas will be expected to provide the same courtesies and
support to firms that have obtained licenses to market items on the U-S.
munition list as they would to those marketing other American products [Ref.
3: p. 55. To the President, arms sales were central to North American national
defense, potical wl being and economic development.
FMS aids national security by stresheing U. allies and friends while
deterring unwanted conflict [M 4: pp. 715-716). Arno tmufm enhance the
security of nations and promote stbility in regions where changes in the balance
of power would adversely affect the US. Fb1S gives defensive capabiliies to
allied and friendly governments and eMles them to asume the military burden
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that the US. previously carried. FMS deters external aggression and suppresses
internal revolt. FMS is central to South Korea's defense of its independence and
is vital to Taiwan's and Israel's survival
FMS advances US. political interests as it promotes US. influence over
foreign political and military leaders and provides a tangible demonstration of
US commitment to their nation [Ref. 3: pp. 60-63]. Additionally, FMS gives
leverage in other ways. Nations that purchase weapons, especially modem
sophisticated systems, often remain dependent upon the U. for spare parts,
ammunition, and various technical services and training. This pressures the
recipient to support US. regional political initiatives. Somalia's agreement not to
intervene in the Ethiopian Civil War and allow the US to use bases in Somalia
is a direct result of the political influence of FM [Ref. 3: pp. 60-631.
FMS also generates important economic benefits at three levels of the
economy [RL 8]. Arms sales are a source of foeign exchange and
improve our balance of trade. FMS also msum the health of the US defense
industries and loweus the costs of prm nt for the US. armed forces. FMS
reduces domestic outlays for weapons production. With FMS, manufacturers can
paw part of the reearch and development cste onto the foreign buyer and
achieve better economies of scale through largr production runs.
D. EMPACT UPON THE THIRD WORLD
Unlike Western Europe where FMS contributed to more than forty years of
peace and stability, in the Third World ams sales do not secure national security
-9-
objectives, extend political influence abroad, nor support the American economy.
On the contUay, US. arms exports fuel regional arms races, make wars more
likely and more destructive, foster human rights abuses, and lead impoverished
Third World nations to divert funds from economic development
1. Arm Trading and Regional Conflict
Instead of providing Third World nations with additional security and
promoting regional stability, arms transfers intensify mistrust and fear, breed
regional arms race, and heighten the potential for conflic In a seemingly
perpetual cycle, the purchase of new, technological1y advanced weapons lead
regional adveusaries to counter-purchm other advanced technology. For several
reasons, this vicious cycle is difficult to slow, much less halt, once set in motion.
Convoluting and exacerbating the effects of the arms buildups, security for
one nation heightens the paranoia, justified or otherwise, of a rival nation. This
paranoia exhorts the rival to initiate weapons transactions on the mere inkling of
another nation's pur.hase. Also, difficulties in obtaining information and
quantifying military strength leads rival nations to assess each other's military
needs and strengths very differently. One nation's desire to establish military
parity is anothe nation's attempt to pin an advantage.
If such hianity was not suffident, the considerable delay between time-of-
order and time-of-arrival for the arms heightens tensions as nation A buys
weapons "antlcpfati the purchase by notion B, who purchases the weapons
"atiang the arrival of weapons to nation A. Mien, of ourse, nation A
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receiving the weapons becomes justification for nation B to buy new weapons,
which then becomes justification for nation A to begin another cycle as well.
Another complicating factor is the desire of a nation to modernize its forces.
Rarely can a Third Worid nation replace old, obsolete weapon systems with the
same or similar models. Much like the Amish in Pennsylvania searching for
reowaement bearings for their wagons, the parts they want are modern, new and
improved version of the original [Ref. 9]. However, new and improved
means more lethal and that initiates another arms race. Even more damning than
the arms race is the destructive power of new, sophisticated weapons. Regional
conflicts are considerably more destcive as the use of the new, wire guided
anti-tank rockets proved in the few weeks of the 1973 Arab-sraei war.
While it seems insane and self-defeating for Third World nations to involve
themselves in a self-propelling arms-race, dropping from the race has a very
serious implication. The first nation unilaterally to back down concedes to his
rival superior arms.
As a pea promoftg policy, FNIS Is a failure. While arm sales provide the
US. with some leverage to prevent wars, this leverage is tempomry, at its best.
Having armed Israel for more than forty years has not resolved the political
problem of the Middle East nor rmtrained Israel from repeatedly invading its
neighbor. Armu transfifrs to Argentin did not provide the US, with sufficient
Influence to prevent nor resolve the Argentinean invasion of the Falkland Islands.
Soviet contacts within Libya didn't stop its invasion of Chad.
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Argentina and Libya are only two of many nations whose military
equipment exceeded their legitimate self-defense needs and thus permitted
otherwise implausible mflitary invasions. The lrst recipients of both US. and
Soviet 5_istLnce, Irn-Iraq, Somalia-Ethiopia, Egypt-Israel-Syria, and
India-Pakistan ultimately went to war.
2. Arms Sales and Human Rights
United States' arms transfers to Third World countries foster human rights
violations. By providing weapons for entrenched, anticommunist governments,
the US. signals its approval of the regimes and supplies them with weapons that
are not just Ideal for aggression against rebel forces, but also ideal for the
repression of dissident forces. For example, in 1979, Third World police forces
alone received 615,000 gs grenades, 126,000 revolvers, 52,000 rile and
submachine guns, 12,000 canisters of Mace and 56 million rounds of ammunition
[Ref. 10). This does not include the even l& r quantities of similar
weapons we shipped to Third World military organizations.
& Unitm SttMs Initiatives
Each Anrican President since Presient Kennedy has acknowledged the
objcions of human rights advocates. In 1964, the US. barred South Africa frou
recivng U.S arm bemuse of its human rights practices, (although loopholes in
this ban allowed South Afia to purchase $35 million worth of US. arms between
1964 and 1978) [RE 111. However, this type of enfrcent was not
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widely used until 1973 when Congress launched a true campaign to create
linkages between arms transfers and human rights.
Congress declared in Section 32 of the 1973 Foreign Assistance Act:
"It Is the sense of the Congress that the President should deny any..
. military assistance to the government of any foreign country which
practices the internment or imprisonment of that country's citizens for
political purpc [Ref. 11".
Using the power of this act, in 1974, Congress reduced military aid to Korea
and Chile because of human rights abuses. To provide additional linkage
between human rights and weapon sales, Congress adopted the following
compromise language in Section 502B of the Arms Export Control Act of that
yeear
"It is further the policy of the United States that, except under
circumstances specified in this section, no security assistance may be
provided to any country the government of which engages in a
consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
human rights [Re 121.
To prevent military equipment from becoming tools of repression, Congress
placed specific language in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1974 to forbid the use
of FMS channels to supply internal security forces. Yet, US. Congressional
attempts to use FMS to encourage human rights have failed for several reasons:
First, there is no internationally defined and universally accepted definition
of human rights. Huan rights to a cmmpesino trying to eke out an existence in
a Central American jungle and human rights to his urban cousin in the capital
city are worlds apa&
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Second, standards set by North Americans do not necessarily fit the
requirements of Third World inhabitants. The Americans' idea of individual
rights is not generally held in the Third World. Freedom from economic want or
freedom from anarchy and lawlessness may be their most cherished right and
may far exceed their desire to participate in free elections [Re. 131.
Third, foreign governments can ignore and get around US. law with
impunity because the US. lacks international enforcement mechanisms. Thus,
repressive branches of internal control organizations continue to receive American
defense equipment [ReL 10: p. 1861. Besides, since the military in the Third
World is often as involved in repression as are police and internal security forces,
the law, even if enforced, would be ineffective.
Last, Third World nations keenly remember and deeply resent every
instance of "Yankee aggression." They view American's imposition of human
rights standards and sanctions for human rights violations as another example of
imperialism and interference in their internal afis
4. Arm Tmrazer and Third World Eonomic Development
Arms sales and transfers affect on the economic development of the Third
World. Arms sales to Third World nations impede their development, tie up
badly needed resources and foreign exchange, and produce no consumable goods
nor provide significant elo ent.
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5. Arms Imports and Third World Debt
Arms transfers dismally affect the developing natiornt' balance of payments,
exhaust badly needed foreign currency, and aggravate the debt crisis of many
Third World co-.ntries. The r are serious. Some Third World nations
have seen their real incomes plunge by as much as two thirds since 1980. Others,
having fallen behind on their repayments, may reject their massive debts. This
could trigger a worldwide financial crisis IR 141.
Developing nations spend $25 to $30 billion on arms imports each year, a
significant drain on foreign exchange. Five of the 15 largest debtor nations,
Argentina, Venezuela, Nigeria. Morocco and Peru, were among the 2D leading
arms importing countries between 1961 and 1985 Re. 151. The 15 largest
debtor nations imported more than $12 billion worth of arms between 1979 and
1983 [Ref. 2: pp. 131-1341. A quarter of the accumulated Latin America debt is
due to arms imports [Ref. 15: p. 971.
Arms transfe ae largely unproductive with few benekial effects for the
economy. According to the United Nations, arm promoters exaggerate and
misplace spinoff benefits of arms imports [Ref. 161. Most of the
infrstructure that ihe military createis makes no contribution to the civilian
economy of an underdeveloped nation. Particularly in Third World nations, the
military tchnology is too specialized for civilian applications and does not apply
to civilian industries. Even when partial production runs occur within Third
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World countries, arms production is capital-intensive and ill-suited for labor
surplus economies of the Third World.
6. Diverting Resources from Social Development
Using arms import programs to provide an impetus for the development of
infrastructure and the training of large quantities of civilians is inefficient. A
Third World nation could more readily accomplish these objetives by directly
channeling the res. arces into development. Instead of buying weapons from the
US., the Third World nation could pay our own people to build roads, dams and
airports for civilian use.
Hard currency is the most crucial of the diverted resources. Developing
nations spend approximately $25 to $30 billion a year to purchase arms [Ref. 15:
p. 97). This figure does not account for maintenance cob that typically run five
times the original purchase price over a 10 to 20-year life span. Often, this drain
becomes so great, that the Third World nation must defer maintenance on the
aircraft and ground them. The grounded aircraft not only deprive the nation of
the alternative use of the money, but also stops the nation from meeting its
legitimate security needs.
- 16 -
IL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND THE SOVIET UNION'S ARM TRADE
A. INTRODUCTION
As the US and USSR made tactical nuclear weapons with massive force and
hardened retaliatory delivery systems, these weapons assured that war between
the two nations would bring their mutual destruction. Eventually, using nuclear
weapons became nearly i and a direct military confrontation between
the superpowers seemed less likely.
In this enirnent, the early 1960s presented unexeted changes and new
opportunities for the United States and the Soviet Union. Occurring in quick
succession, the deaths of Leonid Brezhnev, Yuri Andropov, and Konstantin
Chernenko left a void in Soviet leadership. Into this void came Mikhail
Gozbachv. With Ronald Reaga's sudden willingness to embrwe the "evil
empire," Gorbachev's wihn to Meese the Soviet's hold on some satellite
nations seemed to signal the end of the Cold War.
Between the saperpower stand-off and the changing leadership of the US
and USSR, direct military competition seem less remote. While this might mark
the beginning of an era of East - West cooperation, it may also signal an era of
intense economic competition between the United State and the Soviet Union.
If so, the competition will accelerate as the US and USSR hevtyably deplete their
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supplies of unrecoverable natural resoues and former East Bloc nations
penetrate further into world trade.
The idea of fierce East - West economic competition is not new. In 1957,
Soviet Premier Nikita Khnzshchev said that war with the US was not a military
confrontation....It was an economic confrontation. He said:
"We declare war upon you ... in the peaceful field of trade. We
decare a war. We will win over the United States. The threat of the
United States is in the field of peaceful production [ReL 171".
If the US and USSR base their further and main competitive nature on
economic strength, the US trade policy with the Third World must include an
economic and military evaluation of the effects of trade. The US must fully
understand the intentions and effects of Soviet world trade.
Within the last thirty years, the Soviet Union developed the capabilities to
extend credible economic influence through trade and aid. Within the last 20
years, we have seen an accelmted deci in the perceived Soviet military threat
to Western Europe and one could debate whether the Soviets ever posed a
military threat to the Third World. This encourages regional detente and that
promotes increased lest-West European trade.
Economic devopment, not Soviet military envelopment, is the immediate
concern to most world leaders. In the early 1970's, the Soviet Union saw the
economic and political benefit of world trade and broke from their traditional
autarkic views. In the arena of world trade and in search of much needed
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technology and grain, the Soviets initially focused on and enjoyed the benefits of
trade with the West Moscow is now gradually enlarging trade activities and
shifting their attention to Third World markets to obtain both economic and
-lal
Three complementaiy factors drive the Soviet Union's entry into world
trade. First, and most importantly, is the Soviet Union's inherent need to expand
continuously their influence and power. Traditional Czarist Russian
expansionism and modern Communist ideology and doctrine support this need.
The Soviets realize the expansion of power and influence via three basic channels,
the expressions of state power and influence through state dilomacy, the
military, and economics. While previous kremlin leadenm failed to note much of
the strength and importance of economic Involvement, such involvement now
holds an increasing role In Soviet world strategy.
The economic and poltical benefits of trade is the second factor driving the
Soviets into world trade and the new Kremlin leadership. The growth and
development of Eat-West European trade with the resultant regional continuation
of dit@nb further moderates Soviet behavior. The increasing costs involved in
the extraction of domesti natural resources and the need to open markets for
Soviet semifinished and finished products encourages expanded trade with the
Third World.
The recent failure of the Japanese to lower barrims to US farm products and
the US and European Economic Community (EEC) failure to eliminate farm
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subsidies shows the limits of the world's free market system. With persistent
protectionist sentiment throughout the world, the Soviet Union's entrance into
Western and Third World markets could eventually place additional competitive
strains on the US and world free market system. Moreover, many former and
emerging East bloc nations such as Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland, and Yugoslavia
essentially retained all or much of their command economies. As these nations
foray into the world market, they could spark trade protectionist wars further
debilitating the world's free market system. Such East European ignited
protetionist battles would inevitably reduce US economic power and influence.
As the Sovie's economy renains somewhat Isolated, they can watch the
battle from the sidelines. Despite recently publcized troubles at home, the Soviet
Union's economy Is almost self-sufficient As such, the Soviets can enter and
develop world markets selectively, content with the knowledge that they are not
dependent on those markets. At the same time, the Soviets are well aware of the
US's dependence on Third World markets IRe. 181. Lenin viewed the
fundamental weakness of the capitalist system in its dependence on the colonies
and deveoping counties. The road to London stretched through New Delhi and
Peking in 1920. Tday, in the neocolonial period, the road to Washington
stretches trough South Afica, Saudi Arabia, the Philippines, Peru, Venezuela,
Panama and Mexico, among others.
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B. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER DEFINED
The meaning of technology transfer depends on the time you make the
transfer, the people considering the transfer process, and the intended usage. For
this thesis, technology transfer means:
The process by which one country adapts for its own use technical
information originting in another country [Ref. 19).
The key words are "adapted" and "technical information." This study uses
a broad idea of technical information in the sense that Schon [Ref. 20]
defined as:
Any tool or technique, any product or process, any physical equipment
or method of doing or making by which human capacity is extended.
Technology transfer is more than just distributing technoloical information;
it is a concerted distribution o information in quantity, quality, and format for
use by the recipient. Doctors [Ref. 19 p. 7.1 stated that we should view
technology transfer as a political, social, and economic problem. Although many
papers explain technology transfer and some researchr have conducted field
studies, obtaining; nmningful nfJoraion on the process of transfer remains
allusive. I
T-Ahnolo transfer may be either vertical or horizontal in nature. A
vertical trase is the application of a technical principle to produce a new
product or process within the organization or discipline. Horizontal transfer is
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the application of a technical principle to products or processes in another
discipline or institutional setting. Most nations use the verdea ftransf&.
Simply put, technology transfer is the application of technology to a new use
or user. The transfer employs technology developed for one purpose in a
different application or a new user. This involves the increased use of the
existing science-technology base in new areas of application as opposed to its
epansion by further research and development (RWD). Technology transfers
spur productivity growth in the edsting science-tchnology base.
The time span for the tnsfer can extend from a few days to a number of
years. You can directly apply the teduogy in its existing form to the new
environment or the process, or you can extensively modify or redesign the
technology or use adaptive enInring to make the technology fit its new role.
Depending on the nature of the technology and the specific
prevailing in each cue you can use a variety of means to transfer technology.
Methods range from eing aeemen, Joint ventures, and turn-key factories
to technical consulting, product sale, trade exhibits, and personal contacts No
single method is ate for all situations and the Pectlveness of the
different appro'ches varies with the abiity of the recipient to learn the increased
technolo. Genra., methods that involve considerable person-to-person
contact and some measure of education and training are more effective.
Successful technology transfer depends on developing effective coux-unication
between the principal parties, although, effective commu a alone is not
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sufficent Many other technical, economic, and social factors bear on the eventual
outcome.
Technology transfer is not new. In the thirteenth century, Marco Polo
introduced Chinese inventions such as the compass, paper making, and the use
of coal for fuel to the western world. Yet, only recently have we concertedly and
systematically used technology transfer to stretch the R&D investment, develop
greater usage of the eisting science-technology base, and generate greater
economic impetus.
Technology transfer offers the opportunit to obtain a greater return from
past investment in R&D, but is not an end in it sell Its importance lies in its
ability to stimulate and strengthen the innovation p . As such, technology
transfer gives the means to increase the rate of technology innovation.
Understanding the importance of technology transfer in the innovation process
requires a close look at how technology transfer interrelates with innovation.
Industry devotes much attention to better managing the country's
considerable technoogical resourc. Technology amfer and technologcal
innovation xpresent two diffeet aspects of the general subject. Although each
topic individually njoed wide attention in recent years this attention often
neglected the bibs.ruladntohip between tchnology transfer and innovation.
Examining the intmlatmyhlp gives a better undersading of how these two
ideas affect one another. Viewed in their proper Fespectve, you can gain a
better apprcatio of their Importance on the national scale.
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Because of the many definitions and interpretations of the meaning of
technological innovation and technology transfer, this study discuss.. the two
individually to clarify their meaning. As innovation and technology transfer are
subject to much research now. Their definitions vary hom researcher to
researcher.
1. Innovation
Innovation Is the action that delivers an invention or idea to its first
acceptance and use. Internal factors such as economi and political dimate,
competition, public opinion, market conditions, company manageme policy, and
the availability of financial resources influence innovation. Thus, the innovation
proc generally Is evolutionary in nature and often spans many years.
Innovation does not confine itself to the technologica sphere but also extends in
the arts, educaona social, milituy, and poltial dicdes.
Tedhnological innovation is the procms of taking an idea, or invention, and
developing a useful product, process or tedhnique that gains initial acceptance in
the m t or user community. The wide diffusion of an innovation
throghot the market it serves, further technologial Improvement, and its
urther adaptati to new applications oacur after its ampance This period is
the post innovative period [Re 211. This is the instituionafting period.
T1e e,-mtion of an idea or invention is not the sole initiation of Innovation. The
recognition of a need or technical oppotunity also stimulates Innovatio. Most
successful Innovations arise from need recopition and not from idea generation
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or intervention. That is, demand-pull and not technology-push was the stimulus
for many saccessful innovations. This does not imply that inventions and idea
generation are not important in the innovation process. On the contrary, although
need recognition is a major stimulus for first conception in most successful
innovations, many of these may not have succeeded without the benefit of
inventions and ideas developed during the innovative period.
Because innovation is subject to many internal influences that the innovator
does not control, serendipity and luck play a significant role in determning
success or failure. So, the innovation process develops an evolutionary nature
that is not amenable to strict m anagment and controL This is evident by the
relative disparity in time spans between first conception and first realization of
successful innovation. Besides, the innovative period varies for different
industries, technolis, product type, and means of financing [ReL 221.
Thus, environmental factors decide to a large degree the chances for a success or
failure of a particular innovation. Alternately, you greatly enhance the chance for
successful innovation if you establish an environment conducive to innovation.
2. Tech=ology Trander
Technology is the application of science. Yet, this definition is inadequate.
For instance, you may construe the dropping of a pin from your hand to the floor
as an application of the law of gravity, but it does not sbow technology. The
imprecise nature of technlogy rules against a precise definition. Distinguishing
technology from scmnce will help define technology. Whereas science deals with
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the increase of knowledge and undeuutanding, technology deals with use.
Whereas scientific research usuaily results in the publication of a paper, the
output of technological activity is a product, process, technique, or material
developed for some specific use. Technology not only involves the application
of science but also can inopr* inventions and additional research to some
extent Patents are more commonly the outgrowth of technology, not science.
The phrase technology transfer also suffers from ambiguity, partly because
of the Imprecise nature of technology, and partly because the word "transfer'
leads to the question 'from where and to whom?" It implies the existence of a
source of technology and a recipient or user The technology source and the use
are not necessariy within the same technical discipline, Thus, technology transfer
may point to an I "n"diciplinary activity requiuing knowledge in uieveral, fields.
The activity involves the increased use of a proven technology base not its
expansion through furthe research and development.
For this thesi, technology transfer is a key eemen of defuue. The transfer
of technology from the US and US is a primary tool tha Peru coinuiders; when
developing a defensive mlltary strategy. How Peru can employ the technology
is of maimr concern io policy-makers who formulate foreign policy. Because the
US and USSR can provide advance technolog with small up-front costs,
employing US and US developed technology draws particular interest.
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C. THE SOVIET UNION: ARMS TRADE WITH THE THIRD WORLD
The maintenance of a milftary is important to Third World nations for
various reasons. Whether the threat actually exists, the perced external threat
is probably the foremost reason to raise an army and maintain an adequate
defense posture. How large, well-equipped, and trained is a nation's military,
largely depends on the nation's resources and its commitment to maintain a
strong defense posture.
A useful way to categorize Third World nations is to call nations that
produce arms, "producers," and those that do not produce arms, "non-producers."
Israel, India, Egypt, South Korea, Brazil, Chile, and Argentina are some arms
producing Third World nations.
This chapter examines the Third World defense industries and their
association with Soviet technology. This is important as even indigenous arms
producers do not produce all the weapons that they want Sometimes, they
obtain much of their additional arms from the Soviet Union. For example, India
produces Soviet designed weapors via license. It is possible that the Third World
has Inoporated MASoviet technology inbD their indigenous production.
Additionally, finkages exist between the Third World arms producers,
Western tehnaolgy, and the Soviet Union in their role a the middle-man. This
happens eidh through arm expot that animilated Western tecuology or by
cooperative joint ventures, such as lIkesm, that allow production of arms that
have Western technology mlmflated into them.
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On the other hand, the Third World benefits from Western technology in the
products it buys and through its own indigeous production via license or reverse
engineering. For example, through the overt and covert importation of advance
technology, the Iraqis took an unreliable and inaccurate, surface to surface missile
and made it a weapon of importance in the Middle East. The threat of a chemical
weapon-Scud missile attack has altered US tactics in the Middle East. Were Iraq
to outfit the Scud with a nuclear payioad, it could undermine US military efforts
in the region.
Arus transer is a multi-billion dollar business and the Third World is a
large contributor to the revenue that an arms exporter receives. Whynes
attributes the rationale for Third World defense expenditures, and the reasons
why it has grown, to certain factors. Summarize (Ref. 23, they are:
1. Security
2. Internal repression
3. The influence of the budetary proes
4. The existence of a military-industrial complex
5. The vested interests of the military establishment
6. The needs'of ideology and national identity
7. Impeia m
The Soviet Union remains a major arms supplier to the Third World. Of
particular interest to this paper are those Third World nations that have imported
and license-produced Soviet wpon that may incorporated Western technology.
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The Soviet Union's involvement in the Third World dates from its
conception as a nation. The Soviets regard developing nations as in the sphere
of influence of the Soviet Union. Even today, while the Soviets have taken some
steps to revamp their economy, the Soviets consider themselves to be the center
of the world communist movement. The historical inevitability to convert the
world, starting with nations not entrenched in the Western free market system,
those that are not capitalist, guides this ideology. Thus, Soviet theoreticians
traditionally have considered the Third World natural allies of socialism
[Ref. 24].
As Third World nations began to get their independence, the Soviets
modernized their doctrine to support the national lieration movemens, and the
quest to be independent of West. The Soviets adopted this new tactic after
Stalin's death. They saw the importance of the Third World because of its
resources and as a way to stop or reverse Western influence. The maor
difference of the post-Stalin period is that the Soviet Union could now have
friendly and mutually benefial relations with Third World nations even if they
were not socialist
Much of the Tlird World was receptive to Moscow's new policy toward
developing nations [Ref. 24], due to the attractivences of Soviet military assistance
and the comparatively low prices and favorable teru for weapons [1Ref 24: p.
86]. The sofin rat for a MiG-23 wu $6.7 millim when Israel was paying about
$12 miion for a F-15, and the MiG-21 wa selling for $2 million when the F4 was
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sdling for $5.7 million [Ref. 241. Soviet financial terms included a grace period
of one to three years with repayment periods averaging ten years at two percent
interest [Ref. 241.
Still, time has eroded these advantages. The US Department of State
estimates that since 1977 or eariier, Soviet arms prices increased. As of 1982, they
were roughly equal or sometimes higher than for siular Weste weaponry
[Ref. 251.
Expedience is an important factor to a Third World nation. If prices and
terms an equal between the Soviet Union and the West for comparable weaponry,
one dear advantage the Soviet Union offers a Third World client is the speed with
which it can fill an arms order. This advantage results from the capacity of the
Soviet arms industry. It allows Moscow a significant advcntage over the rest of
the arms producing world [Ref. 25: p.81. There are two clear advantages the
Soviet Union gains frome very Soviet arms sale to the Third World. First iL -he
political influence it exercses over the buying nation. Second is the hard
cumncy it generates from the sale. For example, the CIA estimated that the
Soviet Union earned approximately $1.5 billion dollars in hard currency from
arms sales in 1977 [tAd 25- p. 71.
The political success of the Soviet Union's arms sales program is
questionable. StilL Palak believes:
"... of the various types of foreign mistance employed by the Soviets
military, economic, and technical aid has proven to be the most
dramatic and consequentiaL Besides directly cotributing to the
emergence, growth, and survival of nonaligned regimes, arms aid has
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fost an image of the Soviet Union as a benign but powerful anti-
colonialist power. It has served as the primary Soviet vehicle for
acquiring influence in regions important to Western interests, often
providing the Soviets with political entree into countries where their
role had hither to been limited or nonexistent. Furthermore, military
aid has often provided the opening wedge for a variety of diplomatic,
trade, cultural, and other contacts which have been difficult or
impossible to achieve otherwise, such as in the Arab countries in the
195(0s, India and Indonesia in the 1960's, and Ethiopia and Peru more
recently [Ref. 24p. 393]
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IIL LIFE CYCLE COST CONCEPT IN PEtUVIAN WEAPON SYSTEM
ACQUISITION
A. BACKGROUND
Traditionally, military procurement emphasized unit cost as the major
determkiing factor in weapon system acquisition. Often to the dismay of the
buyer, after they placed the systems into operation, the: operating and support
cnsta (O&S) rapidly increased. The cost of operating and supporting systems over
their useful life is often several times greater than the initial acquisition price.
Recently, the US. military increased their use of Life Cycle Cost (LCC) for
new weapon systems in order to reduce rising acquisition costs and operating and
support (O&S) costs. Including future costs as part of the decision criteria makes
sense. Increased consideration of O&S costs in various design and support
decisions can reduce the overall O&S costs. Since the objective is to reduce LCC,
that is total cost, you must give equal emphasis to al costs: research and
development, production, and 06.
The dilemma oi budgeting constraints, a constant and formidable threat
from neighboring 6untrles, count ur requiements and a desire for
sophisticated weaponry is a dilemm 
€onfmnting Peru. As a Third World
country, Peru faces difficult decklou. trading off military strength and economic
growth. Historicaly, the Republic of Peru based their acquisition of weapon
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systems on system effectiveness and initial acquisition cost. They gave little or
no consideration to O&S costs that they would incur after they deployed the
systems.
Each year, Peru spends about 12 percent of its GNP, representing one-third
of the national budget, on defense. Peru spends about one-third of its defense
expenditure on equipment maintenance. Peru still acquires most of its
sophisticated weapon systems from foreign countries. This pressures Peru to
reduce defense spending and encourages them to try new approaches to
managing weapon system acquisition and O&S casts.
During the acquisition stage, if Peru does not consider O&S costs, the
unbudgeted future O&S casts of a new system will confront the Peruvians. If
they allow this pattern to continue, they will allocate the bulk of their annual
defense budget to support existing systems. This will reduce or delay future
acquisition programs.
This chapter introduces the LCC concept within the Peru military and
describes the application of the LOC application methodology. Peru acquires all
of its sophisticated weapon systemm from other countries. These system have
already been devekijed, tested, produced and deployed. Therefore, this study
devote itself to the life cycle coast approach, focusing on logistics, as a criterion
for selecting the prefere altenwtve when acquiring weapon systems from a
foreign country.
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Peru currently needs a broad understanding of the LCC concept. Therefore,
we have avoided indulgence Into detailed methodology of any acquisition
technique and have focused on a theoretical study and life cycle cost approach as
one acquisition technique.
B. WEAPON SYSTEMS ACQUISITION STRATEGY
Acquir'tion is the means of acquiring, by contract and with appropriate
funds, supplies (hicluding construction) by and for the use of the Government
through purchase, lease, or barter, whether the supplies or services already exists
or must be created, developed, demtonstted, and evaluated. Acquisition begins
at the point when you establish agency needs, and includes solicitation and
selection of sources, award of contracts, contract financing, contract peiformance,
contract adminisatim and those technical and managemet functions directly
related to the poesof fulfillng agency needs by contract [Ref 261.
small countries normally cannot satisfy all their mflitary needs through
internal man-fi due to a lack of domestic resourc. Rarely can you find
the required co ion of capital, raw materials, advanced technology, and
skilled manpower nqeded for the establishment and operation of defense-orieted
industries in small countries [Ref. 271.








Self-production includes developing and producing a new system, and
copying or modifiging an existing system. Co-production includes technology
import, license, royalty, and hardware import. Direct purchase includes purchase
route. Cooperative production involves joint production, joint venture, and multi-
national industry. Military aid includes grant-aid and foreign military sale (FMS).
In developing countries, with less sophisticated industry and economic power,
self-production may not be the best alternative.
What is the best strategy? It depends on the country and its needs. With
an imminent threat and time constraint that precludes self-production, direct
purchase may the best way. Co-production may be a better strategy if limited
technoloy makes it difficult to produce high-level systems. Sometimes, allied
nations undertake joint production to improve economic benefits, and strengthen
the allied Uah .
Self-production of a weapons system appears to be the ultimate goal for
Peru's self-defense endeavor, even if it involves disadvantages such as increased
R&D and production cst, time, and a higher probability of failure during R&D.
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Yet self-production has advantages, such as technical-economic effects to the other
Industries, enhancement of the people's morale, and inspiration of self-defense
spirit.
Peru directs its FM purchases at fulfilling one or more of these intended
goals. modernization of forces, self-sufficiency, the growth of advanced
technology, and security. The goal of obtaining advanced technology relates to
the desire for self-sufficiency. Peru knows that it cannot produce highly
sophisticated weapon systems without an inflow of technology from the
developed nations. As their demand for sophisticated weaponry grows, Peru
followed the lead of other nations and purchased the most advanced weapons
available.
However, beyond simply purcising these systems, and in order to improve
the technical production base, the Peruviam see that co.production is an
important method of transferrIng technology and technical capability. The level
of technology transfer is an absolut* essential determent for dictating the rate
and complexity of Peruvian technologia advancement in the aircraft industry.
Clearly, obtaiing advanced technology is crucial to the Peru if they are to
develop the capabia for producing sophisticated weaponry. This capability will
allow them to achieve the goal of self-ufflmncy. It will also strengte the
Peruvian economy by reducing the monetary outflow from purchasing weapons
abroad and by increasing the monetary inflow through arms sales to Third World
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Finally, the arms that Peru purchases must fulfill a defense need. This is the
fourth, and perhaps most important goal; that of national security. Clearly, the
nation buys weapons in order to deter the threat facing the nation. You must
recogmze that insuring the national security is the primary motivation behind
Peru's purchases of weapon systems.
C. THE CONCEPT OF LIFE CYCLE COST
One of the most important weapon system acquisition concepts to emerge
in recent years is that of Life Cycle Cost (LCC). National leadership and
Department of Defense (DOD) top management recognize that the cost of
acquiring and supporting weapon systems is far too high. In previous years,
systems were (and still usually are) procured on the basis of best technical
perfomance and lowest acquisition cost The LCC concept, on the other hand,
dictates that the Services define their minimum acceptable requirements and then
procure the system that will meet those minimum requirements at the lowest cost
for the entire life of the system [Ref. 281.
Air Force Regulation 800-11 defines a life cycle cost as followx:
"The tota cot of an item or system over its ful life. It
includes the cost of development, acquisition, ownership
(operation, maintenance, support, etc.) and, where applicable,
disposaL"
Acquisition cost includes the cost of resrch, development, test and evaluation
(RDT&E), production or procurement of the end item; and the initial investments
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required to establish a product support capability such as support equipment,
initial spares, technical data, facilities, and training, among others. Ownership
cost includes the cost of operation, maintenance, and follow-on logistics support
system.
The terms "ownership cost" and "operating and support" (O&S) cost are
synonymous. Thus, the four maor cost categories included in the LCC estimate
are research and development, production, operating and support, and disposaL
In the context of this chapter, life cycle costs are the total cost to the
Peruvian Government for the acquisition and ownership of a particular system.
Therefore, life cycle costing is a technique that supports the analytical study of a
system's LCC. This takes into consideration the total costs of ownership, that is,
all operating and support costs, as well as the acquisition prices, for the useful life
of the system. LCC also is an acquisition or procurement technique that considers
operating, maintenance and other costs of ownership, as wt is acquisiti n price,
in the award of contracts for hardware and related support.
Using LCC enables you to consider all rot of owrship, as well as those
development and acquisition costs which are closest on the fiscal hodzo%, during
the acquisition proes. By consideing all costs throughout the system life cycle,
you can more readily see the total economic advantages and disadvantages of
various design and d e e options [tef 281.
The use of LCC assumes that you will make your decision concerning the
acquisition of a weapon system by evaluating total LCC. Then, you will choose
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the system from among those providing a given level of effectiveness and having
the lowest LCC. The validity of this assumption rests on a presentation of the
acceptability of a temporal transfer of the budget between years, without regard
to the probability of war, or assuming that war is so far in the future that the
decision can focus on peacetime cost only.
1. An Hisorical Profile of LCC
The DOD acquisition process has used the idea of life cycle costing for over
25 years. DOD polices, directives, the Armed Services Procurement Act and the
Defense Acquisition Regulation mandate its use. The Armed Services
Procurement Act of 1947 states:
"Award shall be made... to the responsible bidder whose
bid... will be most advantageous to the United States, price
and other factors considered [Re. 291".
The supporting report of the Senate Committee on the Armed Services confirmed
that "other factors" included consideration of "ultimate cost." Nevertheless, award
of contracts on the basis of acquisition price alone continues to be the
predominant practice by an overwhelming pwpotion Furthermore, the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) states, "It is the policy of the Department
to procure supplies from responsible sources at fair and reasonable prices
calculated to result in the lowest ultimate overall cost to the Government
[Ref 301. Defense Procurement Circular W 115, dated 24 Septembe 1973,
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added a section on life cycle costing to the ASPR (section 1-335). This section
states:
"Since the cost of opezating and supporting the system or
equipment for its useful life is substantial awid, in many cases
greater than the acquisition cost, it is essential that such costs
be considered in development and acquisition decisions in
order that proper consideration can be given to those systems
or equipments that will result in the lowest life cycle cost to
the governmentV.
Although this regulation mandates LCC consderation, we seldom use the LCC
tenique to its full potential as a prwora management tooL
During the mid-196Ys, the rapidly increasing technical complexty of
defense acquisitions led to steadily rising unit prourement costs. These increases
in costs, along with a gmenal economic inflationary trend, resulted ir vigorous
efforts to constrain the cost growth then associated with military systems
acq
The incremsed emphasis on cost during the 1960's led to techniques that
included cost as a najor system evaluation criterion. Prior to this time, the two
criteria predominantly used for defense systems evaluation and selection were
performance and schedule. Managers used these criteria to evaluate a system on
its ability to combat a threat (perfomance) and its abiity to meet development
and deployment time condderations for 2at threat (schedule).
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In January 1961 Robert McNamara became Secretary of Defense. During his
first year in office, he decided to centralize the authority and planning for the
defense establishment at the level of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and to
decentralize operations. He acted in order to improve the defense planning
process by instituting the following;
1. Planning-Programming-Budgeting System OT"
2. Five-Year Defense Plan (FYDP) and
3. Use of system cost-effectiveness analysis in the defense decision-making
process.
The initial concepts developed during the 1960's to cor ' vl military
acquisition cost grew from Secretary of Defense McNamara's systems analysis
efforts. The first control technique which ensued was that of cost-effectiveness
analysis. The DOD used the first technique to systematically quantify both the
costs and benefits of decision altenatives. The analysis was called "cost/benefit"
analysis if identifiable benefits were mmured in dollar values. Alternatively, if
benefits could not be reduced to quantifitable dollar values, the analysis was
called a "cost-effective " analysis.
The second tedanique that evolved from the increased interest in cost control
was Life Cycde Cost analysis. This concept emerged conceptually during the mid-
1960s. The innovative concept of LOC was that you would consider ownership
cost with acquisition and development cost in the weapon system selection
decision. The identification of the ownership cost was of particular importance
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when you consider that in many weapon systems the "ownership" costs over the
life cycle far exceeded the initial acquisition costs of the system itself.
Since then, two other techniques have evolved. The first, Design-to-Unit
Production Cost, emphasizes the importance of designing systems to minimize
their unit production cost. Unfortunately, this technique focuses on control of
acquisition costs, perhaps without regard to the future costs of ownership of the
weapons system.
The second technique, Designto-Cost (DTC), acknowledges the importance
of ownership costs and the impact that design decisions played on these future
costs. DTC is a concept of management where you establish stringent cost
objectives during system development. You then strive to meet these objectives
by practical trade-offs between developu chedule, performance, operational
capability and cost itself. In DTC, cost is a design parameter you continually
address. It is an inherent part of system production and development
[Ref 31i.
DTC focuses on all acquisition and O&S costs of the LCC equation except
R&D. You express an acquisition DTC goal in the form of fly-away, rail-away,
sail-away costs. You can expres DTC O&S goals In dollars or other meairable
factors, sucha reliabiity, maintainabiity, and peronnel, that are design-
controllable, sgnf ly affect 01s costs, and memuable during test and
evaluation W1l 32,
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Only Life Cycle Cost analyses provide for estimation and control of all three
phases of a system's cost-development, investment, and operations and support.
Use of LCC techniques in an acquisition can help avoid suboptimal emphasis on
production costs at the expense of future operating costs. However,
implementation of these techniques has been slow and the use of LCC as a design
parameter has met with varying degrees of success [Ref 331.
2. Uses of Life Cycle Cost Information
The Life Cycle Cost estimate has many and varied uses. Seldom M. Rovert
[RM 341, lists six primary uses of LCQ
" Long range planning
• Comparison of competing programs
• Comparison of logistics concepts
" Decisions about the replacement of aging equipment
" Control over an ongoing program
• Selection among competing contractois
In addition, Thomas E May [Ref. 35, lists the following uses of LCC
estimates:
* Support of budget estimates
• Deg-to Cost (DTQ program
* Mwnmemmt rei
These uses equate to one common purpose: LCC supplies information to
assist in the decision process. Thus, life cycle costing is a continuous
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management process. It ensures that new acquisitions meet operational needs at
the lowest life cyde cost [Ref 28: p. 11.
3. Weapon Systm Life Cycle Stage. and Costs
Benjamin Blanchard [Ref. 36], gives the concept of the life cycle as
follows:
"A system, to be useful, must satisfy a need. However,
designing a system to just meet the need is not usually
sufficient. With few exceptions, the system must be able to
continue to meet the need over a specifc period of time in
order to justify the investment in time, money, and effort.
Thus one must consider a system in a dynamic sense."
ay, for a weapon system, the life cyde is the period which begins
with threat analysis and the need for the weapon system, and ends with its
disposition. Figure I graphicafy portrys the raonship of LCC to the weapon
system life cycle. The dotted lines approximate the periods when you make cost
inuen decisions.
1. Conceptua
This phase includes investigtions into weapon system design feasibility and
planning by service, governmnt, and contractor personnel Important outputs
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Figure 1: Weapon System Life Stages and Cost
2. Design Validation
In this stage you specify the desired perfoirmyancer and physical parameters
of the weapon system and additional research and development and preliminary
cast estimates. You prepare a request for proposal (RFP) and distibute it to
potential confactors. You process the responses to the EFF and evaluate the
individual proposals. Improemn products from this stage are the prototype
designs, and fabricatkw, and testing of the basic design
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3- DevelopueIt and prottp testing
You set the basis for full scale production during this phase. You construct,
test, and evaluate a number of prototypes. Additional R&D for product
improvemt takes place. Pursuant to successful testin& you give the go-ahead
for production for the preferred prototype design. Prototype testing can include
several competing designs from two or more contractors.
4. Production and acquisition
During this stage, you fabricate and test one or more of the production-
configuration systems of the selected design. You create a contract, or setes of
contracts, for a production of the required quantities. You carry-out any
additional R&D for necessary system and component improvement and make
estimates for initial spares requints.
s. Opemtional
In this stage, you use and maintain the weapon system for its primary
minion. You also us%, purha, and maintain spare partLs This stage generally
lasts 10 years or more for major weapon systems.
6. Disposal or Salvage
This phase ntls the removal, disposal or conversion through
modificatio, of the system to another mission funcdm
Given is sequence of phases, we can assocate with one or more stages
various military costs for:. research and development, production or procurement.
ownership, and salvage. The summations of these costs are the life-cyde cost for
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the weapon system. The following paragraphs list definitions for each category
[Ref. 35: pp. 2J.
1) Research and Development is those costs associated with the research,
hardware and software. More specifically, it includes the cost for
feasibility studies, simulation or modeling, engineering design,
development, fabrication, assembly and test of prototype hardware,
initial system evaluation, associated documentation, and test of
software.
2) Production is those costs associated with production, initial support
equipment, training, technical and management data, initial spares and
repair parts, plus many other items required to introduce a new system
to the field.
3) Operating and Support is the cost of personnel, material and facilities,
of both a direct and indirect nature, required to operate maintain and
support the hardware and software of the system.
4) Disposal is the cost associated with demilitarizing or otherwise
disposing of a system at the end of its useful life, minus any salvage
value. This category is seldom estimated in most analysis. Often this
value is very small in comparison to the other categories.
4. Relationship of development cost in system life-cycle cost
In practice, life cycle cost estimates can indicate the size and relative amount
of resources required for the development, production and operational phases of
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a system. The greatest value from lie cycle costing will result when it is used
early in a system life cycle for the basic program decisions on requirements and
designs. Figure 2 graphically shows this. Over 70% of the life cycle costs of the
system early are determined in the life cycle and prior to the time the Secretary
of Defense approves the start of the Demonstration and Validation phase.
100 % LCC DGtnWdh
65% _
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SIMD &V M ToM
an Lo
0
Flgur 2: System Wie Cycle, DSARC Miestone
These decisions would have been mude on the bests of conceptual design
studies and the statement of required operational capabiity provided in the
oper atIg comnmd. Key cost drvers include pedor Manc, opeational
envroment, reliablity, logistics concept, the extent of use of Military
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Specifcaons and Mitary Standards and the procurement or competitive
approach during the acquisition process.
This process freezes roughly 85% of the LCC before the Fuli-Scale
Development phase begns, when you have expended only a small percentage of
the total system cost Also, by its end, Full Scale Development determines around
95 percent of the LCC. A little more money spent in the early stages of the
program can save a great deal of money over the ie the system [Ref. 32: p. 1-81.
Figure 2 emphasizes the importance of fully considering life cycle costs early in
the life cycle.
D. THE KEY FACTORS AFFECTING LIFE CYCLE COST
This section identifies factors that affect LCC. Concentration on these factors
early in the system's 'quisition process will provide cost reductions or the
rationale for necessary tradeoffs.
1. Peiforniance -eq Ideens
For years, the achievement of higher performe, regardless of costs,
Suded weapon system development. Failure to consider cost permitted
essentially uestraindperformance spe t This, in turn, impacted both
acquisition and support costs trmendously. A recent [Ref. 371 Boeing
Aerospace study noted, for exampk that an increase in the design Mach number
of a transport aircraft from .5 to .8 resulted in corresponding increase in
m tenance man hou per flying hour frm 12 to 19. Similarly, an increase in
the design Mach number of bomber aircraft from .8 to 2.0 generated a
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maintenance man hour per flying hour increase from 26 to 55, while a like
increase in the design Mach number for fighter/attack aircraft from 1.9 to 3.5
increased the required maintenance man-hours per flying hour from 20 to 250.
The cited examples illustrate the impact of an increase in just one performance
requirement on the support cost of a weapon system. Add to that requirements
for increased accuracy, maneuverability, time to climb, reaction time, among
others, and life cycle costs soon begin to go out of sight. The need to challenge
such requirements at the very outset of system development clearly is evident.
You must do serious cost tradeoff analyses to properly assess the affordability of
increased performance requirements.
2. Reliability
Because of its impact on both weapon system effectiveness and life-cycle
costing, reliability plays a key role in trade offs between these two parameters.
While effectiveness increases directly with reliability, the life-cycle cost/ reliability
relationship is not so simple. Figure 3 illustrates the cassical relationship
between these latter two variables where reliability in this case is quantified in
terms of Mean Time Between Failure (MTBM) fRef. 381.
As the figure illustrates, while MTBF drives down support costs, it achieves
this with Increased acquisition costs. By definition, the life cycle cost curve is the
sum of the acquisition and support cost curves. Examination of this curve reveals
that you achieve the optimal fif-cyde cost at the MflBF corresponding to the low
point on the LCC curve. Decrieing or increasing MTBF from that point will
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drive up life-cycle costs. While this classical relationship may or may not be
applicable to individual weapon systems, it does illustrate a common relationship.
An additional relationship results from the so-called "fore multiplying effect
[Ref. 39J". For example, if you can increase the reliabiity of a particular
weapon system by 25% through improved design practices, this improved
reliability produces the same operational effects as having a 25% increase in the
number of those weapon systems available to accomplish their mission. Yet, you
incur little if any additional support cost. The alternative is to buy more systems.
System-wide acquisition costs, then, decrease with the reduction in the number
of required buys-
cost
Figure 3: LCC /Reliability Rea I;i
3. ataiblty
Maintainability impacts life-cyde costing in two ways. First its impact on
the availability of a weapon system to perform the assigned mission has the same
force multiplying effect as reliability. Perhaps its greatest impact, however, is in
the area of manpower costs. The maintainability of a weapon system as
determined by its complexity, access to equipment, trade off between field and
depot level maintenance, among others, determines the number and skill levels
of personnel required to operate and mantai it. These f ct also impact the
size and structure of training programs needed to provide manpower to support
the system.
You must address maitainability early in the design of the system. Designs
which provide easy equipment access, abundant diagnostic informtion, and
reduced complexity will yield substantial support cost dividends.
4. Compleodty
While the complexity of a system may seem directly tied to performance
requrements, a thoughtful analyss rveals that the Connection is less direct
Simplicity of design normnally produces reduced acquisition and support costs.
In attepting to quantify complexity the Boeing study cited earlier
concluded that complexity was a function of the number of parts in the system.
Fewer parts generated reduced development costs, reduced production costs, and
reduced operating costs [e. 37: p. 41. Fewer parts require ewer 'roduction
steps, tools, spare inventories, and drawings. Hence, lower costs m it.
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S. Standardization
The idea of standardization is related directly to the idea of complexity.
Standardization within the system allows for less unique parts and/or less one-of-
a-kind subsystems. In turn, this precipitates less costs for the reason stated above.
Standardization of subsystems also permits the centralization of depot repair
facilities with attendant reductions in support costs.
The development of the F-16 provides an example of dividends resulting
from attention to standardization principles. Some 254 components on the F-16
are identical to those on the other aircraft while an additional 78 are modifications
of such components. Across the aircraft itself, such features as ambidextrous
horizontal tall surfaces and flaperons, 80% commonality of right and left landing
gear parts, and use of a single electro-hydraulk servo in five different locations
in the flaperon system further illMustrate the resuls obtainable from a
standardization conscious design effort [Ref. 37: p. 161.
6. Technloy
Technology can serve as master or servant in the development of a new
weapon system. In the latter role, introduction of technology innovtio into the
design can reduce both acquisition and support costs.
Technology can become a harsh master, however, when you introduce new,
untried ts hnolgi to meet increamsed perormnce requirements, or when the
designer falls prey 'to the "because we can, we must" syndrome (technological
impeave) [ReL 40!. In these ivles, the new technologim first push up
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acquisition costs, then return later with hidden support costs that reveal
themselves only with age and use. Effective defenses against such cost increasing
tendencies include extensive, realistic testing to provide a broader understanding
of the new technology and the disciplined tailoring of the technology to realistic
req uments.
E. THE ACQUISMON PROCESS PHASES
This section provides a basic knowledge of the acquisition process and the
ways life cycle costing may be used throughout the acquimtion process of a
weapon system. The program manager may use life cycle cost concepts
throughout the acquisition process for a major program.
The United States DOD Directive 5000.1 defines four distinct phases of the
acquisition process: concept exploration, demon-ation and validation, full scale
development, and the production and deployment phase. The four phases are
separated by decision milestones.
It is not necemaiy for every system to move through each phase one by one,
nor is it unusual for p system development to begin at any of the phases prior to
or at th production and d oym t phase [Ref 3 2 p. 1-181.
The starting point for a majo system originates in many sources. The need
may arise from a perceived or changed threat, from o cn of exdting
system, or from a technologial or cost reduction opportunity. Ideally, the
mission need would originate from a situational summary, a document which
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discusses weaknesses of an operational plan as experienced during trial
maneuvers or exercises of a Unified or Specified Command.
1. Concept Exploration Phase
The first phase for a major system is the concept exploration phase. During
this phase, you assign the program manager and consider several alternatives to
do the mission. At the end of this phase, Milestone L you make a decision to
select the alternative or to request further development in the ensuing phase. You
need to solicit alternative concepts for achieving the mission need from R&D
laboratories, universities, or industry [Ref. 32: p. 1-14J. This phase is critical so
far as determining the system's future cost. As pointed out in Chapter I -
Section C; the activity during this phase determines over 70% of the life cycle
costs of a system. Therefore, making the right decisions during the conceptual
exploraion phase is crucial [Re- 41].
A small amount of money spent over a short period of time during this
phase has a signifirant effect on the system's performance and cost for the rest of
its life cycle. Wrong decisions create problem. Solutions to those problems later
in the Program life cycle require much larger expenditures of resources and time.
This pha involves trade off studies of competing concepts capable of
satisfying operational needs. Of necessity, these concepts start out on a broad
scale and then become more narrowed and more explicit as the concept
exploration phase proreses. Premature introduction of operating and support
details may have a negative effect by dosing out promising alternatives [Ref. 42].
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During this phase, you should generalize life cycle cost models and
concentrate on the types of support alternatives and functional environments the
actual operational system will see. They should provide an analytical framework
for the conceptual studies and support key tradeoff decisions. You should build
the program model to identify the relative life cycle cost impacts of system
alternatives. This should identify only those major characteristics that drive the
major system costs. Detailed cost information has little utility during this phase
[Ref. 431.
2. Demonstration and Validation (D&V) Phase
This is a key phase as it verifies the ability of the design to meet mission
needs. During this phase, you select altenaves from the concept exploration
phase that you want to demonstrate, either by analysis or actual prototype design.
This verifies the capability, availability, and credibility of the critical aspects of the
system design. Prior to the next phase, decisions ae made to select the best
alternative for further development [Re 32: p. 1-14).
The D&V phase is pivotal in the acquisition process. Dollar expenditures
during this phase represent only about 3% of the system LCC However, since
expenditures in the succeeding phases are largely determined by the decisions
made in the D&V phase, the cost/risk/performance tradeoffs made during this
phase will have a marked impact on LCC. [Ref. 32: p. 3-301.
Life cycle costing activities during this phase become more detailed. The
Integrated Logistics Support (MS) plan forms a convenint reference for operating
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and support concepts. Logistics support constitutes a principal design parameter
with the magnitude, scope, and level of this effort by the contractor consistent
with other D&V phase activities [Re. 34: p. 4].
During this phase, you must provide the contractor with proposed
maintenance plans, flight profiles, basing plans, number of aircraft at each base,
and logistic data which can be used for LCC tradeoffs [Re. 43: p. 4]. Based on
the extent contractors can identify data needed to construct a life cycle cost model,
the life cycle cost model begins to take form. Both the program office and
contractors use the model as a management tool.
At this point in the progma, life cycle costing should become at least a
subconscious influence if not a conscious influence on all prograrA activities. The
key challenge to the use of LCC model during this phase of a program's
development is to relate specific design tradeoffs to resultant O&S costs. The data
base for the LCC model represents the best available planning information from
similar systems in the inventory. You may use the model in any of the trade offs.
A typical one might be determining the level of design in an electrmic component
which will be removable and replaceable at base level. This decision is intimately
related with the optimum repair level analysis, relability and maintainability
dat*, environmental data and logistics support data and is all integraW by the
life cycle cost model Re. 441.
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As this phase proceeds, the program office and contractors identify
deficiencies in the LCC model in terms of both structures and the adequacy of its
data. Thus, the LCC model evolves as the system evolves.
3. Full-Scale Development Phase
Full-Scale development includes three subphases for completing the design
and verifying its efectivernws through testing. The sub-phases ar- .etailed
engin. ig prototyping a .a pilot production sub-phase. This ?hase is
important for several reasons. During this phase, you select a k.-oduction
contractor, and the second source if high volume production is planned. Prior to
selecting a second source, you must develop the strategy for a second source as
a requirement. You obtain the second source through previous contracting. In
this phase, testing culminates with the signing of Approval for Full Production
(AFP), prior to proceeding to the next phase [Ref. 32: p. 3-36].
At the conclusion of full scale development, the program sh, -ld be ready
for production of operational hardware. This requires the full-scale development
phase to resolve all technical as well as cost risks remaining in the program.
Early in thie phase, the LCC model will have become sufficiently mature to serve
as an aid in selectin contractor sources.
If life cycle costing is a source selection factor, the Government should
advise the bidders of the basis for the Government's evaluation. In addition, for
both completeness 'and fairnmess, the Government should provide contractors
specific operational scenarios tht form the basis for the cost model. These
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scenarios should include deployments, operational concepts, maintenance and
resupply planning, assumptions and constraints, etc. Government reliance on
contractors life cycle cost estimates should probably ignore those cost factors
provided or imposed by the Government which are common to all bidders.
These may include Government furnished subsystems, fuel, and weapons, among
others [Ref. 451.
A means of motivating the contractor to develop a system with the lowest
reasonable life cycle cost is to include contractual provisions for award fees based
o demonstrated improvements in failure rates and reliability during prototype
testing,
Both the Government and the contractors are still dealing with uncertainty
about future O&S costs. Each party must recognize these uncertainties. The
program manager would continue to use the LCC model during this phase. The
model would be even more detailed than in earlier phases and include award fee
and warranty options. Its utility in day-to-day decision making expands as the
program progresses. Both the Government and the contractor can exercise the
model at the subsystem or major assembly level to determine the relative effects
of design alternativs on life cycle es.
But a model is just a model. It only rers the real world. Because of
uncertainty and lack of detail, it is M the real world. Therefore, the Govenment
needs some means to verify, before the production phase, those performance
characteristics of the system that make up the largest share of the operating and
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support costs. One method of determining these h of the system is
through testing pre-production prototypes. A key contribution of this early
testing to improving cost estimates is the indication of relative sensitivity of life
cycle costs to various cost factors. For instance, the sensitivity of tradeoffs
between the number of spares in the supply pipe-fine and the system or
subsystem mean time to repair can be estimated in terms of life cycle costs [Ref.
45: p. 221.
4. Production and Deployment Phase
This is the most costly of all the phases. During the production and
deployment phase, the system is assembled in accordance with previously
developed documentation and put into use by the particular Service. For high-
volume production, you normally use a second source, in accordance with the
previously designed strategy. For low volume production, where the systems are
highly soph you may want to second source subsystems or components
[Ref. 32: pp. 1-61.
You will already have made decisions determinig 95% of the life cycle costs
[ReL 41: p. 361. You may or may not have achieved the bask objective of life
cycle costin& that of reducing the cost of ownership of weapon systems. Yet even
at this point in the life of a program, the life cycle cost model continues to have
utility. The primary contractual activity during this phase of the program is the
award of a production contract. Life cycle cost models may play a major role in
the procurement process. As a hedge against uncertainty, one possibility is for
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the Government to include a provision in the production contract to adjust the
award fees based on whether the contractor exceeds or fails to meet the life cycle
cost criteria which formed a base for the contract award. The philosophy behind
such a provision is that the contractor should share in both the cost risks and the
rewards associated with the O&S costs of the equipment they provide
[Ref. 46].
An additional way to reduce risk for the Government in production
contracts is to include provisions for various types of warranties or contractor
guarantees for field reliability and performance. The Government would then
share any savings with the contractor or hold him responsible for any shortfalls
in system performance [R 471.
The common purpose of each of these possible contract provisions is to
provide a means to motivate the contractors to do a good job in the beginning in
terms of life cycle costs and, if they fai, have them share or even fully absorb the
additional costs.
As a result of the testing of initial production articles, actual cost data can
be inserted into the life cycle cost model and replace the predicted data that had
been used up to tha point in time. Of particular importance is the base level
O&S costs which form the foundation for future use of the LCC model.
An initial use of the LCC model during the deployment phase will be to
verify the adequacy of the maintenance data collection system used for that
particular weapon system. During this phase, the LCC model is updated and
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refined to use as a management tool for key logistic support and modification
decisions. Thus, the LCC cost model appears to have utility throughout the life
cyde of the system [Ref. 31: p. 51.
The potential utility of life cycle costing extends throughout the concept
exploration, demonstration and validation, full-scale development, and production
and deployment phases of the system [Ref. 31: p. 61. The life cycle cost model is
constantly refined and updated. Hopefully, it will have served its primary
purpose as a management tool for reducing the total cost of ownership of a
system and reducing some of the uncertainty inherent in the decision making
process during system acquisition.
F. METHODOLOGY FOR LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
This section presents a general methodology that you should follow in
estimating life cycle costs in any cost analysis of weapon system acquisition. You
can view the methodology as a flow chart that depicts the organization required
to produce an LCC model The steps in the methodology are:
1. State study objectives
2. Define assumptio
3. Select cost elements
4. Develop cost estimating relationships
5. Collect data
6. Estimate element cost
7. Perform sensitivity analysis
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8. Perform uncertainty analysis
9. Present results
These nine basic steps are not a serial process, rather they are
interdependent and interactive. Most LCC analyses will include these general
procedures in greater or lesser detail dependent upon analytical requirements.
Usually, you organize these life cycle costs estimates to serve as inputs,
along with the results of system effectiveness analyses, to cost-effectiveness
studies. They are also useful as inputs to reports containing independent costs
estimates and to many other kinds of management planning efforts.
1. State analysis objectives
The first step of the methodology is to identify, formulate, or state the
analysis or study which originally generated the need for the cost estimating
exercise. Properly identified objectives will help to define and limit the scope of
the cost analysis effort.
2. Define mupin
The adoption of valid assumptio-s that underlie the estimating process in
life cyde costing is critical if the exercise is to yield useful results. Assumptions
are often necemary to make the abstract cost model more representative of the
proposed real world, because all specific detailed inputs are not always available,
particularly for "fuout" systems. The adoption of assumptions allows the analyst
to set parameters around uncertainties and proceed with the analysis.
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It is important that the assumption be formulated by those personnel closest
to and most experienced in the areas in question - typically not the analyst
himself. As an example, logistics personnel should formulate the support concept
assumptions and acquisition strategies should come from the Program Manager.
Typical assumptions for systems/equipment LCC analyses are as follows.
a. Procurement quantity
b. ate of production
c. Concept of operation
d. Logistics support concept
e. Life of the equipment/system
f. Residual value
S. Disposal costs
h. Rate of discounting
L Sunk costs
3 Select Cost Element
The identification of cost elements is an important step. It involves the
listing of all program costs into a structure that assures that you account for all
major costs, that costs are not doubled and that the cost elements are consistently
and dearly de&ed Cost elements for sunk cost categories need not be
considered.
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4. Develop Cost Estimating Relationships
You must specify the procedure for estimating each cost element in this step.
The analyst can select a parametric, engineering, analogy or subecve CER for
the cost model. The following chapter will briefly discuss cost estimating
techniques. The availability of relevant data at the point when you are
conducting the analysis will influence this step. As the acquisition process
progresses, the mixture of cost estimating procedures selected for analysis will
usually shift from the use of CER's to the use of actual costs.
5. Collect data
One of the greatest problems in estimating life cycle costs is the collection
and validation of data. The data required for the analysis are often not available,
particularly during the R&D phase. Even when data are available, they may be
in a format unsuitable for the analysis at hand.
Data collection represents perhaps 90 percent of the total work effort in LCC
analysis. DOD Instruction 70413 suggests the following data sources: established
reports, opinions and Judgement of experts, observation and tabulation of steps
in a work process, outside organizations, and infrmation centers.
1
6. tma costs
After you have collected and validated the necessary input data, you must
estimate element costs through the use of relevant CERs. You should also
estimate the degree of cost uncertainty. You can express this statistically through
confidence intervals or through pessimistic, most likely, or optimistic estimates.
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7. Perform Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis aids the analyst in determining uncertainty in life
cycle cost estimates. The intent is to (1) determine the sensitivity of certain input
parameters to the analysis results, and (2) to assess the risk and certainty
associated with a given decision (Le., the probability of making a wrong decision).
In essence, the analyst needs to address the "what if' questions in an attempt to
minimize the risks associated with given decisions [Ref. 48].
Generally, you perform sensitivity analysis at two different levels of
estimation. The first is at the cost equation or CER level. At this level, sensitivity
analysis attempts to describe the possible effects if a developed CER fails to
"capture" or accurately describe that element of cost which it is attempting to
estimate. The second level of sensitivity performance is on the aggregate total
LCC- Here sensitivity analysis helps define the cost effects of all CER's if they
interact in a manner which produces an inaccurate over-all estimate of true
system cost. This sensitivity of the total estimate is important since errors in
individual CER's may be additive in one direction or the other and inter-
relationships may be disguised by offsetting errors.
Frequently, you use sensitivity analysis to define likely costs in the O&S
area, if you make performace trade-offs. For example, "what would be the
ajdd$,nfl tI 0S costs incurred over a system's life if mean time between failure
(MTBF) specifications were lowered by "x" amount for the equipment?". This
technique is a valuable toot which informs management of the cost associated
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with various alternatives and, more importantly, possible costs associated with
errors in either cost estimation or the defined assumptions [Ref. 48: p. 98].
8. Pedorm Uncertainty Analysis
In accomplishing a life cycle cost analysis, you can introduce risk and
uncertainty in many areas. The more that this occurs, the less valid the analysis
becomes. Hence, although the various aspects of risk and uncertainty can not be
eliminated altogether, it is the intent to minimize them to the greatest extent
possible [e. 48: pp. 99-1001. Uncertainty analysis is especially important with
large acquisition cost elements, such as unit production, costs, and to signilicant
O&S cost contributors such as personnel and depot maintenance. In the very
early stages of product development (when uncertainty is greatest) it should at
least be possible to bound a most likely estimate with a high and low variant
The high and low estimates should preferably reflect actual cost experience with
other systems or equipment or be based on the outcome of certain events or
policy decisions rather than being arbitrary percentage adjustments to the original
estimates. As the effort proceeds further into the acquisition phases, more
through uncertainty analysis should be possible. Description of uncertainty as a
probability distribution (often subjectively derived) is a widely and effectively
used practice. In summary, a LCC is simply incomplete if no attention is paid to
uncertainty analysis [Ref. 491.
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9. Present the LCC Estimate
A properly completed LCC analysis will identify those costs associated with
the unique situation defined by the objectives of the study. It is a result highly
dependent upon the specific assumptions associated with those stated objectives.
Therefore, it is imperative that the cost estimates always be closely associated
with the study from which they are drawn.
The actual format of an analysis can take many shapes, dependent upoT t
intended redpient, but should as a minimum, describe individual cost elements
and cost categories by both annual and total costs [Ref. 501.
Additionally, you should present the cost estimates in an escalated, de-
escalated and constant year dollar format The overlying cost analysis




This study does not evaluate the economic analysis process nor the
requirements of learning the process. As Lang [Ref. 511 showed, the
economic analysis process is complex and requires an orderly approach. Learning
how to develop an adequate economic analysis report requires a text dedicated
to the topic and teachers with specialized skills. Instead, this study points out
that Peruvians responsible for the acquisitions of weapon systems could use
economic analysis to mitigate the drain that the acquisition of weapon system
poses to their economy.
Due to their limited economic resources, when Third World nations develop
even modest military forces, they do so at the expense of other, often needed,
social programs. While Direct Military Sales represent the greatest direct drain
to a limited economy, the use of FMS credits from the US and USSR creates
secondary economic burdens. Because the acquisition of weaponry requires
scarce time and res6urces, the leaders of the Third World must understand the
available alternatives, their costs, and their benefits. Economic analysis is a tool
that evaluates and compares alternatives.
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B. THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS REPORT
The final product of an economic analysis is the economic analysis report.
This report is essentially a decision paper that supports a buy, make or forego
recommendation. As such, you must ensure that the report is a high quality
product, written and presented with the utmost care. As you may present your
findings and recommendations to several levels of management within your
organization, you may havt o write your report with varying amounts of detail
in its various parts. Appendix C is an example of a complete economic report.
Appendix D establishes a routine to perform economic analysis. A Peruvian
Action Officer could use those Appendix as the foundation of his economic
report
The three main parts of the economic report are:
1. Executive Summary
You place the executive summary at the beginning of your economic
analysis report. The executive summary tells upper management of the coverage
of your study, msajor cosu and benefi you noted, and your recommendations.
This part of your report is particularly important owing to the time constraints
of management. Ti , your summary must be succinct and present the
salient findings of your work
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2. Main Body of the Report
Here, you discuss all relevant findings, recommendations, benefits and
special observations or considerations. If applicable, you suggest steps for
implementation.
3. Appendices
You use appendices after your report to present lengthy, detailed data
to support your findings and recommendations.
C. VISUAL AIDS FOR PRESENTING DATA
Use visual aids to show data. Visual presentations such as charts, graphs
and figures improve your reports readability. Visual aids help others
comprehend the impact of the ratios and relationships you present. Charts,
graphs and figures should be dear, brief, and specifically relate to your text.
According to Weiss, every new idea should have its own illustration and that
illustration should be redundant with the text, not a supplement to the text
[Ref. 521.
D. SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR YOUR REPORT
According to Lang, there is no set format for preparing an economic analysis
report [ReMM: Appendix E, p. A-21. You must tailor each report to meet the
complexity and the economic value of the proposed acquisition. Yet, as you base
the economic analysis upon well founded economic principles, similarity of ideas
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and format will exist among various reports. Appendix A is a suggested outline
for the economic analysis report.
E. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS REVIEW CHECK LIST
The Economic Analysis Review Check List is a tool you use to ensure that
you develop a complete economic analysis report. While the check list closely
follows the suggested format, using the check list ensures that you fully develop
each part of the report and ensures that you are consistent with the level of detail
you provide.
Like the economic analysis report, the check list is a recommended tool to
use to develop an economic analysis report, but it is not a required tooL
Therefore, should a Peruvian Action Offie find that he cannot incorporate an
item on the list into his report, given a rational basis for deleting the item, he may
do so. Appendix B is a recommended economic analysis review check list
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. FOREIGN MILITARY SALES
Since the formalization of the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) program in 1949,
the US spent more than 7.5 trillion dollars on national defense [Ref. 531.
While FMS is a small part of the Federal Budget, the ability for Congress to push
FMS into particular areas (pork barrelling) and augment existing weapons
purchases (economies of scale) promotes key Congressional support for FMS.
Because of the perceived economic impact of FMS, the Bush Administration fully
supports the program.
In a move supposedly benefitting the economies of the Third World,
President Bush requested all the fiscal year 1990 FMS funds as grants.
Regretfully, this does not address the economic drain that direct commercial sales
will cause in the Third World. Nor will this rectify the continued, brutal assault
against basic human rights. Unless the US sets up a new way of thinking
concerning FMS, we shall continue to see a Third World arms race. We shall
continue to see the *holesale abuse of human rights. And we may see the US
forces in the Third World.
B. SOVIET UNION ARMS TRADING
Arms trade with the Third World is very important to the Soviet Union,
Arms trading yields a source of desperately needed hard currency. Arms trading
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allows the Soviets to exert "spare parts diplomacy" upon their client states.
Finally and possibly more importantly, arms trading allows the Soviets to have
access to strategic regions.
There are indications that the Soviets have incorporated much Western
technology in Soviet weaponry, from look-down, shoot-down radar to missile
technology. The Soviet Union benefits twice from acquired western technology.
First, by the initial assimilation of technology and the advantages of using the
systems that incorporate that technology. Sexond, by the advantages associated
with Third World arms trade as stated above.
On the other hand, the Third World partner like India, also benefits from the
same technology in that it not only uses the product but it also can use the
Western technology in its own defense industry via license or eventual indigenous
production.
Like trade with the West, eco-omic and ,'olitical gain motivates the Soviet
Union to expand trade with the Third World. In Soviet terms, they see
opportunities for expanding mutually beneficial economic cooperation with the
newly free countries of the old colonial and neocolonial empires. These
opportunities are altractive, considering the developing countries' need for
independence and the economic growth of the Socialist countries. In the Soviet
view, through this beneficial cooperaion, these newly freed countries that are
developing their society, political parties, and economies will, "welcome with
understanding the policy pursued by the Soviet Union and the Socialt's
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community as a whole, and will actively promote friendship and cooperation with
them [Ref. 54r,.
Historically, the Soviets professed that the Third World countries were their
natural allies against the neocolonial United States. Moscow placed special
emphasis on the extension of their economical power and influence in the Third
World. Traditionally, they saw the inevitable collapse of the neocolonial system
as a prelude to the collapse of capitalism [Ref. 54: p. 2391.
While the Soviets under the leadership of Gorbachev have toned down their
rhetoric, they have not spurned their socialist system nor their aim to spread
socialism. Despite a troubled economy at home, the Soviets are expanding their
economic relations with the Third World. The Soviet apparatus can be
particularly expedient at supplying military equipment and economic aid, or to
engage in barter deals, depending on the political needs of the moment
[Ref 551.
Through the 45 years of the Cold War, the US and its allies maintained a
military capability sufficient to convince the Soviets that the costs of aggression
far outweigh any possible gain. Presenting a united front through the North
Atlantic Treaty Org ization(NATO), the West proved firm in their resolve to
support and defend their security. The significant changes that swept Eastern
Europe in 1989 and 1990 proves the soundness of the US strategy of nuclear and
conventional deterrence, as it applies to the USSR.
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Still, we should keep in mind that as each day passes, a stagnant deterrence
strategy, without improved technologies, allows political and economic factors to
have more weight in the strategic balance equation. As the US and USSR
continue to find more common ground, and as they continue to move toward
economic integration and mutually dependent economies, the US and its allies
must reevaluate their understanding of the Soviet challenge. The US and its allies
must recognize the East-West polarization, take the steps necessary to preserve
our freedom, to ensure an effective deterrent to the threat and use of force, and
to seek genuine and equitable arms reductions.
C. LIFE CYCLE COSTS.
One purposes of this study was to introduce the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) ideas
within the Republic of Peru military and present the LCC application
methodology in new weapon systems acquisition for the peruvian armed forces.
Life cycle costing can be an excellent management tool for controlling the
total life cycle costs of a system during the acquisition process. Life cycle cost
also cat be a useful prcurement technique -'- which to evaluate competing
systems on the tot* cost over their useful life instead of basing a selection on
initial acquisition cost.
The Republic of Peru still acquires most of its sophisticated weapon systems
from foreign countries. Cost estimating plays an important role ir -e selection
of the system. Yet, operating and support costs are increasing at an alarming rate
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and often exceed the initial acquisition cost. Operating and support costs
constitute about half the total LCC of an aircraft weapon system.
To capture these costs and rationally choose a weapon system based on total
costs, not just acquisition costs, project managers should use life cycle cost
estimating methodologies in today's acquisition process for the Peruvian military.
Implementation of the ideas and methodologies presented in this thesis requires
that the Peruvians change the procurement criteria they use within the Republic
of Peru military to make operating and support costs a real factor in selecting
weapon systems.
Life Cycle Cost analysis also showed that reliability and maintainability are
the most important factors in determining operating and support costs. The
Peruvians could get significant savings through investments early in the program
that will increase system reliability and simplify maintenance. Fallibility and
logistic supportability are design attributes, and their improvement will markedly
increase system readiness. Thus, the Peruvians should emphasize reliability and
maintainability of new weapon systems acquisition as key considerations.
Implementing life cycle cost analysis and techniques in the Peruvian military
will improve consiaerably the decision making process in weapon systems
acquisition programs. Simultaneously, a more rational view of future costs
incurred by introduction of a new system into the organization will result in more
accurate budget estimates.
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Life cycle cost is not a panacea or a substitute for managerial decision
making. It is an idea that foster good management. By managing this idea
effectively, the peruvian military managers can reduce the upward trend of
operating and support costs, making more funds available to buy new systems
to meet the growing military threat.
The Republic of Peru military must recognize the importance of these ideas
and methodologies. Also, these ideas and methodologies must be reflected in the
acquisition strategy and the logistics support management policy. To carry out
the Life Cycle Cost analysis methodology during the weapon system acquisition
process, the Peruvian military should:
1. Conduct training on Life Cycle Cost procurement policies and
procedures at Service schools.
2. Develop computer based cost-estimating models. The use of Life Cycle
Cost models will need accurate cost data on similar systems. Thus, the
Peruvian military should develop a system that will collect and report
operating and support costs by weapon system.
3. As early as concept development, the Peruvian military should use their
logistcians in The acquisition process and involve the pngam managers
and contractor personnel to stress the importance of support costs
considerations.
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APPENDIX A. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OLTLINE
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Ackgound. Give a general overview of the existing environment and
identify the specific area you studied. Provide a history of major events leading to the
problem.
B. s Identify the scope of your study.
C. Methodoloty. Summarize your procedures for conducting the analysis and
the techniques you used in estimating and computing costs and benefits. Provide details
in an appendix.
IL gjM.
State the major objectives of the program or project you studied. State objectives
in terms of a functional need without implying how you will do them.
III. ASSUMQON$
State all the sumptons you used in your economic analysis. Include the
expected economic life, period of comparisons and all constraints, limitations, or
exclusions related to your analysis.
IV. ALM AY S
Describe the technical and operational characteristics of the alternatives
considered, including the current system.
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A. Current ysm. The current system identifies the level of costs and benefits
that would accrue if you did not change your present method of operation. A current
system serves as a baseline you use to compare new possibilities.
B. Proposed System. Describe the idea for each alternative. Address but do not
quantify infeasible alternatives.
V. COST ANALYSIS
Identify and describe cost elements for each alte native. Include the computations
you used to devise total costs and describe in detail the method for developing cost
estimates. Use tables, charts, graphs, mathematical models and other visual aids to help
in presentation of costs.
VL BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Identify and describe all benefits the implementation of each alternative would
obtain. Quantify benefits whenever possible. Identify criteria used to measure benefits.
Include your computations. Provide a general narrative description of intangible
benefits. Do not include savings under benefits. They belong in your cost analysis
section.
VU. COMPARISON OF ALTE XATIVES
Compare your afternatives using an appropriate economic analysis technique.
Present results in a convenient fashion using charts, tables, graphs or other visual aids
whenever possible. NOTE: Whenever the period of comparison is greater than three
years, you must compare the alternatives in terms of discounted costs and benefits.
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VIII. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Describe the approach and assumptions you used for conducting your sensitivity
analysis. Identify and display the results of your analysis for all alternatives for each
factor tested. Use tables, graphs and charts to present data and include a narrative to
highlight key points in your evaluation.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Make your co lusion clear and concise. Your conclusion is a brief statement of
the most important findings in your report. Do not introduce new material nor put
justifying sentences in your conclusion. The body of your report should have done that
already. Make your point and stop.
X. RECOMMENDATIONS
Your recommendations follow from your conclusions. Put your recommendations
in brief dear, positive statements. They must be suitable, feasible, and acceptable if
they are to be a complete and workable solution to the problem.
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APPENDIX B: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
1. The Objective:
a. Did you clearly state your objective? Does it define the purpose of the
program proect or activity under study?
b. Can you realistically obtain the objective?
C. Did you state the objective in terms of output or complishment?
d. Did you state the output or accomplishments in discrete units?
e. Did you specify the criteria for selection of a preferred course of action?
f. Can you measure the progress toward attainment of the objective?
g. Did you phrase the objective statement so that it does not unnecessarily
limit the type and variety of potential alternatives?
h. If you require a completion or Implementation date, did you specify the
date?
2. The Anumptlons and
a. Did you identify and explain all reasonable assumptions?
b. Are your assumptions too restrictive? Too broad?
c. Are your assumptions realistic and justified?
d. Does each assumption have an Identified basis?
e. Do you use assumptions only when you can not get facts?
f. Do your assumptions preclude other alternative solutions?
g. Do your assumptions include economic life and future workload?
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h. Did you establish a project period?
L Did you consider funding and budget constraints?
J. Did you include space and construction requirements?
k. Did you include necessary geographical constraints?
3. The Alternatives
a. Are your alternatives feasible? Can they meet the stated objectives?
b. Are your alternatives well defined and discreet? Do they overlap?
c. Is the total number of alternatives mfficient? Have you omnitted any
feasible alternatives?
d. If adequate, did you use the status quo as a base for comparison?
e. If appropriate, did you evaluate lease versus buy?
f. Did you consider all feasible alternatives?
g. Did you identify alternatives you did not analyze with reasons for their
omission?
h. If other gVvernment organizations can provide the desired product or
service, did you include them as alternatives?
4. The Cost Estimate
a. Did you indlude all relevant costs?
b. Do Implementation costs include shippin& installation, support and
training requirements?
c. Do labor costs consider specific skill levels, fringe benefits, overtime and
shift differentials?
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d. Did you include future equipment replacement as an investment cost?
e. Did you consider current asset values of reutilized equipment? Is the
method of determining these values adequate?
f. Are your cost factors current and supportable?
g. Did you show why you consider certain costs relevant and other not?
h. Did you properly identify cost estimates and is their quality proper for the
status of the program?
L Did you identify estimating relationships and methodologies and are they
adequate?
j. Did you exclude sunk costs?
k. Did you consider opportunity costs?
I. Did you associate terminal value with any of the alternatives?
m. Did you evaluate future costs in terms of constant dollars?
n. If you include inflation or cost escalation, jid you ;dentny the iate and the
source of the rate?
o. Did you figure out cost savings or avoidance only by comparison with the
status quo?
p. Are the costs of any alternative part of the analysis of only that alternative,
and not also as a cost savings in the evaluation of another alternative?
q. Did you discount cash flows using the 10% discount rate?
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5. The Benefits
a. Did you find relevant benefits? Does the analysis ignore any portion of
total output?
b. Do the benefits relate to the project objective?
c. Did you identify the benefits in discrete units, as much as possible?
d. Does the context of your analysis justify the criteria you used to measure
benefits?
e. Did you define your estimating techniques?
L Did you identify your information and estimate sources?
g. Did you use an expert opinion? Did these experts have proper credentials?
h. Did you identify and use logkal convincing quantitative assessments
instead of quantitative measures of benefits?
L Did you go too far in attempting to quantify what you could not quantify?
J. Did you identify and quantify negative aspects?
k. Did you exclude cost reductions (savings) from the benefit list to avoid
double counting?
L Did you develop a ranking or priority system for evaluating the
importance of the benefits?
m. Did you tabulate all benefit Information for ease of examination?
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6. Conmpaison of Alternatives
a. Did you compare alternatives using the proper techniques, such as present
value, benefit/cost ratios or break-even analysis?
b. Did you compare alternatives in relation to a common basis?
c. Does the analysis seem free of bias favoring one alternative? Was their
comparison fair?
d. Did you use the same critera, costing methods and time span for all the
alternatives?
e. Did you combine cost and benefit information for each alternative to show
relationships?
f. Did you adequately document the methods and sources of comparison?
7. Sensitivity Analysis
a. Has the analysis important underlying uncertainties?
b. Is there important thnoog uncertainty?
c. Did you use ranges of values for unknown quantities?
d. Did you show the effects of future states of nature?
e. Did you use break-even analysis to help evaluation of future uncertainties?
f. Would you keep your recommendation If unknown characteristics varied
within a fewibe range?
g. Did you illustrate the impact of the length of time for formal project
approval?
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h. Is the analysis too optimisti in its assumptions?
L Is there a sensitivity analysis to show the effect of uncertainty in major cost
estimates?
8. Conclsions and Recommendations
a. Are the results of the analysis conclusive? Can you establish a concrete
ranking of alternatives?
b. Did you recommend a specific course of action?
c. Did you logically derive your conclusions and recommendations from the
material?
d. Did you emphasize all significant differences between the recommended
alternative and others?
e. Are the recommendations feasible considering pohtic, culture, and policy?
f. Did you base the come tions upon significant differences between
the alternatives?
g. Are your icommendations satisfying and supporta ?
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APPENDIX Q ECONOMIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE REPLACEMENT OF ADPE
L [NTRODUCTION
A. BJksmad, At our installation, the uber's dew ind for information services
has saturated our computer. To do our current workload, we operate our computer
around-the-clock, at full capacity. In addition, we do our workload using commercial
timesharing services. We expect our workload to continue to grow each year. Since our
work has saturated the in-house computer, we use timesharing to handle the growing
workload. Due to the high timesharing costs, our Commander directed that we
investigate the feasibility of replacing our current hardware with a larger, more efficient
machine. Replacement of the current equipment would allow the activity to bring all
timesharing workload In house. In addition it would allow the activity to complete its
workload operating two shifts par day instead of three, thus reducing personnel costs
by 1/3.
B. 0. bi keeping with CSA policy, the analysis examined their placement
of current equipment under a competitive procurement. Thus, we did not consider the
alternative to augment current equipment with compatible equipment via a sole source
procurement.
C Mleh2odI& . For this analysis, we compared the costs and benefits of the
proposed ADPE procurement with the current system. we did this by first examining
the current and proected ADP workload at our activity. Once we set the workload, we
figured out the ADPE rqui-rmen for a new Brand Z computer and the future
timhan requirements under the current system We found cos and benefits for
both alternatives. We compared the alterntives in terms of thdr present value costs
over a nine year period. We did a sensitivity analysis to decide what degree of changes
in certain cost factors would affect the results of the analysis.
The objective of this analysis is to examine the economic feasibility of replacing
the existing ADP system with new equipment.
111. ASS1hY[IMki
A. The new system must be large enough to support the current in-house and
timesharing work load and projected workload growth throughout the life cycle.
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B. The economic life of the system is seven yeu from the point of full
implementation.
C. Only major vendors can absorb the cost of running the bench mark,
therefore, only major vendors will bid.
D. The two compatible vendors will continue their practice of non-competitive
bidding, thus the procurement will result in non-compatible equipment.
E. To transfer the in-house workload to the Brand Z computer will require six
months. To transfer the timesharing workload will require three months.
G. All new applications developed after the installation of the new equipment
will use the new equipment without conversion.
H. We will lease ADPE.
L All costs and salaries reflect those in effect during the current fiscal year.
We made no provision for inflation.
J. MILCON funding will be available for construction of additional space.
K Figure C-1 shows major milestones for the proposed alternatives.
IV. ALTERNTI
A. Current ytM We will continue to operate the computer center as we do
today. Because the computer center aim v operates three shifts per day at full capacity,
we will require no additional stffing nor rn-house operating costs in the out years. We
will support all new worldoad through commercial timesharing.
B. Brand Z ftm. We will replace the existing ADP equipment through a
traditional competitive procurement Contractors, with the help of in-house personnet,
will make a bench mark package. We will require the vendors to run the bench mark
at their expense. We wil award the contract to the best vendor. We will do massive
conversion effort to make all existing programs compatible with the new equipment.
The migration of In-house workload will occur three months after contract award and
take eight months to complete. The migration of the timesharing workload will occur
one year after contract award and take two months to complete. Then, we will release
the current system. Once the Brand Z system is fully operational, we will reduce










We estimate nonrecurring and recurring costs for each alternative. Nonrecurring
costs are those costs made once, onlyl. Recurring costs are those costs incurred
repeatedly, throughout the project life. Tables C-I through C-3 shows the nonrecurring
and recurring costs. Cost elements are:
A. Nonrecurrng Coets
1. Bench Mark Construction. We will contract-out the bench mark
package for an estimated cost of $335,000. A six person bench mark team will help the
contractors to prepare the bench mark package. The cost of the bench mark team
includes salaries, travel, per diem and miscellaneous expenses for a six-week period.
Based on a GS-13 step five, the salary and fringe benefits will cost $453 per person. We
estimate travel costs for three trips at a transportation cost of $1000 per person and per
diem for 42 days at $75 per day. Other expenses include rental carn for six weeks at
$300 per car per week. The tal cost for the bench mark team is $55,638.
2. C We used NAVDAC's Project Management Control
System (PMCS) to project our conversion casts. We will co tract out the conversion at
a cost of $45,000 per labor-year. The conversion effort will require 125 labor-years and
will take place over a 17 month period. The total conversion cost is $ 5,625,000.
3. Contructin. Alternative B requires additional floor space for the
Brand Z equipment. Total construction cost is $1,263,200. This is for construction of
8,000 square feet at $ 129 per square foot to house the computers and support equipment
and construction of 3400 square feet at $68 per square foot to house the Uninterruptable
Power Supply (UPS) upgrade.
4. Initial QmuI Rom" autment We will install miscellaneous
computer room support equipment (tape storage racks, tape cleaner, tables, console
operator chairs, among others) to support the initial Brand Z equipment This equipment
will cost $30,000.
5. Upgrade of UPS Swtem. Brand Z equipment draws more electricity
than our current equipment and require an initial UPS upgrade of 50 KVA. In year four,
this will require an additional upgrade of 650 KVA. The costs of the upgrades in years





COST CATEGORY FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 TOTAL
Benchmark Construction
a. Benchmark Package $335.0 $335.
b. In-house Benchmark 46.9 46.9
Team
Conversion 1985.3 53639.7 5625.0
Construction 1263.2 1263.2
Computer Room Equipment 30.C 30.0
UPS Upgrade 6i.1 S723.5 1333.6
Migration of Workload
a. In-house Workload 707.2 707.2
b. T~mesharing Workload 283.2 28-1.2
Supplies 174.2
Utilities
a. Computer power 110.6 110.6
b. General Utilities 47.4 47.4
Personnel Separatien 105.2 105.2
Terminal Value of (1650.0) (1650.0)
Owned Equipment
TOTALS $4240.5 53447.5 $723.5 $8411.5
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6. MLit4on of Worload. Migration is the transfer of the In-house and
timesharing workload to the Brand Z equipment. We will migrate using in-house
personnel paid overtime. Based on the WKS, the effort will require 9,600 hours of
overtime (49,700 hours for the in-house workload and 19,900 hours for the timesharing
workload). We estimated the
costs of the migration effort using the overtime rate for a GS-6 step five. The hourly
overtime costs including fringe benefits and leave is $14.23 per our. Thus, the migration
coste for the in-house and timesharing workloads are $707,200 and 283,200.
7. SuplU. We estimate that the migration wi use $ 174,200 of
supplies.
8. U The migration effort will use aptely 400 KVA of
eectricity. Based on a NAVFAC estimating formula, the computer power cost is $110,600
(400 KVA x . usage factor x $.04 cost factor x 720 hours per month x 12 months).
Experience shows that the computer power requirement represents 70% of the total
utilities cost, while general utilities including air conditioning lighting, and others,
comprise the remaining 30%. Based on this information, the general utilities cost is
$47,400.
9. Personnel SepMtion Costs. The elimination of the third shift will
reduce personnel requirements by 1/3 (eight military, 64 civilians). We will reduce the
military billets through normal attrition. Since we routinely transfer military personnel
to new duty stations when they finish their tour, we incur no additional separation costs.
We will give priority rights to civilian employees whose jobs we
eliminate, to move them to other vacant positions in DOD and other Federal agencies.
Based on DOD experience, app:x:nately 75% of the displaced workers will find other
jobs or retire. We will force separate the other 25%. The estimated cost to separate an
employee is $6575. Thus, the estimated separation cost for 16 civilians is $105,200.
10. Terminal Values of Owned Euipment. The Government owns part
of the current equipment. When Brand Z is fully operational, we can release this
equipment for sale or redtflization by other government activities. The projected market
value for the equipment at the time of its release is $ 1,650,000.
B. Loe C
1. ADP Tilmbadn. Because our current workload has saturated our
computer, we use commercial timesharing to do the excess wor The cost for the
timesharing servkes is $2014 per CPU hour. Unless we get new equipment, we expect
to use more timesharing each year to meet the ADP workload growth. Table C-4 shows
projected timesharing workload and ite costs.
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WORKLOAD












a. Current E4W nt Annual rental/maintenac for the current
ADPE is $4,248,000. Under Alternative A, we incur this cost throughout the project life.
Under Alternative B, we will incur this cost until we release the equipment.
b. Brand Z Eauiment. The annual rental/maintenance for Brand Z
equipment is $4,825,000.
3. Utrtle
a. Cumant L M MnL The current equipment uses 900 KVA to do
the in-house workload. Based on the NAVFAC formula, the computer power cost is
$248,00 (900 KVA x .8 usage factor x .04 cost factor 720 hours per month x 12 month
per year). The cost for general utilities is $106,600. Since our current workload saturates
our equipment, we made no provisions for workload growth.
b. Imd Z giNaminL. The Brand Z equipment needs 700 KVA to do
the current In-house workoad and 300 KVA to do the initial timesharing workload.
Based on the NAVFAC formula, the utilities cost for the first year of full use is $276,500
for computer power and $118,500 for general utilities. After that, utilities costs will
increase 5% each year due to workload growth.
4. ers el We based civilian personnel costs on curremt annual salaries
and adjusted the pay rates and salaries per the Office of Management and Budget
guidance to include a 26% hnge benefit factor. We based mlitary personnei costs on the
composite military pay rates identified in the NAVCOMPT manual We adjusted these
to include a 29% hinge benefit factor for officers and a 40% factor for enlisted personnel.
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a. ltemdve A. The computer activity currently runs three shifts per
day, requiring 216 people. Table C-5 identifies personnel costs. The annual personnel
costs are approximately $3,616,800 and will remain constant throughout the life cyde.
TABLE C - 5
CURRENT PERSONNEL REQUUREMENTS
Number of Annual Salary + Personnel
Grade People U Frine Benefits Costs
E-5 12 $11,507 $16,100 $193,320
E-4 9 9,747 13,646 122,814
0-5 3 34,047 42,559 127,677
GS-7 24 14,750 18,585 446,040
Cs-6 12D 13,272 16,723 2,006,760
05-5 08 11,907 15,003 720.144
Totals 216 3.616,755
b. Alternative B. Alternative B will operate with current personnel until 1
July of the first year after implementation when the Brand Z equipment becomes fully
operational for the in-house workload. Then, we will release the current equipment and
run two shifts per day, reducing initial personnel requiremets by 1/3 Personnel cost
to support initial requirements are $2411,200. Table C.6 shows these costs. After 1 July,
we expect personnel costs to increase by five percent due to the growth in workload.
TABLE C-6
INITIAL PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS FOR BRAND Z
Number of Annual Salary + Personnel
Grade EM.j.M EIad Bencosts
E-5 8 $11,507 $16,110 $128,880
E-4 6 9,747 13,646 81,876
0-5 2 34,047 4Z559 85,118
GS-7 16 14,750 18,585 297,360
GS-6 80 13,272 16,723 1,.337,840




a. Alternative A. The current cost for forms, cards ribbons and other ADP
related supply items is $550,000 per year. For alternative A, this value will remain
constant throughout the life cycle.
b. Alternative B. For years one and two, supplies are the same as
Alternative A. Starting in year three, supply costs increatw. 5% per year due to the
increased workload.
VL BENEFiT ANALYSIS
We identified some benefits and disadvantages with the proposed alternative.
A. Bn
1. We can do our work faster, giving in better turnaround time for the
users.
2. The new equipment has better reliability and has less chance to
crash. If the system does fal it will be easier to repair. Thus, this will reduce
downtime of the system.
3. The new equipment will provide greater accuracy and eliminate
batch processing. Data entry will be key to disk, thus eliminating keypunch errors.
Reduction of input error will result in fewer corrections and fewer reruns.
4. The new equipment will retain a 33% surge capacity (third shift) to
support crisis and exercise operation.
5. The current system does not meet minimum security requirements.
We designed the proposed alternative to provide high security environment.
B. Dsdatn
1. The continuity of operation will be interrupted during the migration
period. The current staff is proficient in running the existing equipment. Still they will
require special training and on the job experience to become equally proficient in
operating the new equipment.
2. The proposed alternative requires MILCON funding. If we do not
ge MILCON funding, we must delay our implementation.
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3. This will eliminate many jobs in a geographic area with a high
unemployment rate and depressed economy.
VIL COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
A. Present Value Anayis. We did a present value analysm on Alternatives
A and B. Tables C-7 and C-8 present this analysis. The results show that the discounted
life cycle cost for the current system is $67,331,200 and the discounted life cycle cost of
the proposed system is $63,947,900. Thus, the proposed system is economically feasible,
yielding net discounted saving of $3,83,300.
B. Break-Even Anldvsis. Figure C-2 graphically displays the cumulative
discounted casts for each alternative. The break-even point, when the cumulative costs
for both alternatives are equal, occurs six years after implementation. Before then,
Alternative A is less costly. After that, Alternative B becomes cost advantageous.
VEIL SENSITWn ANALYSIS
We did a sensitivity analysis to find if changes in certain input values
would affect the outcome of our analysis. We tested three variables: conversion costs;
Brand Z ADPE rental/maintenance and; timesharing workload. We tested each factor
independently by changing the original estimate by ten, 25 and 50 percent while holding
all other parameters constant. Then, we calculated discounted life cycle costs for each
alternative based on the new estimates. Below are the results of the three tests:
A. Conversion Costs. Table C-9 show what would happen if conversion costs
were 10%, 25%, and 50% higher than the original estimate. Since we would incur
conversion cos's only under the proposed alternative, the discounted life cycle cost of
$67,331,2D0 for Alternative A will remain unchanged. Discounted life cycle costs for
Alternative B would be:
Undiscounted Discounted
Conversion Costs, uk sCoo"
Original estimate $1,985,3 0$,&W9,700 $63,947,900
+10% 2183,800 4,003,700 64,452,800
+25% 2,481,600 4,49,600 65,210n2
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In each cases, life cycle costs for Alternative B are less than Alterative A. Thus,
the analysis is not sensitive to changes in conversion costs at these levels. We note
sensitivity when we increase conversion costs by 67 percent We found this value by
doing the following algebraic break-even analysis.
Alternative A - Alternative B
$67,331.2 - $63,947.9 + $19853x (.954) + $3939.7x (.867)
$3,3833 $1894.Ox + $ 3,155.6x
33833 - $5049.6x
x - .67
B. Brand Z ADPE Rental/Mantenance. Table C-10 shows what would
happen if Brand Z ADPE costs increased by 10%, 25% and 50%. This would not affect
Alternative A. Costs for Alternative B would be:
Annual DiscountedBIrand Z ADPE Life Cyle Costs




The economic analysis is not sensitive to a 10 % change. It is sensitive to changes of
25% and 50%. The actual point of sensitivity occurs when we increased Brand Z ADPE
costs by 13.8% as folloiqi:
Alternative A - Alternative B
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c Tlmesharns Workload. Projcted growth in timiesisang workload was a
major factor that led to the proposal to rplace existing equipment. Because of the
uncertainties associated with projecting future workload, we did a contingency analysis
to see what happens if future workload is less than our projection. Table C-11 shows
the results of the analysis. The future workload would affect both alternatives as we
would incur the timesharing costs in either case. As Table C4 identified, timesharing
workloads decreased by 10%, 25% and 50%. The associated discounted life cycle costs
are:




The results show that the analysis is not sensitive at the 10% level. At the 25%
level life cycle costa are about equal for both alternatives. This i- the break-even point.
If we decrease the timesharing workload by more than 25%. Alternative B would not
be the least costly alternative.
IX. (ONCLUSION
The results of the economic analysis showed that the proposed alternative is
economically feasible. The alternative becomes cost effective six years after
implementation and yields discounted lie cycle savings of $3,383,300. We attribute
major savings to the eliminaticn of the timesharing workload. Besides being less costly,
Alternative B can process the workload with greater speed, accuracy and reliability.
X. RECOMMENDATION




REVISED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
This appendix is the revised publication. Because it is in book form, this study
did not continue the theis page numbering into the document. The page numbering
continues on the distribution list
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Glossary -Economic Analysis Tm
CHAPTER I
THE CONCEPT OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
For personnel who have little or no experience with economic anaiyses, this book
establishes a routine to perform economic analysis. Supervisors and fnctional magers who
must initiate or review economic analyses will also find this book of value. While you can easily
apply the techniques descibed here to all types of investments, this book deals with the economic
problems of choice In the acquisition of information technology.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS DEFINED
Economic analysis is a systematic approach to evaluating alternative projects. The technique
keys on the premise that alternative ways of reaching an objective exist and each alternative
requires certain resources and prodces certain results. Economic analysis relates costs, benefits,
and uncerainties of each alternative in order to determine the most cast effective mes of
meeting an objective. h is no a search for the cheapest solution regardless of effectiveness.
You must incorporate three basic principles in the economic analysis:
1. You must investigate all reasonable alternative methods of satisfying a given objective.
2. You must consider boh curnt and future expenditure pauens of all the alternatives.
3. Because of the "time value of money', you must consider not only how much a proposal
will cost, but also when you will make the expenditures. To include this consideration in the
analysis you express each alternative's life cycle costs in terms of its present value.
USES OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Generauy, you us economic analysis two ways: Frst, to asess the economic comequeces
of a pat decision. Second, to ae the economic eq cesof a future decision. As Figure
- shows, the distinctidn lies in the relationship of the analysis to the plmning and decision
procem.
USES OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
ASSESSMENT'
You use economic
analysis to SELECTION ECONOMIC






assess the OF 0=0 ECONOMIC a-6 CHOICE
consequences of ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
future choices.
Figure 1-1
The first use, aucssment, asumnes that you already have made a decision. You can use the
results to determine a future couse of action. For example, suppose you rn a data proesin
installation. In order to recoup your costs, you decide to implement a charge back ste.YOU
perform an economic analysis to assess all cow associate with operating the installation. Using
tis informaton, you could then determine an equitable means of charging your customers.
The second mse, choice, assunmes that you will make a decision based on the economic
consequences of alternatives. For example, suppose that the space ta your comuter room is
inadequate. You must choose among building a new space, renovating the old space, buying or
renting, another facility, or remaining with the status quo. In thiis case, you do not make a
decision unti you have evaluated the costs and benefits of each alternative.
ECON-OMIC ANALYSIS AND THE BUDGET
An -coomic analysis seldom leads to cost estimates consistent with your budget. This
incinistency occurs for several reasos. First, a budge is a spending plan reflecting actual out
of pockret expenses you expect to incur. An economic analysis considers not only out of pocket
costsbut also opportuni* costs, such as, resouces already on band that have alternative ises
Second, my budget reflect peat spending trench in an unstructured envhauunent. Economic
analysis develop@ fuature cash flows and projected costs in a structured enionet.Tird, you
always include fringe benefits in an economic analysis. Finally, an economic analysis states
future c osoad benefits in tam of their Present value.
Economic analysis is subjec to a nutnber of limitatin. First, economic analysis does not
no=aly establish priorities, among various goals and objectives. Rather, economic analysis
merely sers to determine the most cost effectve meaw to satisfy a X=ve objective.
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Secoid, an econmnic analysis is not a process for choosing the preferred means of meeting
an objective. Economic analysis is only an inxgt to the decision making process. You must
weigh the results of the economic analysis against other factors, such as safety, health, morale,
environmental impact, political considerations, and national priorities. Economic analysis is not
a substitute for sound judgement. By systematically quantifying what you can quantify,
economic analysis lets you focus your judgement on the areas vital to your decision.
Finally, an economic analysis cannot provide results which are more valid than the input
data. Judicious formulation of assumptions and careful estimation of costs and benefits are
critical to the economic analysis process.
Yet, no matter how much care you exercise durng these stages, you cannot completely
eliminate uncertainty. Economic analysis necessarily involves assnptions, projections, and
estimates of future events whose outcomes you do not know with certainty until they occur.
WHEN YOU DO NOT NEED ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A compieft emonomik dalysis of Oem a irldy &mi*d pfbfm m b.m .,vAud and
expensive. Therefore, you do not need an economic analysis when you can show that its benefits
are not commensate with the effort involved.
Example 1-1
Suppose that you take five working days to do a simple economic analysis and you earn
$1000 per week for your work. You want to prchase a text formatting system whose total costs
are $999. Should you perform an economic analysis?
Sohlion
No! The economic analysis costs more than the project. If you decide to puhase the
system after doing an economic mlys the total cost is $1999. If an analysis shows that the
system is not a sound invesmeut, you spent $1000 to save $999.
Depmait of Defe (DOD) Directives prmcbing alternative replacement criteria or
equipmut tadeoff standirc and legislative action and higher authorities can exempt you from
doing an economic inlysi
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CHAPTER 2
THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PROCESS
INTRODUCTION
The Economic Analysis Process is a systematic, six step procedure for comparing altenative means
to meet an objective. You must document the results of your analysis in a written report. In the report,
you describe each of the steps and identify patinent background information, the scope of your
analysis, the methodology you used, and your conclusions and recommendations. Appendix A provides
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The most important step in the economic analysis process is defining the objective. Most simply
stated, an objective is some fixed standard of accomplishment. You should state an objective in terms
of a mission or goal. The actual wording of the objective is critical and should reflect a totally
unbiased point of view concerning the method of solving the problem. For example, if your goal is
to provide a secure, climate controlled working space for electronic equipment with access to utilities,
users, and data, state your objective as such. Do not say that your objective is to construct an
automated data processing (ADP) center. This might rule out modification of existing facilities or
rental of space.
Examples of economic analysis objectives include:
o To process the Mid-Western region ADP work load.
o To improve ADP service at the Naval Air Engineering
Center while reducing the cost of ADP.
o To free your main frame computer of all
non-command and contrl applications and provide a 25%
surge capacity for crisis and exercise opemtion
o To examine the cost effectiveness of installing a
System-370 at Newport, Rhode Island.
o To evaluate the economic feasibility of establishing a
local area network (LAN) at Norfolk, Virginia.
FORMULATE ASSUMPTIONS
in all phases of government activity, you operate in an environment of restrictions on what you
can and cannot do. For purposes of analyses, you present these restrictions as assmptions and
constrants.
Assumrpdo we explicit statements describing the present and future environment that is the base
of the economic analysis. Every analysm, no matter how formal or informal, will have asumption
You simply do not know enmuh with ceatainty to avoid making assumpons, particularly when dealing
with the future. The pupose of the assmiption is not to limit the analysis, but to reduce complex
problems to manageable propotiu. You mu carefully choose and idtf all m utom so that.
Onu can realize th brasi tmod which You win evenzlv develo and evalute the aI iiiatives.
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Four rules to observe in making assumptions are:
1. Don't confuse assunptions with facts. Make assumptions only when absolutely necessary to
bridge gaps in essential information you cannot obtain, even after diligent research.
2. Be certain the assumptions are realistic and not mere platitudes or wishful thinking.
3. State assumptions positively, using the word "will". For example, "The ADP system will have
an economic life of eight yeas." "We will have miflitary construction (MILCON) funds in the next
fiscal year."
4. Ask yourself if your conclusions remain valid even if you remove one of the assumptions. If
yes, then eliminate the assumption. It is not a requirement that you must meet.
Examples of assumptions include the estimated future workload, the estimated useful life of an
asset, and the period of time over which you will compare alternatives.
Constraints we factors external to the relevant environment which limit alternatives to problem
solutions. They may be time related, as with a fixed deadline; physical, as with a fixed amount of
space; financial, as with a fixed or limited amonmt of resources; or institutional, as with organizational
or defense policy and regulaticms. Whatever particular characteristics they have, these external
constraints or barriers are beyond your control. Thus, they provide boundary limitations for alternative
• solutions to a particular problem
You must exercise caution when detenning assumptions and consutraints. An alternative is
feasible only when it satisfies all the restrictions you assume. Use of unduly restrictive assumptions
and consents will bias an analysis, precluling investigation of feasible alternatives. Conversely,
failure to consider pertinet assumptions and constraints can cause you to recomnmd a technically or
structurally infeible alternative.
CHOOSE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES
Next, you must identify all feasible meas of meeting the objective. You must present a
comprehenive discusion ofthe tedmiques and operational chractersics of each alternative. As a
minimun, this discusmion should include a description of the method of operation, type of equipment,
volume of wordlod, and any other factor unique to the system. In developing alternatives, you ensure
that each alternative addresses the sn requniremnts and that all altenatives satisfy the minimum
requirements of ceptabilty. Later evahation will reflect the differene in acceptability or
effectivene
Rarely does an objective have only one alternative. For example, in ADP problems you can almost
always consider buy veus lease, mnual vems automated, mainframe vens PC, and repair versus
replace. Thus, the discussion of alternatives must demonstrate that you explored all reasonable options.
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Your search for alternative solutions to an existing problem should not overlook the current system.
The current system represents the alternative which seeks to identify the level of costs and benefits
which would accrue without changing the present method of operation. If a current system exists and
it is feasible, then this system will serve as a baseline with which to compare new alternatives. Note,
if you have no current feasible current system, there is no baseline.
Other alternatives which should be considered when evaluating an ADP proposal are:
o Modifying the current system by modifying existing ADP
resources, hiring additional personnel, among others.
o Acquiring the capability from a Navy Regional Data Center (NARDAC) or
from another government agency through resource sharing.
o Contracting with a nongovernmental source to provide the
required capablty.
Each method of problem solution has its own mix of resources. While one method requires a
multitude of personnel, another may require a large capital investment. Only your creativity and
thoroughness limits the number of alternatives.
Sometimes, when you're prepai an economic analysis, you must select alternatives which keep
within certain constraints such as manpower, facilities, or funding limitations. You must take care to
avoid the imposition of arbitrary constraints which in turn unly limit the number of alternatives
available. Such limitation of alternatives will simplify the analysis, but they do so by excluding other,
possibly better, alternative. Keep in mind that you should not regard as final the list of alternatives
you compiled in the beginning of the study. As the analysis proceeds, you may 0evise new and better
alternatives, while you eliminate those not fasible within the cotraint.
DEIER M G AND RELATING COSTS AND BENEFITS
In actual practice, the step that is usually the most time constuing and difficult is that of
estimating the cam and benefits of ch altenamive. Most simply stated, costs re inputs, whereas
benefits are ou
You determine costs and benefits for the ntie useful life of a projecL You must make appropriate
year by year esinmt of costs you will imc or benefits you will receive. The difference between the
costs of alternatives is most important to you. Omit from the analysis costs which do not change under
any alternative and note this exclusion in your umlons.
Benefits usually are noa as easy to identify -s costs. However, you should sil quantify them
whenever possible. You should identify, evaluat e. and quantify intangible benefits such as "increased
morale" or "increased safety."
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You must look into all possffble alternatives to ensure that you obtain the best availaole cost and
benefit estimates. Because the acceptance of the analysis depends upon the crechility of the estimates,
you must document all sources and derivations of cost and benefit data.
COMPARE ALTERNATIVES
Once you determine costs and benefits fo: all altematves, you can make an evaluation of one
proposal against another. Usually, ;,ou can compare and rank the alternatives according to one of three
general criteria. Table 2-1 shows the criteria and the cost/benefit relationship with which it conforms.
TABLE 2-1
GENERAL RANKING CRT IA
1. Least cost for a given level of Unequal cost/equal benefit
effectiveness
2. Most effectiveness for a Equal cost/unequal benefit
given constraint
3. Largest ratio cf Unequal cost/unequal benefits
effectiveness to cost.
If you have alternatives with equal benefits and costs, factors other than economic factors
determine your selection.




Equal Unequal Most benefitI
Unequal Equal Least cost
Unequal inequal Greatest benefit to cost ratio
Equal Equal Not an economic analysis
Note that the first two bases for reommdion are special caes of the third. That is, ff all
altaemraves have the sme oosts but unequal benefits tn the altaive with the greatet measrable
benefits will have the greatest benefit to cost ratio. If all alternatives offer comparable benefits but
have unequal cost, then the leat cost alternative will have the grmtest benefit to cost ratio.
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Techniques to evaluate and compare alternatives include:
I. Present Value Analysis. This brings all future cost and benefits beck to their present worth.
You use this amhen the economic life of a project is more than three yeas.
2. Uniform Annual Cost This is a cost oriented approach to evaluate alternatives with unequal
economic lives.
3. Saving(Investnent Ratio, This is !he relaticnship between future cost savings and the
investment needed to obtain those savings. Because saving is a necessary ingredient, you use this if,
and only if, you have a statu quo alternative.
4. Discounted Paybeck This determines the period that the accumulated present value of the
savings require to offset the total pr,,sent value cost of an alternative. You can use this if, and only
if, you bave a status quo alternative.
5. Break-Even Analysis. This focuses on the value of a variable (break-even point) where two
alternatives equal each other. This seeks to find your point of indifference.
6. BenefitlCost Ratio. This shows !he relationship between output and cost. Use this technique
to asses alternatives having unequal cost and unequal benefits
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
You must examine uncerainty in your economic analysis to determine its influence on your
recommendon. To teat how sensitive your analysis is to uncertainty, you evalua' factors having key
relationships to the results of the analysis. You explore ,be extent and magnitude of their impact.
In performing sensitivity analysis, you determine how . ; results change with changes in system
psrameters or basic auptions. If a change in a parameter or asumption causes a pr oortionally





When you perform an economic analysis, you will encounter various costs. Some costs are relative
to your evaluation, other costs have no place in it. You must identify and evaluate all costs for each
alternative over its entire life cycle.
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
Life cycle costing follows the principle that your decision to undertake a particular couse of action
must account for its total cost, not just its acquisition and start up cost. You must account for the cost
of developing, procuring, and operating a system. Generally, you find three costs within the life cycle:
1. Research and Development Costs primarily are the costs associated with the development of
a new system.
2. Investment Costs are costs beyond the development phase to introduce a new system.
3. 2erations Cost are recurring costs of operating, supporting, and maintaining a system.








Implicit in the discussion of costs is the concept of alternative use. When you use limited
resources for a particular purpose, you give up benefits that another alternative could have produced
with the same resources. Economists refer to the value of that forsaken alternative as the oty
cost of employing the resources. You incur opportunity costs when you divert resources already on
hand from their current to another project.
Example 3-1
Your boss tasks you to form a team to design a new product. With great confide- -e in your ability,
he tells you to select whoever you need for the project However, your boss also wh- s you to tell him
what the opportunity cost is for your dream team. You select the following: Worker A, who recently
finished a project and now hangs around the water cooler looking for something to do. Worker B,
who, like worker A, needs a project but receives twice as much pay as worker A. Worker C, who now
works on contract work earning your firm $100 per day. Worker D, who supervises worker C and
earns $150 per day for the company. What is the opportunity cost?
Solution
Workers A and B have zero opportunity costs. To employ them on your project, you do not forego
any benefit. To employ worker C, you will forgo $100 per day in reveuie (benefits). For worker D,
you will forgo $150 per day. The opportunity cost for your team is $250 per day.
SUNK COSTS
The principle of life cycle costing applies only to those costs you dl incur after you choose an
alternative. Life cycle costing only applies to those cash flows that the choice can affect. Costs that
you will incur no matter which alternative you choose do not belong in your analysis. They are sunk
costs.
Sunk costs include coss,aready incurred. Your decision conceming future alternatives cannot
change costs incurred in the past. Obligations that the law requires you to meet also are snk costs.
When you perform an economic analysis, past costs and mandatory obligations are irrelevant. Do not
include them in the nalysis.
DErERMIING ThE COST OF RESOURCES
Before you can determine the cost of a particular resource, you must first determine if your
organization already has the resource available.
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EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Exte=a1 refwces are smy raw materiak; labor, equipment, or any inputs to a process that you
acquire from an external source. If you do not have a resource in-house, then the cost of the resource
is the acquisition or purchase price.
IN-HOUSE RESOURCES
In determining the value of resources that already are in-house, you must determine if your
organization currently uses the resource, plans to use it, or if it is surplus.
If the resource is available in-house and your organization already uses it, or plans to use it, for
you to employ it in a new use would mean removing the resource from its present or planned use. The
cost of using an in-house, already employed, resource is the cost of replacing it, providing a substitute
for it, or the costs of the losses you incur by denying it to another project. That is the resource's
oppoitnty cost.
If your organization currently does not use or plan to use the resource, then you could employ it
in a new alternative without denying its use to some other in-house purpose. At this point, you must
determine a fair value of the surplus resource. If your organization could sell the resource, then the cost
of this unused resource is its market or salvage value. But, if you cannot sell, dispose of, or reuse the
resource, its cost is zero.
JOINTLY USED RESOURCE
You determine the cost of resources that two projects jointly use on the basis of how much costs
will increase if you employ the resource in an alternative project. If the alternative eliminates the joint
function, you must determine how much costs will change with the umsge of the resorce.
NONRECURRDUG AND RECURRIG COSTS
For purposes of the economic analysis, you separme costs into two categories: non-recurring and
recurring.
1. Non-recuarin Costs obviously are one-time costs. Typically, they include system development,
implemetation and start up costo. Some may occur during the opetting life cycle. Normally,
nonrecurring costs include expendiums for investments and all costs associated of equipment, real
estate, and - smvices. Nmecurrmig cost include:
a. Research and Develonment P,&D) C These conist of all costs incurred prior to the
initial staffing and equipping of a project. R&D costs are costs necessary to design the system and its
componm and to perform development testing. R&D costs are essentially inemitive to the number
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of units of the system that you will procure or the length of time you will operate the system. They
usually end once an alternative is ready to use.
b. Investment Costs. These consist of the cost to acquire equipment and real property;
nonrecurring services; noecung operation and maintenance (start-up) costs; and other one-time
investment costs. Investment costs are a function of the number of units of the system you will
procure. The more units you procure, the higher the investment cost. When you identify the
anticipated years of incurred costs, you may spread investment costs over several yeas.
Investment costs include:
(1) Land acquisition or easement.
(2) New construction.
(3) Rehabilitation or modification.
(4) EiuDment (ADP and telecommunications).
(5) Software vprchases.
(6) System developmet.
(a) Development of functional requirements.
(b) System design, anuiysi, prrmmig.
(c) Testing and conversion.
(7) Relocation costs.
(8) One-time peusonnel costs such as recruitment, travel, relocation, separation, and
training.
c. Work& CAAita is the amount of liquid funds and current assets on hand or on order.
Generally, working capital is some form of inventory of conzuble or similar resources held in
readiness for use or in stock., An increase to working capital requires additional finding. Decreses
to working caital reduce the requirement for funding.
d. Va of Exislina Asts Fmvloved is the value of assets already on hand that you plan to
use with the new project. You include their value in the investment cost ony when you currently use
the existing assets, plan to use them for an alternative project, or plan to sell the assets. Because you
would use or sell these assets, include them at their fair market value and document the basis of this
value.
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e. Terminal or Residual Value. In many instances, you can impute value to assets that you no
longer use. This value can be either terminal or residual. Terminal value. a special case of residual
value, is the expected value of buildings, equipment or other assets at the end of their economic lives.
You reduce the life-cycle cost of a particular alternative by its terminal or residual value. You may
compute residual value of assets at any point in time. Residual value may or may not coincide with
terminal value. You apply terminal or residual value to existing assets as you replace them, as well
as new assets you acquire. If a proposed project eliminated the requirement for existing assets or
property, you will need to determine if they have terminal value. If you redistribute this property to
another federal or state agency without direct reimbursement, while that agency benefits, you have no
terminal value because you have no reimbursement or cash flow. If you have a documented alternative
use for an asset you transfer to another agency, then and only then, can you reduce your investment
cost by the fair market value. If you sell the assets, the proceeds benefit your organization or
government and set the terminal value.
The terminal value of a new asset is its estimated value at the end of its economic life. Such
factors as the probability of continued need for the facility (for Government or private use),
appreciation, and depreciation (physical and functional) offset future terminal value. Apply the
estimated future value of the asset at the end of its economic life.
What you will do with an asset is probably the most important criterion for determining its
terminal or residual value. You need to know if you will scrap the asset, sell it, or re-use it. Will you
continue to use it? Each of these situations could call for a different value.
(1) Scrap Value of an Asset. If you are going to scrap an asset, then the only value is the
scrap value less costs of dismantling and selling the scrap. Often, scrap values are so small and occur
so far in the fture that they may have no significant impact on a decision. In such cases, you need
not include the terminal value in the analysis. However, if you expect a significant scrap value, then
you should include it. Remember to document how you derived the value.
(2) Sale of an Asset. If you we going to sell an asset, the proceeds benefit the Government
because the Treasury Department accoumts for it a Miscellaneous Receipts. The value you report is
the actual sale price law the cost of the sale.
(3) Re-u of an If you are going to redistribute property to some other Federal
Agency, that agency benefits even though you receive no reimbt for the property. You
determine the asset's valu by its worth in the market less costs attrbuted to redistribution.
(4) Continued Use of a Asne Often, you will need to use an asset for an extended period
far into the future. When this occts, the automatic replacement of assets and repeating cash flows will
result in a repetitive cycle of expenditures. You can handle a single project involving multiple assets
with different lives two ways.
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The first way is to let the economic life of the dominant asset prevail, replacing assets with
shorter lives as necessary. The second way uses the shortest economic life and imputes residual value -
to the asset with the longer life. In this case, you use a pro-rata amount to determine the residual
value. Chapter 7, example 7-6 and 7-7, demonstrates this.
2. 'Recurring Costs usually called operation cost, are costs you incur on a regular basis throughout
the project. They sustain an alternative throughout its life cycle and provide routine support and
maintenance. They include all personnel, operating, and ovedead costs. They vary directly with the
numnber of units in a program and the length of time you operate, support, and maintain such units.
Recurring costs include:
a. Personnel Costs. This is civilian and military costs, employee benefits, and other personnel
related costs.
(1) Civilian Personnel Costs. You base civilian personnel costs on current annual salaries
as defined by the General Schedule and Wage Board pay rates. Where you identify specific skills with
an operation or process, use the middle step of the actual grade in computing wage costs.
(a) Adjustment for fringe benefits. Civil service employees cost the government more
than their salaries. This is because they draw fringe benefits. These benefits include the Government's
contribution for civilian retiremet, disability, health and life iannce and where applicable, social
security programns. Customarily, you express the value of fringe benefits as a percentage of annual base
pay. Guidance for developing fringe beneuts is set forth in Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A-76. The rt prescmbed rate is 26% and is comprised of the following factors:
Retirement and disability (for employees
under Civil Service Retirement). 20.4%
Health & life insum ce. 3.7%
Other benefits inchdi work disability,
unemployment programns, bonuses and awards. 1.9%
For civilian employees (normally temporary employees) who are not under the Civil Service
Retirement System, the Soci Security (FICA) cost factor you apply to salmay or wage cost is the
actual employer contribution rate for the employees involved. When estimating FICA coast, you must
ensure that you apply the FICA rate only to wages mid salaries subject to the tax. Obtain infornmion
rega~ing FICA tax rates and maximum wages and salaries to which they apply from your personnel
office.
(b) Adjustment for Leave. When a requirment specifies a set number for civilian
personnel services, this nunber already includes cmp aioca for sick, holiday and annual leave.
However, when a requirement specifies a number of mn-hors of work, you we a leave factor to -
increase the base hours to allow for leave. Ibis is necessary to account for employees on leave. The
OMB prescribed leave rate is 18%.
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(2) Military Personnel Costs. You base military personnel costs on the curret composite
standard military rates. Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) Manual, paragraph 035750 identifies these
rates. The composite rates provide for the basic pay, incentive and special pay, and certain expenses
and allowances included in the active forces military personnel appropriations.
(a) Adjustment for Fringe Benefits. You must adjust the composite rate to include
retirement and other personnel costs, such as medical and commissary benefits, that the composite rate
does not include. Paragraph 036760 of the NAVCOMPT Manual provides percentage factors for
retirement and other costs. The current rate is 25% for officers, 40% for enlisted personnel and is
comprised of the following factors:
Retirement Entitlement Accrual rate
for both officers and enlisted personnel 17%
Accrual Rate for Other Personnel Costs
for officers 8%
for enlisted personnel 23%
(b) Adiustment for Leave. You apply adjustments for leave for military personnel in the
sme maer as civilian leave. The prescribed NAVCOMPT Manual factor is 20%.
(3) Other Personnel Related Costs. You should include in other personnel related costs such
as travel, per diem, and periodic training.
b. Oerating Cow This category covers operating costs other than labor. Included are:
(1) auint rmM aintewU
(2) Smace rOtaaipnWtence




3. Overhe . You clmify some costs as overhed because you can not associate them with
specific units of productioa Accountings legal, fire and police protection, custodial services and
general administative osts arn overhead. When estimating oveafisd cos for an alternative, you must
take care to itemize only the overhed cnots which will change as a result of the investment proposed.
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For example, n altamative which significutly decrease peomne]eded to provide a service may
have no effect on the size of the security force.
PRESENTATION OF COST DATA
Your analysis should contain a description of each cost element and how you derived that figure.
For example, if you computed personnel requiremuits on specific production rates, you should identify
those production rates. as well as the munbers and grades of pele needed.
Once you have discussed all costs, you should present them in a amer which will allow the
decision maker to easily review the data. You should consider the costs on a cash-flow basis for each
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To make an economic analysis a useful decision making tool, you must accatmly estimate future
costs and benefits. When prices persistently and appreciably rise over time, projecting costs with
precision is more complicated. Fortmately, the economic analysis process and the standard 10%
discount rate implicitly resolve the issue of inflation so that you do not need to be overly concerned
about the effect of inflation in your analysis. Moreovr, explicitly introducing inflation into your
analysis usually has no effect in the final ranking of your alternatives. With this in mind, the
remainder of this chapter explains some of the problems that inflation causes and how the economic
analysis process and you handle these problems.
TERMS TO KNOW
Before you can manipulate inflation and account for its effects in you analysis, you need to
understand a few of the most basic tems.
1. Inflation is a general rising level of prices. This does not mean that a rising price for a single
product is inflation. Nor do all prices necessarily rise during periods of inflation. In fact, a major
problem with inflation is its unpredictability.
2. 'Chanes in Demand we shifs in the desirability of a product in the market place. Given a set
supply, an increase in demand for a product results in a shortage in the market, leading to higher
prices. This does not represent inflation.
3. Chanstesrin Sup eshiftinthequantityofaproductinthe marketplace. Givenaset
demand, an decrease in supply for a product results in a shortage in the market, leading to higher
prices. This does not rep inflation.
4. Cat in Price we shifts of the mpply demand equilibrixi point, as noted in 2. and 3. above.
This shift don not represent #nflon.
5. Ban Yew Doilm inthe value of dolm after you adjust them for inflation.
6. Cmtlm are co s and monetary benefits reflecting the actual amount you pay including
any amnmt due to fture price chges.




You may readily associate several problems with inflation. Pedp you note that things cost more
today than they did yews ago. Maybe you see that a dollar simply doesn't buy as much as it use to. o
Whether this is a real problem depends on whether your budget automatically adjusts itself to reflect
inflation, or if you have to determine the rate of inflation and then request more money, or if you have
a fixed budget.
If your budget adjusts itself to the inflation rate, then inflation is mute. That is, given that this
year's rate of inflation is 10 percent, your budget automatically will include a 10 percent adjustment
for inflation. While prices rise, you have more money to buy these goods.
However, if you must determine the rate of inflation and then request an adjustment, or if you have
a fixed budget, you encomnter another aspect of inflation. That is, while you note that today's prices
are higher and a dollar doesn't purchase as much as before, you don't know how much more future
prices will rise or how much less a future dollar will buy.
This uncertainty complicates finncal pluming and economic analysis. Determining the rate of
inflation and projecting the increase in prices and decrease in buying power would eliminate some of
your uncertainty and some of the complications.
Example 4-1
This year you have $100 in your budget to purchase mechanical pencils that cost $1 each.
Normally, you buy 100 pencibl Over the coue of the year, the inflation rate is 10 percent. Assuming
your budget adjusts itself for inflation and that per, Is also keep up with inflation, how much money
will next years budget have for pencils and how many fewer pencils can you purchase? If you need
100 pencils next year, what other purchase will you reduce to have money to buy the pencils?
Solution
Since your budget automatically adjust itself for inflation, and inflation ws 10 percent, your
budget will have 10 more dqllrs slated to purchase pencils. Thus, your new pencil budget is $110.
Assuming dt pencils kept up with inflation, they will cost 10 percent more, or $1.10 each. Thus, you
can buy exatly 100 pencils the ame the yea before. You forego nothing.
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TREATMENT OF INFLATION IN COMPUTATIONS
The accurate treatment of inflation requires a two phased approach. Within the Department of
Defense and Department of the Navy, DOD Instruction 7041.3, and Secretary of the Navy
(SECNAVINST) 7000.14B require this treatment of inflation in economic analyses.
1. Perform the analyses in terms of constant dollars. Make all estimates of costs and savings
during the project life in terms of base year prices. This requires that you assume a rate of inflation.
a. Change cost projections to reflect only real changes in costs due to changes in amounts of
services and improvements.
b. Change cost projections due to changing economies of scale due to an increase or decrease
in the quantity of goods and services.
2. Determine the present value of the cash flows. Chapter 8 discusses present value in detail.
a. Avoid overestimating and double counting for the effects of inflation. Consider such factors
as labor agreements and contract provisions that may include provision for inflation, productivity and
quantity changes, and the extent of material already on hand or obligated under fixed price contracts.
b. Whenever practicable, estimates will include forecasts of changes in price levels on the basis
of specific data applicable to a given acquisition. As part of the analysis, include the source of the
inflation factors and the rates used.
c. Identify the estimates of inflation by fiscal year. Take particular care when including
inflation in cost estimates for more than four yeas beyond the budget yea Forecasting future national
economic conditions and factors for inflation involves uncertainty and are subject to considerable
change.
The requirement to perform your analysis using constant dollars pronotes consistency in your
c ps of altemativeL As Chapqt 9 discusses, the standard 10 perenmt discotmt factor implicitly
escaltes your cost estimates to reflect inflation. Thus, your economic analysis, at the 10 percent rate,
should sufffic in most cases.. Again, introducing inflation factoms into your analysis usually has little
effect in the final ranking of your alturnatives.
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STEi 1 Raise out-year costs to NOMINAL levels by expected inflation rate, L
Examle 4-2
Assume an expected inflation rate of 5% which is called rate I. Then I .05. Raise each out-year
cost figure by 5%.
Year 0 costs do not get raised.
Year I costs are multiplied by 1.05
Year 2 costs are multiplied by (1.05)2
Year 3 costs are multiplied by (1.05) 3
Year n costs are multiplied by (1.05)*
Out yars: 0 1 2 3
Uninflated costs: 1000 1000 1000 1000
Inflation factor. 1 1.05 1.102 1.158
Inflated costs: 1000 1050 1103 1158
STEP 2 Calculate uominal discount rate, D.
Examnle 4-3
The nominal rate D includes the DOD discoumt rate of 10% (which we call R) plus inflation at
rate 1.
D - (1 + R) (I . I) - 1
Ejm,l~e 4-4
Assne a DOD 10% me combined with I, the 5% inflation rate.
D (1.1) (1.05) - I
D - (1.155) - 1
D -15.5%
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STEP 3 Plug D into discount faictor -alculation.
Discount factor - (I + D)"
Example 4-5
Year 0 discount factor is (1.155)70 1 
Year I discount factor is (1.155)' = .866
Year 2 discount factor is (1.155)2 - .750
Year 3 discount factor is (1.155) -3 _ .649
STEP 4 Combine aominal out-year inflation of costs with ncminal rate of PV calculation.
Basic discount: 10%. Projected inflation rate: 5%. Discount rate with inflation: 15.5%
Out years: 0 1 2 3
Uninflated costs: 1000 1000 1000 1000
Inflation factor:. 1 1.05 1.102 1.158
Inflated costs: 1O0 1050 1103 1158
Year-end discount factor:. 1 .866 .750 .649
PV of costs: 1000 90 826 751
Cumulative PV of costs: 1000 1909 2736 3487
PV of project: $3,487
We have inflated out-year costs aod calculate& their PV with an inflation-adjusted discount factor.
Compare that poject PV value with the project PV that is calculated for the same out-year costs
without inflation.
Out yeasn 0 1 2 3
Projected costs: 1000 1000 1000 1000
Year-end discomt factor:. 1 .909 .826 .751
PV of cots: 1000 909 826 751
Cumulative PV of costs: 1000 1909 2736 3487
PV of project: $3,487
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Voila! The PVs of both projects - $3,487. Calculations for expected inflation have no effect on
the comparative project PVs. Accounting for inflation affects the increased out-year costs and the
adjustment to the discoun rate by the same percentage.
NOTE: If mid-year discount factors had been used instead of year-end factors, the PVs for
the two projects would have been close but not exactly tbc same.
Does this mean you can ignore inflation in economic analysis? Yes. However, make sure that you
are consistent. If you ignore inflation in out-year costs, then do not adjust for inflation in your discount
rate. If you do take account of inflation in out-year costs, then you must adjust for inflation in yo.r
discount rate.
Which should you do? Using real values and a real discount rate is usually better. You tyT*cally
will have better data on real cost increases then you will have on an expected rate of inflation.
Predicted inflation rates, even by experts, are often wide of the mark.
Keep in mind that not all projected increases in out-year costs are inflationary. For example, you
might have rising out-year costs for labor that are the result of a wage contract settlement. The
settlement, itself, may reflect local shortages of skilled people such as programmers.
Nc "etheless, the same discounting calculations would be used. If the wage settlement raised labor
costs by /%, you would boost out-year labor cost projections accordingly. But do not add a 7%
premium to the DOD 10% discount rate. The reason: the 7% rise is a real increase. You adjust the
DOD rate only when you ar dealing with costs as a consequence of inflation.
Suppose that, as pat of an economic analysis, you receive cost data that show out-year increases.
You are not told whether these increases are nominal (due to all prices in the economy rising) or real
(due to supply and demand in a specific market). T'he source of the data may not know. You must
make a judgment call. A quick-and-diry way to distinguish nominal changes from real ones is to
compare the annual percentage change in the out-yew" costs to the current anual percentage change
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
If projected out-year coet are rising at a rate close to the current CPI, you are looking at nominal
kinflation-driven) changes. If he cost estimates are rising at a rate that is obviously different from the





The adequacy or success of costing efforts primarily depends on your ability to establish
relationships between the attributes and the elements of a proposal. That is, the relationship between
!k requuments of an altera ve and the costs of these requireinats. Cost esbum" echmiquw
depend upon such factors as the amount and detail of available data and the time and resources
available to develop the cost estimate. This chapter discusses four cost estimating techniques:
industrial engineering, parametric cost estimating, analogy and Delphi estimating. The level of effort
and knowledge you need in order to use these procedures ranges from intuition to extreme detail.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING METHOD
The industrial engineering method consolidates estimates from various separate work segments into
a total project estimate. You may call this the "bottom up" process because it involves the separation
of the total end product (whether hardware or software into simple pans for which you can establish
detailed estimates. For example, the estimated cost of producing a new model "widget," requiring work
contributions from 10 separate work divisions, could be a summation of 10 separate detailed estimates.
Each of the estimates could have several estimates in their own right.
You use one or more of the following to develop the detailed estimate for each of the work
contnbution areas:
1. Examination of historical data for similar items.
2. Reviewing current operations (using industrial engineering techniques such as work
measuement, time and motion studies, sampling) and establishing new standards.
3. Engineering simulation of operations required to produce the item.
The end result is the consolidation of the individual estimat
into a total projected cost for the alternative.9
An advantage of this method is that it separates the pars of the system on which little data are
available and permit them to receive special treatment. The industrial engineering approach can result
in extremely detailed and complete estimates of altenative costs. Where detailed data exist, the
industrial engineering method is the best nethod for estmating costs.
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PARAMETRIC COST ESTIMATING METHOD
When you do not have adequate data to employ the industrial engineering approach, you may turn
to the parametric cost estimating method. This method compares uses an object of known or estimated
value to draw conclusions about the cost of an alternative. The results of a parametric estimate depend
directly upom your ability to establish relationships between the parameters of the known object and
it's cost, and the alternative's parameters and it's cost.
This method concentrates on what the proposal should accomplish. The yield or benefits of the
proposal form the bases (or "parameters") for the cost estimates. Once you establish the bases, you
seek a relationship between the parameters and their costs. Generally, you develop the relationships
from historical data. If you use a single experience for data, the extrapolation to the proposal may be
questionable. This data foundation becomes firm as experience with similar systems increases.
Inasmuch as pest experience forms the bases for parametric estimates, you include costs due to
problems inherent in system development. To resolve questions regarding tnanticipated delays due to
technical problems, redefined requirements, and midstream changes, you include these expenses in the
historical data.
The primary limitation of parametric costing lies in the cost data that are available. Also, as the
variation of new systems from previou system ftcreases, the credibility of the estimate decreases
Parametric cost estimating is the preferred procedure to use in deriving a cost estimate at the earliest
stages of development. At this time, you can only base the system cost on expected physical and
performance characteristics and their relationship to costs.
Example 5-1
Suppose a family contemplates purchasing a new house. Among the requirements they have for
the house are:
Number of bedrooms (2, 3, 4 or more).
Number of baths (1, 1-1/2, 2, 2-1/2 or more).
Number of dens (0 or 1).
Number of finished family rooms (0 or 1).
Capacity of the garage (0, 1, or 2 cas).
Size of property lot (in acres).
Age of the house (in years).
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Solution
If they know the selling price for a house with any particular combination of these parmneters, for
example, the expected selling price of the house they currently occupy, them they may estimate prices
for other parameter mixes relative to this baseline.
ANALOGY METHOD
When you have no qualified cot analysts and little histoical data, the entire effort becomes an
application of judgment. A special method of judgment is the use of analogies. An analogy is a direct
comparison with similar, historical alternatives. A major caution with this process is that it is
essentially a judgment process, requiring expertise and intuitive reasoning. Aithough this is a widely
used method of estimating costs, it is not the most accurate.
There are two types of analogies: similar products and similar concepts. Using commercial
aircraft costs to estimate the cost of military aircraft is a similar product analogy. Using aircraft costs
to estimate missile costs is a similar concept analogy.
DELPHI METHOD
The Delphi method is a way of using expert opinion to arrive at a forecast or estimate by
subjecting the views of the individual experts to each others criticism in ways that avoid face to face
confrontation and provide anonymity of opinions and arguments in defense of these opinions.
In one version of this technique, you replace direct debate with the exchange of information and
opinion through a carefully designed sequence of questionnires. You ask the participents to give not
only their opinions but remns for these opinions, and at each successive interrogation you give them
new and refined infonnaion, in the form of opinion feedback which you derive by computed
coneum from the ewdier pau of the program. This continues unil additional progress toward a
consemus is negligible. You then docmnent the conflicting views.
The diadvantage of this technique is that it is cumbersome. Several weeks may elapse before the
participants return their que5pnnairs or you can poll them. The nount of material you must process
for each respondent for each round may be considerable, and becaue of the lapse of time the
rsodt my have difficulty reproducing his earlier resoning. Finally, Those who are running the





Benefits are outputs expected from costs incumed. In this usage, benefits are synonymous with
results, effectiveness, utility, or performance. Because costs relate to inpts, not outputs, you do not
consider a reductions in costs as a benefit Benefit analysis presents an comprehensive, meaningful,
and orderly display of all returns expected, for each altemative. Benefits are more difficult to quantify
than costs. This is because some benefits seem intangible. Some benefits have no simple common
denominator such as dollars. If no common denominator is available, rank the benefits according to
a hierarchy of values so that you can make a more rational choice.
Conduct a benefit analysis with a basic three step method:
1. Determine, list, and define the relevant benefits.
2. Identify the sources of information.
3. Devise a system for mesmsuing the benefits.
In addition to benefits, include and quantify information concerning any negative aspects of
altematives. Such information could be the evirmntal, social, personal, and legal impact of the
alternative. This information is important and may be a determining factor in deciding between
possible investment alternaives.
STEP 1. DETERMINE. LIST. AND DEFINE RELEVANT BIEEI
This step involves naming the benefits for each alternative, whether you think them quantifiable
or not. List all benefits which way shed light on the economic analysis alternatives. Eventually, you
may discard some of them while others may become evident later on. Nonetheless, give a full
description of each benefit.
You may place the benefits expected of any altenative into various categories depending upon the
kind of progru, systa, opertim, or orgenmization you are analyzing. The terminology you use for
these categories is generally descriptive of the benfits included. Following is a guide to categories
you can use. It is not all inclusive. Rather, it illustrates some catories you could apply. They are:
1. w . This is the number of commodities or items prodtwed for ewh alternative. For
example, number of meals siwved or componwts manufacured. You could state this in comparable
time periods for the economic analysis.
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2. k vity. This is the number of items produced per
man-hour.
3. Oveatina Efficiency. This is the rate at which the system consumes resources to achieve its
output. For example, gallons per mile or copies per kilowatt hour.
4. Reliability. This is the system's probable failure rate. Useful measures may be
mean-time-between-failure, service calls per year, or percent refusals per warehouse request.
5. Accuracy. This is the system's probable error rate. Useful measures may be errors per
operating time period, such as errors per card punched, errors per hundred records, errors per 100 hours
of operation time.
6. Maintenac and Control. Did the system developers do adequate human engineering? Can
adequately trained workers effectively use the system? When the system fails, is it difficult to repair
because of poor accessibility? You could base useful measures on the average number of man-hours
necessary for repairs over a given time period, 'downtime," or the work force required to control and
maintain the system.
7. Mana ggI. Will implementing the system increase or decrease supervision or inspection
time? Useful measures may be man-days, the difference in the kind of personnel or the availability
of the type of personnel needed.
8. intemation. How will future changes in the system, such as modification of existing facilities
or equipment, technical data requirements, initial personnel training, or warehouse space for raw goods
or parts storage affect the workload and product of the organization? Wil data from your previous
system be compatible with the new system? What about programs -" veloped for tour previous system?
What about supplies such as printer ribbons, paper, cards, and in.
9. Availability of Eguimat and Sugmlies. This is when you can deliver or implement the
alternatives. You need to consider proposed output schedules and lead time for spare parts delivery,
among others.
10. ServiceLife. This I4 how long the proposed system will affect the organization's workload
or output. Remember to camder obsolescence?
11. Quality. Does an alternative provide a better quality product or service? Can you grade
quality? If not, can you describe the impovement? What is the impact of varied quality?
12. Acceptabiity. WIl the alternative interfere with the operation of parallel organizations or the
operation or prerogatives of higher echelon organizations.
13. EAniinmui. Consider the envronmental aspects of each altemative. What are curent
legislative requirements?
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14. Economic. Consider employment benefits, DOD small business obligations, economically
depressed ares relationships, legislative requirements.
15. Morale. Will the alternative affect employee morale? Can you measure this as a reduction
in sick leave days?
16. Safety. Will the alternative change the expected number of accidents or other hazards
involved?
17. Security. Is security built in? Will this alternative require more precautions? More guards?
Are thefts more likely?
Table 6-1 is an example of one analyst's initial listing of benefits. In this example, the analyst
compare contracting a computer pogmm g requirement to an established programming firm vice




1. Fewer programming errors. 1. Quick debugging if required.
2. No training required. 2. Shorter turnaround time.
3. Known costs. 3. Easier communications.
4. No equipment maintenance 4. Decreased transmittal effort.
nor logistic support.
S. Fewer personnel problems. 5. Immediate availability once
established.
6. Increased experience and 6. Improved management control.
capacity for future
expanded effort.
7. Greater capability to 7. Provides training capability.
manage varying work.
8. Avoid difficulties of 8. Increased understanding of
recruiting during a agency problems.
programmer shortage.
9. No costs if product does 9. Greater ability to change
not meet specification. direction of mission.
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STEP 2. IDENTIFY SOURCES OF INFORMATION
For each benefit listed, identify: (1) The source of information, (2) in what form is the information
available, and (3) if gathering the information is feasible, how can you gather it? Sources of
information should apply to benefits which may be quantifiable as well as those which do not seem
quantifiable.
STEP 3. DEVISE A SYSTEM FOR MEASURING BENEFITS
The third step is to devise a method to measure the output of each alternative. Such measurement
can vary from precise quantities of physical output for the more tangible benefits to general narrative
descriptions for intangibles outputs.
QUANTIFIABLE OUTPUT MEASURES
An economic analysis is most effective when you can define output in terms of physical yield.
Each analysis will possess its own measure of effectiveness. In fact, an analysis may contain a number
of different measures. For example, you could state reduced pollution in some quantifiable terms, such
as gallons of effluence per hour. You might state decreased procurement lead time in days or in
changes in inventory levels. In citing increased safety as a benefit, you could state the number of
employees exposed to the dangers for each of the proposed alternatives.
If you cannot precisely quantify the benefits, you may be able to establish a relationship among
the alternatives. You may express the benefits of one alternative in the form of an index and relate
the benefits of another alternative to that index.
As quantification of benefits becomes less feasible, you must rank the alternatives on a more
subjective basis. This may consist of simple numerical listing in order of preference, with the
alternative's position in the list not indicating any paiticular level of benefits. Or you may we a
verbal scale descibing the alternatives by using adjectives to indicate their relationships as excellent,
good, or poor. These nemements are useful but low precise objective mesurements.
NON-OUAnTFIABLE OUTPUT MEASURES
Despite your best efforts to develop quantitative measures of benefits, you sometimes face a
problem which simply does not lend itself to easy quantification. Certain projects may provide only
intangible benefits such as improved morale or better community relations. Although they are more
difficult to assess, you should document and include these benefits in your analysis.
in these imsta we written, qualitative, benefit descuipdon and the following guidance:
1. Identify all benefits attendant to each altemative under consideration. Give complete details.
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2. Identify benefits common in kind but not in extent or degree among alternatives. Explain
differences in detail.
3. Avoid platitudes. All prospective projects should support your mission. Do not restate this.-
Platitudinous statements cloud the decision making environment.
BENEFIT ANALYSIS PITFALLS
Some consider benefit quantification to be the weakest area in most economic analyses. To
strengthen your analysis, avoid the most common pitfalls.
First, do not confuse benefits and cost savings. This error has a history of occurrence in ADP
analyses, probably because ADP people think of their systems as a means of cutting costs. Cost
savings is the difference in cost between alternatives. You reflect cost savings in the differential cost
of alternatives and you may use it as a basis for decision between alternatives. However, do not
confuse cost savings with the output, product, or benefit of alternatives. Cost savings do not belong
on the benefit side of the equation.
Benefits should reflect an organization's basic mission. The benefit or output of a system must
support that mission. Accordingly, if cost savings were a benefit, then cost savings would be the
reason for the existence of a system. How could you save the greatest cost of the system? Eliminate
the entire system! Clearly, you must find the benefit in the product or service of the ADP system.
Another common, possibly deliberate, error is the "equal benefits" escape clause. One way of
avoiding the problem of benefit meaamement is to assume that benefits are equal and use least cost
analysis. To establish equal benefits, you must be indifferent to the benefits of the alternatives.
If you we not indifferent, because the alternatives offer significantly different benefits, the least
exist recm endation , ! - "up"ort itself.
An example of this problen is the argument that an analysis is faulty because it always
recommends a modified or rebuilt system instead of the development of a new system. If two
alternatives offer equal benefits in terms of production rate, reliability, and responsiveness, the analysis
is quite proper in recomm.4ng a modified or rebuilt system. However, if you can show that the new
system offers a significant upgrade of capabilities, the least cost criterion is at fault. Use of the
unequal cost/equal benefit criteria would enable you to identify the increased capability and the cost
of such incrmse. Then, you evaluate increased cost agaist increased capability.
Another error is to toe spurious measures of benefits. In searching for something to count,
measure, or record, you may measure ancillary or independent activities because they have a tangible,
easily identified product. Fr example, you may measure the "productivity" of the night shift workers
based on CPU utilization or the "effectvenes of a programmer based on number of lines od code
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Spurious measures are dangerous for several reasons. First, they do not necessarily measure the
output you needed to measure. Second, once you highlight and use other activities as a performance
measure, they can dominate your analysis. Third, once your workers realize how you grade their
performance, they perform to increase their score based on the spurious measure.
Another error is the omission of quality control. An unequivocal description or a set of
specifications is necessary, to ensure that you do not increase productivity or decrease costs at the
expense of quality and usefulness. For example, making an inferior product with fewer inputs.
The final error is quantification at any cost. Valid methods to measure almost all benefits exist,
if you can justify the resources required for the task. Quantification is useful. But you should seek
it within the parameters of resources, validity, and accuracy. Inaccurate quantified measures can do
more harm than good and may lead to poor decisions.
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CHAFER 7
ECONOMIC LM AND PROJECr LIFE
INTRODUCTION
Chapter One defined economic analysis as a decision tool. A fundamental decision you personally
or managerially make each day is whether to spend more money today and less tomorrow or less now
and more later. A rational choice means that you must determine how far into the future to extend the
expenditure. You must set the appropriate time period of the economic analysis. Once you do this,
you can develop cost streams for each alternative.
ECONOMIC LIFE
Economic life is the reasonable period of time over which you expect a project to accrue the
savings or benefits. Three factors ultimately govern economic life:
1. The Mission Life is the period over which you anticipate a need for the asset or program. For
example, a college freshman decides to purchase a personal computer to use for assignments at school.
He anticipates that he will need the computer only during his remaining time in school. Thus, the
mission life of the computer is four years.
2. The Physical Life is the period during which a facility or piece of equipment is available for
use before it wears out in a physical sense. The physical life of an asset may vary depending upon
usage, manufactumg quality, and the age of the asset when you first place it into production. For
example, the college freshman compared the prices of new and used computers. According to a
computer magazine he read, the internal components of a PC should last eight to ten years, given
normal use. Thus, a new computer has a physical life of eight to ten years, while a used computer
would have the same, less its previous ownership.
3. The Technolotical We is the period you can use an asset before improved technology makes
the asset obsolete. A computer remains technologically viable as long as you can enter and retrieve
data from it in a usable form, provide required maia e, and use it productively. As the use of
key pumch cards and batch systems show, the ability to interface with a computer often lingeus on long
for many years. However, with rapidly changing technology, the tecmicians who maintain your
equipment will become scarm as they move onto newer systems. Additionally, as your system ages,
you will have to convert the format of more data from external sources. In this manner, the efficiency
of the computse degrade. Thus, for computer systems, the ability to provide mainmtenance and use the
asset productively most often define the end of technological life.
Usually, economic life is the shortest of the technolocal, mission, or physical lives. Also, you
should not project economic lives in excess of 30 years due to plming horizon limitations. Due to
discounting, cost sreams beyond 30 years have little effect on decisions.
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CASH FLOW DIAGRAMS
You can depict life cycle costs through the use of cash flow diagrams. A cash flow diagram is a
pictorial technique for representing the magnitudes and timing of costs associated with an investment
alternative.
Customarily, you draw cash flow diagrams for each alternative in the economic analysis. Draw
a horizontal line to illustrate the entire project period. Divide the line into equal time periods and
number each period chronologically. Use the up arrow T to illustrate cash inflows (receipts) and down
arrow to represent cash outflows (costs).
NOTE: While this manual represents the cash flows as if they occurred at the end of each year, it
assumes that they occurred thrughout the year.
Example 7-1
Suppose a project has an economic life of six years. You spend $10,000 for equipment and $2,000
per year for maintenance. At the end of year six, the equipment has scrap value of $1,000. What does
your cash flow diagram show?
Solution
Your initial investment of $10,000 occurs at "time zero" (right now). Costs of $2,000 occur each
year. At the end of the sixth year, receipts of $1,000 represent the terminal sale value. Figure 7-1
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$10, 000
Figure 7-1
The difference between "Year 0" and "Year 1" can be confusing. Figure 7-2 explains the meaning
of these terms.
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LEAD TIME AND PROJECT LIFE
Investments sometimes occur several years prior to the time that the project starts providing
benefits. The time between initial funding of the project and the commencement of the economic life
is "lead time'. The lead time together with the economic life is the project life. When you consider
lead time as part of project life, you must alter the cash flow diagram.
CASH FLOW DIAGRAM
YEAR 0, YEAR I EXPLANATION
Year 0 represents the start of Year 1 represents the first
the project. For example, in "birthday" of the project.
years, how old is brand new It marks the passing, not the
equipment when you first buy it? beginning, of the first year.
The $1000 represents the money
you receive when you sell your equipment---> $1000T
I
I
0 1 2 3 4 5
II I I I I
I I I I I




The $10,000 represents the Each $2,000 represents money
money you must pay up-front you pay during the year for a
to start a project. FoS particular project. For
example, the purchase costs example, this is your annual
of your equipment. payment for maintenance.
Figme 7-2.
Wetr you dould mhde money pe damng the kad time depends on the control you have
over the money. If you have no control over whedr you spend th money, do not include it in your
analysis. Conmider it a mk cost On the other hond, if your selection of an alternative changes the
amoint of money you spend, you must inchxde it m your analysi
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PERIOD OF COMPARISON
Once you ascetain the economic and project lives of each alternative, you must determine over
which period to compare the alternatives. Normally, set the time period fo- the comparison so all
alternatives start yielding benefits during the same year.
Because economic lives and lead times can vary among alternatives, DOD has established the
following guidelines for determining a period of comparison:
1. Same Economic Lives and Lead times. If the economic lives and lead times for all alternatives
are the same, compute alternaL -,s over the same project life.
2. Same Economic Lives/Different Lead Tmes. If alternatives have the same economic lives, but
different lead times, consider the first year with cash outflows as the base year or "project year one"
for all alternatives.
3. Lifferent Economic Lives. When the economic lives of the alternatives are different, you can
handle the problem several ways. The first is to let the asset with the longest economic life prevail
while replacing other assets as necessary. The second method is to use the shortest economic life and
impute residual value to the asset with the longer life.
A third method of comparing alternatives with unequal economic lives is to use the Uniform
Annual Cost technique. This cost-oriented approach puts life cycle cost and receipts for each
alternative in terms of an avenge annual expenditure. Chapter 11 details this method.
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CHAPTER 8
THE NOTION OF PRESENT VALUE
INTRODUCTION
As with other goods and services, money is a marketable commodity. You can buy and sell money
in the marketplace. Generally, "goods or labor" is the purchase price of money.
"Interest" is the rental charge for money. You can explain the existence of interest by examining
both the supply and the demand for money. By loaning money to another, you remove it from your
vailable funds. In doing so, you deprive yourself of immediate satisfaction, that is, you cannot use
this money to buy ctmsumer goods now. For example, you make a sizable loan to a friend. While he
has the money, you must delay your purchase of a new television, car, bass boat, or vacation.
Interest, the rent your friend pays to borrow your money, is your motivation to make the loan. The
greater the fee or the higher the interest rate, the greater the motive to delay consumption in order to
earn a return on invested money.
On the borrowing side, it is someties profitable for businesses to borrow money and pay the
interest This is because capital goods such as engineering equipment, machines, and structures return
more income than they cost Likewise, it is rational for government activities to pay interest on money
invested in equipment that saves annual operating costs or improves service.
SIMPLE PTEREST
In order to understand the meaning of present valW, you must understand how interest functions
over time. Customarily, you express the interes rate ' a percent or decimal, representing the
fractional amotmt of a loan the borrower must pay the ieu&r within a specified interval of time. To
determine the amoumt of interest (.), you multiply the pimcipal (P) by the rate of interest (i). You
express this simple interest formula:
I=P*i
Ad*!' . -w-ly, if you borrow an amount of money (P) today at an annual interest rate i, at the end
of the year you will have to return to the lender not only the onginal amout P but also the interest
(I). Ius, the tota future mnount due (F,) is:
F, -P+I
-P+(P*i)
- P(1 + i)
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Example 8-1
Suppose you borrow $1,000 at an interest rate of 6%. What is the amount due to the lender one
year from now?
Solution
P = $1,000 i = 6%
F, a P(I + i)
F, - $1,000 * (1 + .06)
F, - $1,000(1.06) - $1.060
COMPOUND INTEREST - THE FIRST YEAR
You calculate interest and principal for most accounts on a compound basis. Compound interest
results from adding interest to principal in each period before calculating the interest on the new
principal for the next period.
For example, you borrow $1000 at six percent interest, compounded annually. If you pay noprincipal the first year, at the and of the year you owe $1060. That is $1000 of the principal plus $60
of interest. At this point, your interest formula is the same as the simple interest formula: I - P * i.
The amount due is: F, - P(I + i).
COMPOUND INTEREST - THE SECOND YEAR
Suppose that from the example above, you borrow money but make no payments for the first two
year. Again, at the and of the firt year, you owe $1060. However, at the and of the second year you
owe $1123.60, not $1120. The $3.60 difference is the effect of compomding. That is the original
$1000 and its $60 of interesat, (1060), plus $63.60 interest on $1060 in the next year.
The amomt you must pay at the end of year two (F2) becomes:
F2 - P( i) + i(P(1 + i))
- P(l + iXl + i)
-P(1 + i)
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COMPOUND NTEREST - n YEARS
The difference between the expression for one year and two years is the addition of an exponent.
You can show through successive repetition of the above reasoning that if you borrow an amount P
today at an annual interest i, te total amount owed to the lender, Fo, at the end of n years is:
F. - P(1 ji)
THE CONCEPT OF PRESENT VALUE
T'ime effects the value of money. If this is not readily avparent to you, imagine that you just won
a sweepstakes and the prize is mif axs of dollars. The sweepstakes official calls to t, il you the good
news and asks one more question. "Do you want to receive the millions of dollars this Monday, or
do you want to receive it ten years from now?"
Most people would rather have the money today. If you have the money today, you can buy food,
shelter, and clothing. If you have the money today, you can invest it and expect to earn more money.
If you have the money today, you have it. Can you be sure that you or the lottery official will be here
in ten years?
That banks pay interest on deposits, that people, businesses, and government pay interest on loans,
this should tell you that money is worth more today than the same amotmt a year from now. This has
nothing to do with inflation. Banks pay interest even during periods of falling prices. Utility,
,poruity cost, and uncertainty ensure that you value money in your hand more than money you
might receive later on.
Thus, if you have a choice of receiving money now or ten years from now, there is little question
of your preference. By accepting the money now, you could, through careful investment, have much
more money in ten years.
The reveme of this principle applies to outflows of cash. Obviously, you would rather pay out
$1,000 ten years from now than pay out $1,000 now. Because of this time value of money, you must
adopt some procedures to evahuate future cash flows in terms of todaV*s money. You call this the
present value of the money you expect to receive or spend in the futmre.
Economists and accottam recommend a common time basis adjustment known as discounting.
Discounting is the reverse of compouming. Compounding moves a present value forward into the
future. Diacounting moves a future value back into the present.
The previous paragraphs on interest showed that the relationship of a single current amount of
money and its future equivalent is:
F, - P(1 + i)
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Algebraic manipulation converts this formula into its
inverse. Thus, the discounting formula is:
PV - F.*(I/((1.+ i)2))
PV stands for present value.
VARYING THE DISCOUNT RATE
The discount rate and the timing of the cash flows can significantly alter an economic analysis.
Lower discount rates favor projects that create the return on their investment late in their project life.
Higher discount rates favor projects that create the return on their investment early in their project life.
Tables 8-1, 8-2, and 8-3 illustrate the effects of high and low discount rates on cash flows. As a
comnon basis for the comparison, Figure 8-1 shows two cash flows, discoumted at ten percent. As
Table 8-1 shows, both cash flows have accumulated present values of $500.
CASH ROW 1













CASH FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING FRONT AND REAR END LOADING
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATE
CASH FLOW I
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.955 0.868 0.789 0.717 0.652
x CASH FLOW x 324 x 200 x 0 x 0 x 0
PRESENT VALUE 326 174 0 0 0
CUMULATIVE PV 326 500 5WO 5W0 500
CASH FLOW 2
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.955 0.868 0.789 0.717 0.652
x CASH FLOW x 0 x 0 x 0 x 334 x 400
PRESENT VALUE 0 0 0 240 261
CUMULATIVE PV 0 0 0 240 500
Note that CASH FLOW 2 has a significantly greater absolute cash flow in order to "payo for the
time value of money. However, using the ten percent discount rate, you conclude that the flows,
economically speaking, ae equals.
Tables 8-2 and 8-3 evaluate these cash flows, changing only the discount rate.
A one percmt discount factor favors investments having heavy, later year cash flows. In this
diagram, both cash flows have a cumulative present value of $500 if you evaluate them at ten percent.
However, when you evaluate them using a one percent discount rate, you create a difference, on paper,
of $155.
A low discoumt rate gives little attention to the time value of money. Benefits the project achieves
in the late yeas can easily offset the investment costs you pay during the early yeas of a project.
Thus, a low discount rate makes more projects appear feasible, thereby enticing you to undertake more
projects with low remns Applied over the breadth of an organization, you reduce the efficiency of




CASH FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING FRONT AND REAR END LOADING
ONE PERCENT DISCOUNT RATE
CASH FLOW 1
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.995 0.985 0.975 0.966 0.956
x CASH FLOW x 324 x 200 x 0 x 0 x 0
PRESENT VALUE 340 197 0 0 0
CUMULATIVE PV 340 537 537 537 537
CASH FLOW 2
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.995 0.985 0.975 0.966 0.956
x CASH FLOW x 0 x 0 x 0 x 334 x 400
PRESENT VALUE 0 0 0 323 382
CUMULATIVE PV 0 0 0 323 705
TABLE 8-3
CASH FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING FRONT AND REAR END LOADING
19 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATE
CASH FLOW I
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.920 0.773 0.650 0.546 0.459
x CASH FLOW x 342 x 200 x 0 x 0 x 0
PRESENT VALUE 315 155 0 0 0
CUMULATIVE PV 315 469 469 469 469
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CASH FLOW 2
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5
DISCOUNT FACTOR 0.920 0.773 0.650 0.546 0.459
x CASH FLOW x 0 x 0 x 0 x 334 x 400
PRESENT VALUE 0 0 0 182 184
CUMULATIVE PV 0 0 0 182 366
A 19 percent discotmt factor favors investments having heavy, early year cash flows. In this
diagram, both cash flows have a cumulative present value of $500 if you evaluate them at ten
percenL However, when you evaluate them tuing a 19 percent discoimt rate, you create a
difference, on pa , of $104.
A high discomt rate, 19 percent compared to 1 percent, places a greater emphasis on current
costs. Thus, the project's savings in the out years have less impact, offsetting investnent costs.





The government recognizes the effects of money on time. In the DOD, when evaluating
investment projects, you must apply discounting whenever the costs or cash benefits of a project would
extend over three years or more from the project inception date. The prescribed DOD discount rate
is ten percent.
The standard DOD discount rate provides several benefits. First, you do not have to research for
an appropriate rate. Second, using the DOD rate provides a common basis for economic analysis.
Finally, using the DOD rate stops you from altering it to make one alternative look more favorable than
another.
Use the ten percent discount factor to evaluate government projects. Bodh DOD ,r.-,'ction 7041.3
and OMB Circular A-94, "Discount Rates to be used in evaluating time-distnibuted costs and benefits,"
endorse this rate and consider it to be the most representative overall rate at the present time. This rate
is an estimate of the average rate of retun on private investment before corporate taxes and after
adjusting for inflation. Thus, the ten percent rate is the weighted average opportunity cost of taking
money from the private sector.
PRESENT VALUE TABLES
Chapter 8 developed the discount factor 1/(1+if. You can easily apply this formula to simple
examples where cash flows occur in the early years of the project. However, when you evaluate more
complex projects involving cash flows througouit the entire economic life, the computational task of
applying the formula becomes quite tedious. Table 9-4 is a convenient list of 10% discount factors.
The factors in Table 9-1 are "vend-of-year" factors. They assume that the cash flows occur precisely
at the ends of yews. Generally, costs occuthroughout the year. When cos equally occur throughout
the year, the midpoint of the year represents the average time of spending. The DOD currently




PRESENT VALUE - 10% DISCOUNT FACTOR
YEAR PRESENT VALUE PRESENT VALUE
FORMULA FACTOR
1
0 (1 .1)°  1.000
1
1( + .1)' 0.909
1
2 (1 + .1)2 0.826
1
3 (1 + .1)3 0.751
1
4 (1 + .1)' 0.683
Table 9-2 illustrates the conversion fromn-ed-of-yew to average factors. Table A of Appedix




END OF YEAR VERSUS AVERAGE DISCOUNT FACTORS (10%)
YEAR END OF YEAR AVERAGE FACTOR AVERAGE
FACTOR FORMULA FACTOR
0 1.000 ((1/(1+.1)°)+(1/(1+.1)))/2 1.000
1 0.909 ((1/(1+. 1)°)+(1/(1 +. 1)'))/2 0.955
2 0.826 ((1/(1+.1)I)+(11(1.1)2))/2 0.868
3 0.751 ((1/(1+.1))(1/(+.) 3 ))2 0.789
4 0.683 ((1/(1+. 1)3)+(1/(1+. 1)4))/2 0.717
5 0.621 ((1/(1+.1)1)(1/(1.)))/2 0.652
The rationale for using average factors instead of end-of-year factors is:
1. After the initial investment cost, most of the annual costs and benefits associated with a project
do not occur at a single point in time but rather occur throughout the year. This is typically true of
operating costs and salaries. If these costs occur unifornly throughout the year, an mid-year, annual
lump sum payment will approximate these costs.
2. You may not know with ceutainty the exact time of occurrence of costs and benefits in the out
years of an economic life. In the absence of more specific information, you have no reason to assume
that these costs and benefits will occur only on the anniversaries of acquisition; they might occur at
any point in the year. If the cost occur randomly throughout the year with a normal distribution, you
could apply average factors to such costs. Errors on the low side should occur about as often as enrs
on the high side. hI the long rim, the erorm offet.
The following examples demontzute the toe of Table A factors:
Eame 9-1
As one alternative in a certain project, your department is considering leasing additional computer
space for a four year period. Annual rental would amotmt to $10,000. What will be the total
discounted cost if you choose this alternative?
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Solution
Use Table A discount factors to determine the present value:
PV - $10,000(.954)+$10,000(.867)+$10,000(.788)+$10,000(.717)
- $9,540 + $8,670 + $7,880 + $7,170
- 33,260
To simplify the calculations, factor the recurring $10,000 from each term. This entails finding the
sum of the first four Table A factors, then performing a single multiplication. Thus:
PV - $10,000(0.954 + 0.867 + 0.788 + 0.717).
You may simplify this further using Table B of Appendix C, a list of cumulative sums of Table
A factors. Using Table B, the corresponding cumulative discount factor for the above problem is
3.326. Thus, the present value becomes:
PV - S1,000(3.326) - $33,260
However, a final simplification is the use of a computer. Table 9-3 is a computer spreadsheet




YEAR 0 1 2 3 4
DISCOUNT
FACTOR 1.000 0.955 0.868 0.789 0.717
x COSTS x 0 x 10,000 x 10,000 x 10,000 x 10,000
PRESENT VALUE 0 9,545 8,677 7,888 7,171
CUMULATIVE PV 0 9,545 18,223 26,111 33,283
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While this is the same result obtained earlier using Table A factors, discrepancies occasionally
occur between answers you calculate using the Table A method and a computer. Assuming your
arithmetic is correct, you may attribute these to rounding errors. A computer can use a
mathematical formula, rather than simple addition of Table A factors to compute its factors.
Two general rules for cumulative discount factors are:
Rule 1 - To find the present value of a series of uniform recurring cash flows beginning in year
1 and continuing through year n, multiply the amount of the annual payment by the nth year factor
from Table B, Appendix C.
Rule 2 - To find the present value of a series of uniform recurring cash flows beginning in year
m and continuing through year n, multiply the amount of the annual payment by the difference
between the factors for year n and year m-I in Table B, Appendix C.
COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE TEN PERCENT RATE
A number of misconceptions have arisen regarding the ten percent discount factor. Some of the
more common ones are:
1. Some people see the ten percent factor as compensation for the rate of inflation. Do not
confuse the process of disxuinting with inflation. While the concepts both recognize the future
dollars are not worth as much as today's dollar, the similarity soon ends. Inflation treats the future
dollar for anticipated erosion of the purchasing power of today's dollar (a cup of coffee today costs
75 cents, but the same coffee is expected to cost one dollar in the future). Discounting adjusts a
given future dollar level to reveal how many dollars today, drawing interest at a given compound
rate, would equate the same number of dollars at the given future date, thus the present value of
future dollars. The ten percent discount factor more closely associates with the prime rate and long
term bond rate.
2. Some argue that you should not consider the time value of money when evaluating
Government investment proposals because the Government has no option of "baning" money to
earn a return. Congress setsan overall budget. Money the government does not spend on one
project it spends on another. In no case would you invest it to earn interest as in the private sector.
Recognize that the "return" implied by the ten percent discount rate does not refer to the result of
the Government holding money, but rather to the oppotunity cost imputed through the transfer of
resources from the private to the public sector.
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The Federal Government's investment objective should be to maximize the economic
well-being of the nation as a whole. This means that the government must maximize the rate of
return from invested resources, regardless of whether the investor is private or public. Therefore, in
analyzing an investment, the Federal Government must consider the possible return if they left the
funds in the private sector. That is the cost of money or the possible return in the private capital
market. This is the conceptual basis for considering time value of money or capital costs of
government expenditures.
3. One school of thought maintains that you should determine the discount rate to be equal to
the rate paid by the Treasury in borrowing money. This concept is built on the premise that if you
undertake particular projects using borrowed fumds, you must base the minimum rate of retur on
the rate of those borrowed funds. However, the government does not finance investment solely
with borrowed funds. The government raises a majority of revenue through taxation and uses this
involuntary transfer of wealth to finance most government investments. This money could finance





You may use a number of techniques to compare alternatives. Each incorporates the discouiting
principles that Chapter 9 describes. Present value analysis is an appropriate technique to use whenever
the benefits and project lives are the same for all alternatives or when you cannot quantify the benefits.
Doing a present value analysis is an easy way to compare alternatives. To perform present value
analyss , you put all costs and receipts for each alternative in terms of their worth, as of the date you
compare them. The alternative having the lowest present value cost is the least cost alternative. You
should recommend it.
USING PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS
In order to use present value analysis as the sole basis for decision making, the following
conditions must apply:
1. Benefits for all alternatives must be eaua.. If benefits are not equal, the least costly alternative
may not be the best alternative. The best alternative may be the one that costs the most, yet produces
significantly greater benefits. Thus, when benefits are unequal, you should not base your decision
solely on the present value analysis. In such a case, you use the Benefit Cost Ratio as Chapter 15
explains.
2. Service lives of the alternatives must be finite. That is, the estimated life of the alternative has
a start and stop date. For example, you estimate that Printer A has a life of 6 years. You estimate that
Printer B has a life of 12 years.
3. Service lives of altematives must be eWual. or else you must vlace them on eaual terms. You
can accomplish this two ways. The first approach is the "common multiple approach'. For example,
since you would replace Printer A after 6 years, you can compare both Alternatives A and B on the
12 year service life base. Second, you could compare the alternaves using the shorter life and
imputing the residual value of the asset with the longer life. Here, you would use a six year life. At
the end of the sixth year you would include the residual value of Printer B as a lump sum in the
analysis.
Suppose two machine do'the identical worL Machine A has a economic life of six years, costs
$10,000 to buy end $4,000 per year to operate. Machine B has an economic life of 3 years, costs
$8,000 to buy and $5,000 per year to operate. Neither machine has salvage value at the end of its
economic life. Using present value analysis, which machine should you buy?
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Solution
1. Using a six year period of comparison:
a. The cash flow diagrams are:
ECONOMIC LIFE -6 YEARS
//
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
I I I I I
I I I I 4
i $4000 $4000 $4000 -Do.0 $4000 $4000
$10,000
ECONOMIC LIFE 3 YEARS ECONOMIC LIFE 3 YEARS
/\//
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
I I I I I
I I I I




b. Table 10-1 is a present value analysis spreadsheet for this solution.
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c. The present value costs are:
PVA - $10,000 + $4,000(4.573) - $28,292
PV9 - $8,000 + $5,000(4.573) + $8,000 (.789) - $37.176
2. Using a three-year period of comparison:








1 2 3 future salvage value
of the investment.
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0 1 2 3 NOTE: In year three
you do not use $13,000
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$8,000
Figure 10-2





3 YEAR ECONOMIC LIFE LIMIT
MACHINE A
LIMITED 3 YEAR ECONOMIC LIFE
YEAR 0 1 2 3
CASH FLOW $10,000 $4,000 $4,000 ($1,000)
x DISC FACTOR x 1.000 x 0.955 x 0.868 x 0.789
PRESENT VALUE
CASH FLOWS $10,000 $3,818 $3,471 ($789)
ACCUMULATED





3 YEAR ECONOMIC LIFE
YEAR 0 1 2 3
CASH FLOW $8,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000
x DISC FAC1OR x 1.000 x 0.955 x 0.868 x 0.789
PRESENT VALUE
CASH FLOWS $8,000 $4,773 $4,339 $3,944
ACCUMULATED





c. The present values of Alternatives A and B for a three year period are:
PVA - $10,000 + $4,000(2.609) - S5,000(.789) - $16,491
PVB - $8,000 + $5,000(2.609) - $21,045
The $9 difference is rounding error.
PRESENTING A PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS
There is no set format for presenting the results of the presmt value analysis. You are free to
design a format which will meet your needs for displaying the data. However, you must organize
the information to easily identify the discounted costs for each year of the project life.
Perform the economic analyses of alternative methods of acquisition with care and precision.
Frequently, the same vendor will not be low on both lease and purchase plans. The following





So far, this book limited the comparisons of investment proposals to the use of the present value
technique. This involves putting all costs and receipts for each alternative in terms of their worth as
of the date you make a comparison. The present value technique best fits alternatives having equal
economic lives. However, frequently, the economic lives differ from alternative to alternative. The
Uniform Annual Cost (UAC) method puts all the alternatives on a common basis of time in order to
make a valid comparison.
UNIFORM ANNUAL COST
The UAC technique is a cost oriented approach you use to evaluate alternatives with unequal
economic lives. The technique involves putting all life cycle costs and receipts for each alternative in
terms of an average annual expenditure. The alternative with the lowest UAC is the most economical
choice.
When using the UAC method to evaluate alternatives, apply the following assumptions:
1. The cash flow diagrams represent alternatives meeting the same requirements specification.
2. You see no end to the requirement and technological considerations play no significant role.
Thus, the physical lives constrain the economic lives of Alternatives A and B.
3. The only costs asociated with each alternative are the
uniform recurring costs.
4. The two alternatives provide an equivalent level of benefits per year. Thus, even if you cannot
quantify the benefits, an alternative with a longer economic life will produce more benefits over the
course of its life.
5. The rmnual cost of one alternative exceeds that of the other alternative.
6. You my repeat -Ach alternative indefinitely, with the same cash flow pattern.
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To understud the rationale behind this technique, consider the cash flow diagrams in Figure 11 -1.
CASH FLOW DIAGRAM - UNEQUAL ECONOMIC LIVES
ALTERNATIVE A Physical/Economic Life
Eight Years
/\
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Which alternative should you selec? While Alternative A
costs more per year, Alternative A also provides benefits over a longer penod of time. Remember,
assumption two gates that the requirement is open-eded. However, appl-- -ag assumption six allows
you to use multiples of Alternative B. This provides the new cash flow diagram in figure 11-2.
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Figure 11-2
This stategy extends both alternatives to a common point in time. Noting assumption four, the
alternatives yield comparable benefits per year, the extended alternatives provide equivalent levels of
total benefits over the common 8-year period. From Figure 11-2, obviously Alternative B costs less.
It requires a smaller expenditure in each of the 8 years. On this basis, you would recommend
Alternative B.
In reality, you could scarcely expect cah-flow patterns to be so simplistic. More likely, each
alternative might have substantial but varying investment costs, unequal yearly cash flows, and perhaps,
residual values in scrap.
A general unequal econcknic life situation might resemble that of figure 11-3. Here, the better
economic choice is not obvious even if you know the costs and economic lives.
The Uniform Annual Cost technique converts each alternative into an equivalent hypothetical
alternative having uniform recnming osts sucb as those in Figure 11-1. The conversion is such that
t total no present value costs of the alternative and its hvothetical eauivalet are the same. Then,
compare the hypothetical alternatives and identify the one with the least, net present value cos. Its
correspodg actual alternative is the economic choice for the project.
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CASH FLOW DIAGRAMS
TYPICAL UNEQUAL ECONOMIC LIFE SITUATION
ALTERNATIVE A Physical/Economic Life
n fears
0 1 2 3 ... l-1n
C
YI
ALTERNATIVE B Physical/Economic Life
m Years







The analytical mechanism for calculating the UAC for an actual alternative is:
First, determine the present value cost of the alternative. That is, find the sum of each year's
discounted costs using a ten percent discount rate.
Second, divide the PV by the sum of the discount factors for the economic life of the
alternative. Table C-i of Appendix C provides cumulative discount factors. Thus, the formula for
determining the Uniform Annual Cost becomes:
UAC - PV
b,
where b. represents the nth year Table C-I factor.
The UAC represents the amount of money you would need in equal yearly installments to pay for
the project.
Note, the UAC is not the same as taking a straight average. For example, a building with a
25-year life and an acquisition cost of $100 million has an average annual acquisition cost of $4
million. Using the technique of UAC, the annual cost is approximately $10 million.
Simple Average UAC
$100M - $4M PV - S OOM - $10M
25 b. 9.524
Using a simple average to determine average annual cost for economic analysis purposes is
inapp ate because it fails to acknowledge the time value of money. On the other hand, the UAC
inco this concept in its formula. The significance of the $10 million uniform annual cost above
is this: Were you to spend $10 million each year for 25 years, the total net present value of the
payments would be $100 milion, the same as the actual net PV cost of the alternative.
l'e financing of it new car provides a typical example of the use of the UAC concapL When
purchasing a new car on time payments, the finance company will use the UAC concept to arrive at
the amount and number of payments necessary to reduce the balance to zero. Since car payments
usually are monthly, they base the payments on an equivalent monthly cost instead of equivalent annual
cost. The payments will be higher than the simple arithmetic average due to interest charges. Thus,
UAC is a type of average cost that includes interest costs.
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Example 11-1
Suppose you will purchase new computers for your office. You are considering two equally
effective alternatives and have collected the following information:
Alternative A Alternative B
Initial Cost $325,000 $300,000
Operating Costs







Service Life 7 years 5 years
Which is the more economical equipment to own and operate?
Solution
First, compute the PV cost for the alternatives. Your calculations are:
PVA - $325+ 35(2.609)+$45(.717)+$60(.652)+$35(5.108-3.977)- $527
PVS - $300+$25(2.609)+$45(.717)+$30(.652)- $417
You then divide each PV by the cumulative present value factor coT--sponding to that alternative's
economic life. The uniform annual cost computations for the two alternatives are:
PV
Alternative A: UACA - E "$VA-527 $103
,, A.106
Alternative B: UAC9 - M - $417 $10=
b, 3.977
Since Alternative A has the lower umiform mual costs, recommend it.
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UAC AND LEAD TIME
Because the UAC is a comparison of total cost per production year, when using the UAC
technique, you should spread the cash flows over the actual economic life only. Treat costs you incur
during lead time as investment costs. Consider the following:
A generalization of the approach in this example is: If an alterative has a project life of n years,
of which the first m years are lead time, therefore not part of the economic life, its uniform annual cost
is given by:
UAC- PV
In this example, Alternative A is economically preferable because it has the lower uniform annual
However, had you mistakenly divided $904 by 7.980 (the 15-year cumulative present value factor),
the UAC computation for Alternative B would have been $113. Since this is less than the UAC
obtained for Alternative A, you would erroneomly conclude that Alternative B is preferable.
SUMMARY
Uniform Annual Cost is an economic analysis technique comparing two or more alternatives having
different lives. The technique converts a stream of expenditures over a number of years to a constant
amount for each year in the time frame. Calculation of the UAC involves dividing the present value
of the alternative by the cumulative discount factor associated with its economic life, thereby taking
into account the time value of money. Thus, the analysis does not reflect actual cash outlays. Rather,





A Savings/Investment Ratio (SIR) is the relationship between future cost savings and the
investment necessary to those obtain savins A SIR of I indicates that the PV of the savings is equal
to the PV of the invesunent. For an investment to be economically sound, the SIR must be greater
than i.
Notice that this discussion does not mention benefits. The SIR is a characteristic of costs only.
You use it to analyze individual investments or to rank competing investment projects.
COMPUTATION OF SIR
To understand the concept of SIR, consider Figure 12-1. Cash flow Diagram A depicts the status
cM Diagram B a proposed alternative. Both extend over an economic life of n years.
CASH FLOW DIAGRAMS - SIR EXAMPLE
A. STATUS QUO 0 1 2 3 ... n-1 n
I i I I
I i I
fI i I i
! I I I
A, A2  A, A. A.
B. PROPOSAL 0 1 2 ... n-1 n
Ii I I i I
I I I I
I I I
I I I I
B, B2  B, B,, B.
I I " initial investment
Figure 12-1
When computing ma SIR, your interest is W in total operating costs. Rather, you're interested in
the diffeence between life cycle operating costs for two aitemaiye. The difference is the effect the
investment has on the operation. Thus, the crucial question in Figure 12-' ,: Do the recurring savings
of B (relative to A) warrant the investment I? Savings is the amoumt of annual expenditure you were
incurring but which a proposed altentive reduces.
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In Figure 12-1, the total PV savings (PVs) of Alternative B
(relative to A) are:
PVs - PV(A, - BI) + PV(A2 -B,) + ... + PV(A. - B)
The savings/investment ratio is:
PVp.
SIR - I
You should not initiate Alternative B unless its SIR exceeds unity. That is, unless its future
discounted savings more than offset its discounted investment cost.
REFINEMENT OF SIR
The SIR in figure 12-1 captures the essence of the savings/investment ratio idea. To further refine
the SIR, closely examine the nature and timing of the cost elements involved. For example, if the
initial investment I associated with Alternative B extends beyond one year, put the total present value
of I into the SIR, yielding:
PV.
SIR - PV
If Alternative B also includes a terminal value T, use the present value of the investment I less the
terminal value T.
pvp
SIR - PV - PVT
The presence of other cost elements, such as the value of assets replaced or a refurbishment cost
to sustain the status quo would require that you further refine the SIR formula.
Suppose you consider pusdrsing a nuwerically controlled cutting machine. The initial investment
is $25,000. You anticipate that this machine will reduce operating costs $6,000 per year during its 8
years of operation. Salvage value after 8 years is $5,000. Is this an economical investment?
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Solution
A single cash flow diagram depicting the difference between the proposed alternative and the status•
quo is:
S1,Coo
$6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 I
1 T T I ! I
SI I I
I I I IL I
SI I $ I I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
$25,000
To calculate the SIR, you determine the ratio of the present value of the savings to the present
value of the investment less the present value of the terminal value:




Since the SIR is greater than 1.0, the investment is economically sound. That is, the present value
of the cutting machine savings ire greater than the present value of its cost.
COMPARING COM N STMENT PROJECTS
The SIR reflects the savings that result from each dollar you invest. The greater the SIR, the more
profitable the investment. for example, an investment with a SIR of 1.25 is more profitable than an
invesuent with a SIR of 1.10. It yields 15 cents more savings for each dollar you invest.
The Government does not bose decisions to fund projects solely on economics. Benefits, which the
SIR does not consider, also play an important role. However, if you dis.- -qd benefits and asmm that
a number of investment prograns are equally worthwhile, then the S technique is a valid decision
tool for setting rioities amng investment projects.
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USING SIRS IN ECONOMIC ANALYSES
You can use the SIR technique to set priorities among various unrelated projects. Generally, with
limited funds, you initiate projects with the highest SIRs. However, in an cconomic analysis, you focus
on a single project and the alternative ways of accomplishing it. While you compare and rank a
number of alternatives against each other, you select only one, the least costly alternative.
The SIR relates a proposed alternative to its status quo. When a project has more than one
alternative, the SIR technique will determine which one produces the most savings per dollar invested.
As it turns out, the alternative with the greatest SIR also has the greatest present value. Example 12-3





Probably, the most widely understood method for comparing alternative investments (or for
evaluating a single investment) is "payback" analysis. Payback is the period of time a project's
accumulated savings require to offset its investment costs. Thus, a project costing $100 yielding annual
savings of $25 would have a four-year payback period. You use Discounted Payback Analysis when
the speed of investment reco, -v is critical.
Note that the duration of a project's life does not effect the ec :omic connotation of payback. For
example, a 4.5 year payback is the same whether the economic life is 10 or 25 years.
DISCOUNTED PAYBACK ANALYSIS
The Navy views payback analysis differently. The example in the inuoduction has two major
shortcomings.
First, the four year payback represents a payback without discountins. By failing to recognize the
timing of cash flows within a project payoff period, this payback ignores an importzat element, the
time value of money. For example, a project costing $350,000 that will return M0,000 per year for
10 years appears to be a good investment The return will be $500,000. The project will amortize
itself in seven years. However, applying a ten percent discount factor over the full 10 years yields
present value savings of only $322,350. Thus, such a retmu would not adequately cover investment
costs.
Second, the conventional notion of payback analysis fails to address cash flows beyond a period
necessary to recover initial investment costs. If significant one-time costs occur after the estimated
point of payback, such as for a major repair or overhaul , you overstate the attractiveness of the project.
By incorporating a time value element and including all future cash flows, you can modify the
payback period concept to determine the discounted payback period. Thus, a project achieves payback
when accumulated vresnt value savins are sufficient to offset, or amortize the total present value cost
of a proposed alternative. The payback period is simply the time between the point of initial
investment and the point at which payback occurs. As noted in Chapter 2, since savings are a
necessary factor for computing payback, you use this technique when you can compare your alternative
o the stus guo.
This differs from the private sector that achieves payback when profits offset investment. Thus,
they can compute payback even when they don't know the status quo. H, wvever, since the Government -




Suppose preliminary studies indicate that a new printer will save your office $1,500 annually. The
cost of the printer is $5,000 and during the fifth year it will require significant maintenance costing
$3,000. The printer has an economic life of eight years and a terminal value of $500. Determine the
discounted payback period for the equipment.
Solution
The present value less terminal value of the equipment is:
PVI - PVT - $5000 + .652 ($3000)- 489 ($500) - $6712
PVs - $1500 (5.60) - $8400
Where:
PV, is the present value of your investment.
PVT is the present value of its terminal value.
PVs is the present value of your savings.
Since total life-cycle savings of $8,400 are greater than the investment cost, the proposed
alternative is economical and you should implement it. The project will recoup total investment costs
around year 6 when PV, - PV I - PVT.
To find the exact point of payback, use interpolation. Frst subtract year 5 Cumulative PV, from
the PV, ($6,712 -($1500 * 3.977) - $745). This is the discounted dollar value of savings which
attribute to payback. Next, divide this amount by the total PV(S) for year 5 to find the proportion of
that year during which the savings payback the investment ($745/$888 -. 839). Thus, the "discounted
payback' is 5.8 yews.
NOTE. The cmulative discount factor computed above corresponds to the period of time during
which the alternative is accring savings (i.e. its economic life). When an alternative has lead time,
you must add the lead time to adjust the cumulative factor.
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ADVANTAGES OF PAYBACK
The discounted payback period lets you know exactly how long it will take to recoup costs.
Alternatives with short payback periods cut the risks that unforeseen events will stop them from
recouping their costs. For example, changing technology could suddenly render your system obsolete
and insupportable long before payback occurs.
DISADVANTAGES OF PAYBACK
Paybck hrs :.wv,-al disadv, ilag". First, payback favors alternatives having iow invesunent costs
and high earnings. Next, payback provides no means of comparing lease-versus-buy alternatives, since
the lease may require no initial investment cost. This of course would yield a ze-,, payback period
regardless of the length of the leasing contract. Finally, payback will not necessarily identify the least
costly alternative; it merely identifies the point in time when total investment costs will be recouped.





Break-even analysis is an important analytical technique used to study the relationship between
alternative cost patterns. In break-even analysis, you focuses on finding the value of a variable (the
"break-even point") at which you're indifferent between two possible courses of action. At the
break-even point, the economic desirability of the two alternatives is equal. To either side of the
break-even point, one alternative or the other has the economic advantage.
BREAK-EVEN CHART
Figure 14-1, a basic break-even chart, depicts the nature of break-even analysis. The horizontal
axis measures time in yearly intervals. However, you could use any other convenient and meaningful
measurement, such as the number of units produced or hours of machine operation. The vertical axis
measures dollars. The curves measure the discounted life cycle cost patterns for each of the
alternatives.
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The intersection of the two cost curves determines the break-even point. In this case, it occurs
during year four. To the left of the point the cumulative cost for Alternative 2 is less than for
Alternative 1. At the break-even point the costs are equal. To the right, the cumulative cost of.
Alternative I is less than Alternative 2.
Break-even charts are useful in economic analyses because they provide you with the capability
to visually compare alternatives at any point in time or output. They are convenient, effective, readily
accepted and easily understood.
BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS AND VARIABLE OPERATING COSTS
Break-even analysis is useful for analyzing the financial characteristics of an alternative upon some
future variable such as the number of units produced, the number of hours of machine operation, or
the quantity of packages handled. The analysis focuses on how total costs vary with output as
operations become automated or mechanized, substituting fixed for variable costs.
Example 14-1
Suppose you're selecting between two types of printers. Each has a certain cost of setting up the
equipment for production. Additionally, each has a charge for every page it produces. Given the
following cost data, determine the job size that represents the break-even point for the alternatives:
Printer A Printer B
Set up costs $2.00 $3.50
Unit cost per page $.015 $.010
Solution
Figure 14-2 depicts the break-even analysis. The vertical axis is dollars per job while the
horizontal axis is pages per job. The curves represent the costs for each machine. The cost for Printer
A is below the cost for Printer B when the jobs have fewer than three hundred pages. When a job
requires mor than three hundred pages, Printer B is cheaper. Of couse, if the job requires exactly
three hundred pages then the two machines have the same costs.
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Although break-even chots wre a useful to ifustruze cost relationship, algebraic techiniques,
typically awe more efficient for analyzing decisic problems. The algebraic technique for solving a
break-even problem consists pf setting the cost equations for each alternative equal and solving the
unknown.
The general cost equation is: TC - FC + VC~x) where:
TC -Totalcost PC -Fixed cost
VC - Variable cost x - Unknown break-even point
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The two equations for Example 14-1 become:
TC (Printer A) - $2.00 + $.015x
TC (Printer B) - $3.50 + $.OlOx
Setting them equal and solving for x gives:
$2.00 + $.015x - $3.50 + $.OlOx
$.005x - $1.50
x = 300
Thus, the break-even point is three hundred pages.
INCORPORATING PRESENT VALUE OF CASH FLOWS
Given that you compare the alternatives during the same period, or the cash flows are equal
throughout all periods, you do not need to include present value analysis. On the other hand, if you
have varying cash flows, or an initial investment, you must convert your cash flows into their present





So far, you have considered techniques to compare only the cost of alternatves. These techniques
are useful if benefits associated with all alternatives are comparable. However, you will discover many
instances when the assumption of equivalent benefits is a poor one. Therefore, you must devise some
method to compare both the costs and the benefits of alternatives. The Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) is
an accepted and recommended method.
BENEFIT COST RATIO
One of the first things to consider when evaluating a possible investment is whether it will yield
benefits commensurate with the costs. To determine the economic desirability of an investment you
divide the benefits by the costs, calculating the BCR. This gives you a single number or value for the
investment. This value represents the amount of benefits obtained per unit of cost.
You compute a separate BCR for each alternative. The alternative with the highest BCR is the
most cost effective. That is, it returns the most benefits for each dollar spent. The method of
computing the BCR will vary from analysis to analysis depending upon the number of benefits
involved and whether the benefits are quantifiable. But, in all cases, since you spread costs over a
d,! ignted p"! of time, ycu must accczzt for the time vo-'a of money in the calculation.
BCR AND QUANTIFIABLE BENEFITS
Many projects have a stated goal defined in terms of rpquired output, such as, to reduce errors,
to decrease response time, or to process an increased workload. The goal is not always quantified, but
it often is susceptible to quantification and thus provides a potential measure of benefits associated with
the project.
When you can quantify output, the appropate formula for the BCR is:
BCR - Quantifiable Outu Measure
Uniform Annual Cobt
In this expression, you calculate the Uniform Annual Costs as Chapter 11 descnbed. You use the
UAC in the calculation because it accounts for both the time value of money and the fact that
alternatives often have different economic lives. The quantifiable output measure is a statement of
expected output over some designated period of time for the alternative under investigation. You
should not attach significance to the fact that a computed BCR may be less than unity. This is due
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entirely to the dimensional quality of the BCR and the arbitrarily chosen baseline, such as, cards
punched per minute versus cards punched per hour. The only valid comparison is between the two'
ratio measures. Their relationship to unity has no significance. Do not confuse this with the savings
investment ratio where the effect of unity is crucial.
Some examples of quantifiable output measures are:
o Number of pages printed per hour
o Number of reports generated per week
o Number of work orders processed per month
o Number of transactions recorded per minute
o Decreased error rate per job
This list is not exhaustive, but it should provide you with a good perception of what a measure is,
and should assist you in formulating specific measures tailored to your particular analytical problem.
Note that you already account for savings in the cost analysis and, therefore, cannot count them again
as an outM measure.
When using this technique, you shculd use the most significant output factor to compute the BCR.
When you have several significant factors, you may compute a BCR for each.
Examvle 15-1
Suppose you periodically review government contractors to assure that they comply with equal
opportuni-.y standards. Currently, you use a manual process to collect, analyze and maintain this data.
You should review each contractor annually. However, because the manual process is slow and
tedious, you review only 23% of the workload, 39,000 reviews per year. An automated information
system could double the number of reviews performed by reducing much of the manual effort dedicated
to scheduling reviews and generating follow-up reports. Costs far the two ,*,t-,atives are:
Manual Aitomated
One-time (year 1) $2,175,000 Recurring (years 2-9)
$1,650,000 $2,050,000
Using the annual number of reviews as a measure of benefits, determine the BCR for each alternative.
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Solution
You compute a BCR for the manual and automated systems using the following formula:
BCR -Quantifiable Output Measure
Uniform Annual Cost
The quantifiable output measures for the automated and manual systems are 78,000 and 39,000,
respectively. Using the uniform annual cost formula developed in Chapter 11, you compute the UAC
to be:
UAC= PV
UAC (Automated) - $2.175.000(.954) + $2.050.000(6.042-.954)
6.042 - .954
- $2,074,950 + 110.430,400
5.088
a $2,457.812





By substituting the quantifiable output nmeames and the UAC into the BCR formula you get:
BCR (Automated) - 78,000 - .032
$2,457,8l
BCR (Manual) - 39,000 - .024
$1,650,000
The proposed automated system has a higher BCR than the current manual system. Therefore. it
is the more cost-effective alternative.
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BCR AND NON-OUAN7TFLABLE BENEFITS
Even when you can't quantify benefits, you can still use the BCR technique by calculating an
Aggregate Benefit Value (ABV). To do so, you identify factors within the alternatives that are
important to your decision. Next, you assign weights to the factors to establish their relative
importance to one another. Then, based on the decision factors, you rank each alternative on a scale
of 0 to 10, where 0 means "of no value" and 10 represents an "attainable ideal". Lastly, you multiply
the ranking of each factor by the factor weight and sum the results. This is the ABV. You use this
in lieu of a benefit.
Table 15-1 illustrates one possible approach for developing an aggregate benefit value.
TABLE 15-1
BENEFIT RANKINGS - - AUTOMATED
Decision Factor Factor Weight Ranking Product
Data availability 3 9 27
Data timeliness 2 8 16
Data accuracy 2 6 12




BE' .FIT RANKINGS -- MANUAL
Decision Factor Factor weight Ranking Product
Data availability 3 7 21
Data timeliness 2 10 20
Data accuracy 2 7 14








Depending upon the amount of information or the number of facts available, while performing an
economic analysis, you will find yourself in one of two environments: "certainty' or "uncertainty".
Under certainty, you understand all facts, actions and results. Under uncertainty, you do not know all
the facts. You must make various assumptions in order to create a workable environment. When
uncertainties exist in an analysis, you must carefully examine each to determine its effect and influence
on the ultimate analysis recommendation.
CERTAINTY
The ideal environment fcr decision making is one where you know all things: You have no doubt,
no uncertainty. You know exactly what will happen, when it will happen, and all other related aspects.
You need no formulation of assumptions, step two in the economic analysis process, because you know
everything. Obviously, you seldom, if ever, encounter this type of environmemt.
UNCERTAINTY
The estimates of costs and benefits considered so far are average, predicted, or expected outcomes.
But, you know that for all sorts of reasons, these amounts may be off the mark. The actual costs of
development or production never coincides exactly with advance estimates. This is not because you
are lazy or careless in your estimation. Rather, the inherent uncertainty surrounding the cummt and
future environment causes the difference. The most common types of uncertainty are:
Uncertainty about planning and cost factors. Every model uses as inputs certain relations between
its elements. These are known a planning factors. For example, planning factors are the time it takes
to perform a certain function, the number of people required to accomplish a given workload, the
amount of CPU time required to nm a particular program. Planning factors are the main ingredient
in estimating costs. Because you cannot always predict this information with complete accuracy,
=certainty win exist in the aysis.
Requirements Uncertainty. Requirements uncertainty has to do with variations stemming from
changes in the configuration of the system you're analyzing. When you conceive a new system, its
preliminary design seldom Wm= out to be exactly the same as the final design. Changes will take place
in the requirements and chmcterics of the system. Requirements change for economic, political,
technological, and environm tal re . Estimates for systems' costs historically relied upon the
preliminary design informatir. If the preliminary characteristics of the system are in error, then early
cost estimates relying upon those characteristics will be in error.
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Technological Uncertainty. Technological uncertainty deals with the likelihood that the system
cannot achieve the desired output. Technological uncertainty rarely is a serious problem in analyses
of current operational problems. But as you try to peer further into the future, technological uncertainty
becomes more important and can indeed dominate your analysis. Technological uncertainty is central -
in research and development decisions.
Statistical Uncertainty. Statistical uncertainty results from the chance element in recurring events.
This is the kind of uncertainty that would persist even if you could predict the central values of all
important parameters. For example, if you flip a penny a thousand times, it will come down beads
about half of the time; but if you flip it only ten times, the proportion of heads may be much different.
Given the impact of requirements uncertainty and technological uncertainty, statistical uncertainty is
insignificant.
TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTY
Now that you know that uncertainty does exist in economic analyses, what do you do about it?
The most important advice is: Don't ignore it. To base an analysis and decision on some single set
of best guesses could be disastrous. For example, suppose you are uncertain about ten factors and you
make a best guess on all ten. If the probability that each best guess is 60 percent, the probability that
all te are right is about one-half of one percent (.6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6 x .6). If you
confine your analysis to this best guess case, you ignore a set of futures with a 99.5 percent probability
of occurring. Because uncertainties can have a significant impact on the results, you must design the
analysis to reflect all major uncertainties. This usually means computing results for a number of
contingencies. The number of cases to analyze and compute increases with each additional factc-.
Therefore the problem is to design the analysis to reflect only the most significant contingencies. Yo
can use a number of techniques when dealing with uncertainty. Several of these techniques are:
Comnuter Simulation is one technique designed to assist you in making decisions under uncertainty.
Assuming that you can assign probability distributions to each of the major cost determinants, you can
construct a computer program to simulate what is likely to occur. In effect, the computer randomly
selects one value from each of the relevant distributions, combines it with other values from other
distributions, and produces an estimated value for the investmeat. The computer repeats this process
for a number of trials. When finished with the run, the computer can plot the relative frequency of
the various values. While Pimulation can be very usefl, the technique does require obtaining
probability distributions for a nunber of variables and involves a fair amount of programming and
machine time costs. Thus, full scale simulation is generally feasible for projects with extensive
funding.
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Sensitivity analysis is a somewhat less expensive simulation technique. It is an available
alternative method of analyzing the outcomes of various projects or strategies. Instead of using
probability distributions for each of the variables in the problem, you simulate the results by starting
with the best guess estimate for each variable, then changing the values of the variables, within
reasonable limits, to see the effects of the changes. This technique, known as sensitivity analysis, is
considerably less expensive than the full scale simulation and provides data for decision making
purposes-
Contingency analysis is a form of sensitivity analysis and involves evaluating the effect of new
factors or conditions. You assess these new aspects by asking yourself questions of the type "what
happens if...?" For example, after a comparison of two computer systems results in an established
preference, you might ask "What happens if a company develops a new computer family in 5 years?"
Or you might ask, "What happens if the company closes my department? Can I adapt the system to
another operation?" The chance of an event occurring may be subjective or have assigned probability.
A Fortiori Analysis is a method you use to overcome your preconceived bias when comparing
alternatives. A not uncommon situation involves replacement of a current, satisfactory production
machine with new equipment. You may be quite hesitant to make the change since there is an element
of uncertainty in the unknown performance of the new machine. Considering this uncertainty and the
fact that the new machine is not essential as the old one is performing satisfactorily, you may want to
dismiss the change with only perfimctory consideration. This could preclude superior performance.
A Fortiori analysis is also rather perfunctory, resulting not in firm recommendations, but only in
indications. Its use is dependent upon your realization of your inner bias. With this realization, you
set the numerical values of any unknown in favor of the less desired alternative. That is, you
counteract your bias for one alternative by favoring the other. For example, you would set minimum
values for operating cost and maintenance downtime and a maximum value for production output of
the new equipment. If, in this case, the eventual comparison of alternatives is favorable for the "old
machine", the analysis assures you that your inner bias did not force the decision. However, if the
comparison favors the new machine, you need to perform more evaluations to determine more realistic





Sensitivity is the relative magnitude of change in elements of an economic analysis that will cause
a change in the ranking of alternatives. In a sensitivity analysis, if you vary one factor over a wide
range without affecting the ranking of alternatives, you say that the analysis is insensitive. That means
that the analysis is not very vulnerable to uncertainty surrounding that factor.
Contingency analysis is a special form of sensitivity analysis. It considers the potential impact of
changes on the altematives. Contingency analysis answers "what if" questions. For example, what if
the economic life were 5 years instead of 8?
Sensitivity and contingency analysis do not require sophisticated techniques. They compel you to
recognize and handle uncertainties in an economic analysis.
STEPS IN PERFORMING A SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
First, you must determine if you need a sensitivity analysis at all. If one option is clearly superior
to the rest, you do not need to test for sensitivity. When the choice is not clear amidst the uncertainty
of future conditions, you must do a sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity analysis should test the dominant input variables. That is, those having a major impact
on the total present value costs or the benefits for a given alternative. Identification of the major cost
contributors does not mean that you foum the truly critical items. The choice of input variables may
depend upon the degree of confidence
which you placed in these estimates. Some elements you scrutinize and evaluate are:
1. Cost Estimates. Increasing or decreasing major cost elements, that is, those which have a
significant impact on the present value cost. Such cost may be the cost of renting equipment, the price
you pay for labor, or the amoumt of supplies you consume as part of your operations.
2. Leath of System Life. Shorter or longer system life.
3. Volume. Mix, or Pattern of Workload. Variation in the estimated volume, mix or pattern of
work load.
4. Bouiremeia Changes in requirements resulting from either legislative mandate or changes
in functional or organizational strcture.
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5. Configuration of Equipment or Software. Changes in configuration of hardware, software, data
communications and other facilities.
6. Assumptions. Alternative assumptions concerning requirements, operations, facilities, or
software, among others.
The basic procedure for .- i,'tivity testing is fairly simple. Select a factor to test. Hold all
parameters in the analysis constant except that factor. Rework the analysis using different estimates
for the factor under consideration. Check the results. If the changes affect the ranking of alternatives,
then the analysis is sensitive to that variable.
You should test each key parameter individually to determine its effect on the analysis.
Example 17-1
1. Given the following cost data, determine the less costly alternative:
Alternative A Alternative B
(Proposed) (Status Quo)
Year One:
ADPE $ 80 0
System Development 100 0
Site Preparaton 35 0
Years Two - Nme
Personnel $ 80Oyr $120/yr
Other Operating Cos 20/yr 23/yr
2. What if the system development costs are $130?
3. What if the system development costs are $120?
4. What if pesomel costs incrase to $85 per year?
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Solution
1. The net present values for Alternatives A and B are:
PVA - .954 ($80 + $100 + $35) + 5.088 ($80 + $20)
-$205+$509 - $714
PVB - 5.088($120 + $25) - $738
Alternative A, the proposed system, is less costly.
2. If system development costs are $130:
PVA - .954($80 + $130 + $35) + 5.088($80 + $20)
- $234 + $509 -$743
PV9 - 5.088($120 + $25) - $738
Now, B costs less. You change the ranking and note the analysis is sensitive to a $30 increase in
development costs.
3. If system development costs are $120:
PVA - .954($80 + $120 + $35) + 5.088($80 + $20)
-$224+$509 -$733
PVO - 5.088($120 + $25) - =3
Alternative A remains Im costly than B. Maintain the inings and note the analysis is insensitive
to a $20 increas, in system development costs.
4. If amaul personnel casts are ieased to $85, then:
PV^ - .934 ($80 + $100 + $35> + 5.088($85 + $20)
-$205 + $534 $739
PV3 - 5.088($120 + $25) -
Now, B costs more than A. Change the ranking ad note the analysis is sensitive to a $5 increase
in annual personnel coils.
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SENSITIVITY AND BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS
Break-even analysis is useful for determining the point at which a particular factor becomes
sensitive. In Example 17-1, you can find a break-even point for each parameter by setting the cost
equations for the two alternatives equal to each other and solving for the unknown variable. The
unknown variable in each case is the factor you tested for sensitivity. The break-even points are:
System development break-even cost:
.954 ($80 + x + $35) + 5.088($100) - 5.088($120 + $25)
.954x + $110 + $09 - $738
.954x - $119
x - $125
If system development costs are $125 and you hold all other costs at their original estimates, the
alternatives will have equal present values. If system development costs are less than $125, you
recommend the proposed alternative. If system development costs exceed $125. you recommend the
status Quo.
Personnel break-even cost:
.954($215) + 5.088(x + 20) - 5.088($145)
$205 + 5.088x + $102 - $738
5.088x - $431
x a $84.7
If personnel costs are $85 and you hold all other costs at their original estimates, the alternatives
will have equal present values. If personnel costs are less than $85, you recommend the proposed
alternative. If personnel costs are greater than $85, you recommend the curent system.
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PRESENTING TIM RESULTS
You can use tables, charts and graphs to highlight the results of the sensitivity analysis. Graphs
are particularly useful because they provide a visual interpretation of the results over a continuous
range of possibilities.
Figure 17-1 depicts the sensitivity of the system development costs. The vertical axis represents
the PV cost and the horizontal axis represents the system development cost. The intersecting lines
represent PV costs for each alternative. The status guo remains constant at $738. Points A. B and C
represent the present values for the proposed alternative when the system development costs are $100,
$120, and $130. The point at which the two alterniives intercept is the break-even point To the left
of the break-even point the proposed system is c: per and to the right the status quo is cheaper.
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Similarly, Figure 17-2 plots the sensitivity of the annualpersonnel costs, where points A and B
represent the present values when personnel costs are $80 and $85.
















TWO VARIABLE SENSrTIVITY TESTS
The outcome of an economic analysis is frequently sensitive to more than one input or
assumpion. You may extend the graphical techniques developed in the previous section to treat
two variables simultaneously. For example, you can depict the PV life cycle cost of the proposed
alternative in Example 17-1 for simultaneou variations in annual personnel costs and system
development costs. If the system develoment cost is D and the mmual versomel cost is P total
PV life cycle cost is:
PV - .954(80 + _ + 35) + 5.08( + 20)
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Figure 17-3 shows plots of total PV life cycle costs for various combinauons of system
development and personnel costs. The horizontal axis represents personnel cost, P, and
development cost, D, is treated as an exogenous variable. The lattice of PV life cycle cost points
indicates which combinations of system development and personnel costs are preferable to the
status quo. The circled point represents the 'best guess". The original analysis used D - $100 and
P = $80.
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Inspection of the graph reveals if the proposed alternative is economically sound. It is sound if,
and only if, the PV point for the proposed alternative lies below the status quo threshold. The
graph also allows the reader to visually interpolate between designated development and personnel
costs. For example, if the actual system development cost were $110 and the annual personnel cost
were $77 the PV would be approximately $708 (see point Y in Figure 17-3).
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Alteratives - The different curses of action, mewns, or methods by which you may obtain
objectives.
Assets - Property, both real and persomnl, and other items having monetary value.
A- Explicit statments used to describe the present and future environment upon
which you base the econmic malysis. You make asumptions to rupport and limit the scope
ofthe study.
Baelm Dat - The start for the economic analysis, beyond this date decisio deal with fiawe
courses of action. It is the "today in the analysis. You may call this the beline year (or
analysis yea 0).
ft~fits - Outpu or effectdvenes you expect to receive or make over time because of making
a proposed investment.
Benemi s Ratio (R), - An emcnmic indicator of efficimcy, computed by dividing benefits
by costs. When you quotify benefits in dollar tems, it is cumonmry to discount both the benefit
tem and the camt -am to reflect the present value of fit=re cntas and benefits.
Break-Even Analvsis - A prcedue for evamuting aluutives in trms of a common mknown
variable. It involves solving for the value of the variable that will make the cunulative
o ad cos for the altem ives equivalent this value is the break even point.
Iudat, Eydate - Cost astimate prepar for inclusion in the DOD budget to wpport a sysem
acquisition progmm.
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Cah Flow Disums - A pictorial teprebetaion showing the mnagnitudes and timing of costs
asociated with an alternative.
Comvpotwd Interest - iterest you charge on both the origina principal and its accrued interesL
ConsantDolars- Computed values that remove the effect of price changes over time. An
estimate is in constant dollars if you adjust costs for all work so that they reflect the level of
prices of a base year.
Coutenc Ar~x6- A form of sensitivity analysis used to evaluate, the effect of new factotm
or candtic in an analysis by saking "what if" questins
Cost - Thke value of things iued up~ or expended in producing a good or service. Usually you
state costs in dollar tem In economic analyses, a cost value need not, comacde with the budget
esdt .
Co vod=- Savings realized by obviating a planned onezrigexpeniditure of resources.
A cast avoidance can only oax when adopting an satve other than the stan u .
CooBenfitAn~ds- A tecimiue for amming the.rng of coa and benefits associated with
a given option umully to find feaibElky. Commtanm generally in monetary twosa, but benefits
need niot be in monstary tems.
CostEitmou- Cost ;rxjcc for expected transaction based upon informnation available.
Ozrt D~m Level o( camt in the yw actual cost will be inawtud When you state prior
caoi cura dollar. the figures an the actual omounts paiL When you sae fit= costs in
current doflms the figures we the actual amounts you expect to py, hicludig any amount due
to futm price changes.
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Omuet Market Value - The amount for which an item could be sold in today's market Tbis can
be the "going price' for a particular piece of used hardware in the open market or the trade-in
allowance guaranteed by a particular manufacturer. Demand is greatest for compters that were
once the most popular models-because there is a larger more receptive markiwt Ob
macines, on the other hand, have lower piices, though they are as good or bettaer than the
popular models.
Dehib Method - Technique for applying the infix ad judgem nt of a group of experts, using a
carefuly planned pogrn of sequitia individual inm without direct omnfrontation;
and with maximum me of feedback of digested information in the investigation and solution of
problems. Umsuy, this has a series of repeated tirog-at_ -uing qu ima . After the
initial interrogation of each individul, you use the inswes from the preceding rund of replies
to supplement subequent questioning. You encourage the expet to reconider, change, or
defend his previoum mower ccidedng the omwers of the other members of the grop.
Dsc .t F o- The mutipler for any specific discount rate that truMlates expected cost or
benefit in any specific future year into its premt vahe. Mathema the discoumt factor is
1I/(1 + r)P wheo r is the disount rate and n is the number of yam since the date of the
initiation of a plowu or project.
PimoRe - A roe Wd to relate prem and future doars. You exlers tins rat as a
percentage and use it to rbes the vah, of future dolna in relation to premt dolm to account
for the time value of money.
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Dioam-ted Payback - A teicie, for determining the period over which smmwlated preset
value savings am suifficient to offset the total present value invetmet coats of a proposed
alternative to the sula quo.
Dico gd - A copt tio a tdque, using interest rates, to calculate the present value of
futwm benefits and cost&. Used in evaluating alternative investmenit proposals that can be valued
in money.
Econon:ic Analysis - A systematc approach to quanifying portrying, and evaluat the relative
worth of proposed projects. Econiomic analysis has six step: staing tie objective; listing
aesiiptons defnin th alternativies; determining costs and benefis; comparing and raning
alternatives; md perforing a sensitivity analysis.
Economic Forecaudtin - Predicting the fium movement of economic indicators,
Ecowic ife- The period ovar which you expect to soma the benefits from a proposal. The
economic life of a poject begins the yew the inventl stts producing benefits and may be
limited by its nisdon iffe, jiiyucal ife, ot teoogicaI life.
Effectiveness - The rate at which you jxprop towud the goal or objective of a program. Rate
at which a program akas benefits.
Efimx - The degree of optimization a progra gives to its owpqs. Ibis pertans to both the
productivity mad the inpit Imix.
Fixd Cst- lbat coiponent, of production cost that does not climpg if volume is within a
Updldrang
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Fortod naimi - A teclmique used to overcome aECXCVd bias. You mat the numerical
values of unknowns to favor the less desired alternative. If the evenmzal copramOf
alternatives still favors the "prefered" altenuative, this asues you that your Inier bias did not
force the decision.
fringe Benefits - Aflowance and servces provided to employees as compensation besides basic
salaries and wages.
Hitncl s - The coat of any objective, based upon actual assa outlay, determined after the
fact. Any method of cost deemination may be used.
ImpedCot,- A cost tha does not, appeer in accouting record and does not entail dollar
outlays.
hwaas - Thw additional reamres needed to got somea specific adtonal capability.
Any cost you would incur despite which alternstive you adopt is not an incremental cost. You
need not include it i n anwalysis.
Indsmral Ernzneemn Method, - Cost antinmdng technuique where you ccrnsoldwt ~iates for
various separte work segments into a total projec estimate.
Infdn- A persistent rime in the general level of prices over time.
hsa~e epeits- Those improvements in system performance that cuio be quantified mn
tem of dollars or othe ~Aeasures.
nveu s 4 - One-lme coa Oawa with acquistio of real Propety, nonrecurring
se-cs nonecurrIng operabc6 and mainane (stat-up) costs ed odwe aneo-tne costs.
Despite their one-time naax, investmet coas may extenid over periods of more thi one yea.
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Lmd-rme- T"he period of elapsed time between initial funding or decision and the
commecemet of the economic life.
Life-cycle - The time from the beginning date of the project to the end of the program or project
life.
Life-cycle Cost - The total cost to the Government of buying mid owning a system over its full
life. It inchxies the cost of development, acquisition, operation, support, and where, applicable,
disposal.
Mission life - Thne period over which you anticipate a need for an eet,
Not Discounted Cost - Discounted dolla coat minus discounted dollar benefits. (This can be a
negative value.)
N-meurrng ost- Coats that occur once; to be sat apart from annually recurring costs.
Obicties- Goas or meits that the decision maks wants to attain. ft is the desired product
or outpw of a program The objectives justfy the euistence of the organization and its
consumpton ofresources. You muMstate objectives in a way tha does not precluide alternative
Omxxmtv ost- The coat of forgone opportumites; the sa~crificed amount of money,
equipumt, or units of production you could have used for anioher alternative with the sume ime
and effort expended. I
OW- The products, fizactioms, tasks, services, or capabilities that an organizatio exists to
rodce, do, or maintain.
Mesgs- A useful description of fiotiam. or missions, of an ognztnexpressed
in relation, to thos assigned.
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Pu~uetric Cost Estimate - Estimat derived firm statistical correlation of historic systern costs
with performance end physical atributes of the system.
Physical Life - The period when a machine, piece of equipment, or building physically can do
Its fimcdon.
Present Value - The estimated current worth of future benefits or costs derived by discouting
the fiture values, using n appropiate discount rate.
]Price hdex - A percentage comparison of the total to of a selection of commodities A
services between two periods.
yga miect - A major mimion orinted agency endeavor that fulfills tatory or executive
requirments. You define this in team of the principal acdom requb to get a significun end
Prosmm Evalumion - An analysis of ongoing activities to find out how to improve an approved
progra/poject based on actual perfarnce. Rogu evaluation studies entail aopsn
of actual perfowunce with the proved pro g /rojec goals and objectives, end provide a
bais for deciding wbedier the project mees its objectives in te, moo ot effective miner.
EJiL - The lead time and economic life.
&gmZWZ QM -Expmes for pesmel, material ooume in un, operatinig, cved, support
swvices, and odher itkei dat r annually in execution of a given program or work effoit.
a kf1Ve__ _R o (Mlt) - The ratio of discounted futue cm savings to the discounted
investment cost necessary to effect those savings. An SIR of wne tells tht the present value of
the svinps equals the presnt value of the investment.
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aggivit AnWsis- A technique for aemsing the extent to which reusonable changes in
assumions or inpu variables will affect preference rilking of altratves.
Simulation - Artificial generaton of experimental proceises to initiate or duplicate actual
operational processes.
Sunk Cost - A resource that you use becawe of a prior decision. Because you irrevocably
expend or commit to sink coss, they do amt affect ycew choice between alternatives.
Tanuible Benefits - Those, improvem--t in systemn performance that you cannot quantify. They
do not include savings in recurring operating expenues; you reflect these savings as reductions
in cost.
IechnoozJJ W - The aated number of yem before technology will make the existing or
proposed equipment, or facilities obsolete.
ITmLh Va - 'The proceeds (3ms removal and disposal costs) you get when disposing of a
tangible capital aset. Usually, you inessur this by the nt proceeds from the sale or other
disposition of the amtd, or its fair market. value If you trade the moet for uwerw mset
Time Value of Money - A name given to the idea that the use of money cost money. A dollar
today as worth more than a dollar tomorrow bec== of the interest cogs related to expenditus
and beneft that occax over tume. Annual savings or cah inflows projected for tomorrow have
preent vaue les, unthir wndis - t- dollar values.
ULfom AnmL Co (AQ2 - A constant amount that, if paid aally throughout, the economic
life of a proposed altemative, would yield a total discounted cost equal to the actual present value
ife-cycle coat of the altenative.
YEaiale C - A cost that varies with the quantity of outpu produced.
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